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some 1300 Negro boys and girls
will have graduated from the(leek high schools of Memphisd Shelby County. They will
have diplomas, certifying that
they have satisfactorily com-
pleted the courses of study pre-
scribed by eur local publicly-
mnported secondary schools.
The sight of 1300 young Negro
rn:sti and women, marching
proudly in processionals, wear-
ing long, flowing gowns and
.asseled caps — sending their
:ellective voices swelling like
er,ans in class songs and fare-
well songs — the brave speech-
es of commencement speakers
— the dignified awarding of
diplomas — the swelling of
pride of parents and relatives
— all are part of the excite-
mni. and restrained glamor of
the traditional American way
of finishing high school.
But when the songs are end-
ed, the speeches forgotten, and
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Body In Yacht Basin?
Events Cloudy
In Drowning
No one knows how Mrs. Louvenia Collins, 38, hap-
pened to be at the foot of Jefferson early on the morn-
ing of May 17, floundering around in seven feet of
water in the Memphis Yacht basin. Everyone knows
how she got out.. The pretty young woman's body was
found by a nightwatchman after he had heard her
splashing about in the basin.
MRS. LOUVENIA COLLTNS
Although police officials have
risted the death as accidental,
he mere fact of her being in
:he vicinity strikes a mysteri-
ms note in the minds of the
Noman's Nether, Mrs. Lucy
klston of 601 Plum, and Mrs.
^ollins' friends and neighbors.
rs. Alston said her daughter
•ed alone at 381 Butler. Re-
portedly numbered among Mrs
close friends is a Mit
Boyce, who she frequented the
Monday night wrestling match-
es with. She had allegedly gone
to the wrestling matches that
previous Monday night, but this
.ime alone.
FALKED WITH HER
Mrs.-Alston said she had talk-
ed with her daughter Monday
evening just after she came
home from her maid's job, over
he telephone. Mrs. Alston re-
ported that "Louvenia said she
was going home (she was call-
ing, from a friend's house as
she had no phone in her apart-
ment) to rest. Then, at about 7
m.," Mrs. Alston continued,
See, EVENTS, Page 2
NAACP Files
Complaints
On Voting
The Memphis Branch NAACP
filed complaints with the Jus-
tice Department, Tennessee
Civic Rights Commission and
Tennessee Election Commission
on racial discrimination after
its investigation of voters reg-
istration in the Seventh Dis-
trict at the Courthouse in
1Brownsville, Haywood County,
Tenn., May 19.
The investigation Indicates
that 68 persons were register-
ed, May 19. Less than 10 of
those persons registered were
Negroes, despite the fact that
from 80 to 200 Negroes stood
in line from 9 a.m to 4 p.m
awaiting their turn to register.
teported the t•TAACP.
The NAACP reported the fol-
lowing specific acts of racial
discrimination found:
1. Negroes who entered the
Icourthouse in Brownsville.
Tenn. at this time, do so at a
risk of intimidation and po-
tential bodily harm.
2. Negroes were required to
stand in racially segregated
lines; whereas white people
were registered upon arrival
even though many Negroes had
spent hours awaiting their turn
to register.
3. The registration procedure
in the District is designed to
be so slow that it is utterly
impossible for Negroes to reg-
ister in any large numbers.
The continuation of this slow
pace means that less than 50
Negroes can register to vote
in this district for the next
election.
Lialmortimmens
E  by NAT D WILLIAMS 
Hat Asks What Is
THIS WAS Luther McClea-
nan as he attended MSU on
the first school day in 1959,
tense, on guard. But the pic-
ture has changed with a full
year the
students that braved the
will and demanded that they
be treated like any other col-
lege student at the former
at the school for all-white institution. Things
are much better now, and the
white students have resigned
to the fact that Negro stu-
dents are in MSU to stay.
Jailed 5 Days In Tenn.
Without Charge Athlete
By BAKER E. MORTEN that is if you're a Negro.
It's apparently against the Young Kenneth Parnell did it
law in Tennessee to travel U. S. and wound up in jail for five
Highway 51 near Ripley . . „days after being called dirty
Insurance Exec
estbrcok Dies
Final rites were held for
Oliver T. Westbrook, Thursday,
May 26 at Metropolitan Bap-
tist church with Rev. S. H.
Herring of the St. Paul Bap-
OLIVER T. WESTBROOK
tist church and Rev.
Owen
ing.
Mr. Westbrook, a pillar I nFuture of Our Grad? Memphisciwvoicridcircwleass aonnde
 
the
S. A.1
D'RK HANDS the caps and gowns returned
From May 29 -thru June 6 to the renters, comes the dawn
of the Monday following the
exercises. It's a gray dawn, no
matter how bright the sun will
be shining. It's a gray dawn
for the vast majority of those
1300 Memphis and Shelby Coun-
ty Negro boys and girls who
have received those diplomas.
It's a gray dawn for the vast
majority of their parents. It's
a gray dawn for their friends,
for their well-wishers — for any
with the growth and stability
of Memphis and Shelby Coun-
ty as communities.
BIG QUESTION
For all are faced with one
looming, persistent, demanding,
depressing, discouraging, dis-
gusting, and disturbing ques-
tion: What Is Going To Be-
come Of Those 1300 Negro Boy
AM Girl Graduates Of The
Memphis And Shelby County
High School?
There are related questions
See, SHADOWS, Page 2
of Metropolitan, officiat-
We was an active member
of the Junior Chamber of Com-
merce and an official of the
St. Paul Baptist church.
Mr. Westbrook would ha v e
been 58 August 13. He h a d
lived in Memphis for 31 years.
He met and married Miss Mae
L. Liggins of Brunswick, Tenn.
some 35 years ago.
Clubs proud to have him as
* member included the Life
Underwriters Training Council,
a committeeman for the Re-
publican party, Lincoln League
Republican club, Elks Lodge
and the North Memphis Civic
club.
He died in E. H. Crump hos-
pital May 24 after being hespi
talized for a lengthy illness.
Survivors are: wife, Mrs.
Mae L. Westbrook; children,
Mesdames Juanita Stanback
and Benncie Wilson; mother,
Mrs. Mary Westbrook, brother!
Henry L. and Solomon C. West-
brook; sisters, Mesdames Mel-
vina Buford and Pinkie Ander-
son; and a host of other rela-
tives and friends.
Burial was in Morning View
Cemetery in ELlendale. S. W.
Qualls and company in charge.
three founders of t he Union
Protective Life Insurance com-
pany. The trio included H. Da-
vis Whalum, deceased, West-
brook and Lewis H. Twigg,
president.
Mr. Westbrook was vice pre-
sident of the company. He
headed the claims department
at the time of his death, and
also belonged to the board qf
directors of the organization.
REAL ESTATE
Born in Ellendale, Tenn., he
dabbled in real estate as a side-
line and held valuable holdings
in his home town. He was chair-
man of the board of directors
of the Home Security Invest-
ment company.
The insurance pioneer w a
also quite an avid Republican
and a robust follower of Lt.
George W. Lee. Educated in
the Tennessee school system,
he was graduated from t h e
Woodstock Training school of
Lucy, Tenn. and was a alum-
nus of Tuskegee Institute of
Alabama.
names by Tennessee State
Troopers and nearly shot.
The 19-year-old Harvey, Ill.
athlete unraveled the harrow-
ing tale of his experiences after
being lucked up and held in-
communicado for five days on
charges of disorderly conduct,
resisting arrest and disobeying
an officer . . . all because he
wanted to play baseball.
It all started when Kenneth
left his native Harvey to go to
Memptis, Tenn, for a try-out
with the Kansas City baseball
team. The stocky - built pitcher
left on an Illinois Central train
and arrived in Memphis safe
and sound for his try-out. He
was told by Ted Rasberry, own-
er of the Monarchs, that he was
a promising young player, but
the Monarchs were well • staff-
ed with pitchers.
RasIserry then made arrange-
ments for the lad to return to
his home, 14730 Hoyne ave. He
told William Allen, runabout
man for the Monarchs, to drive
'Fine' Say
MS Students
After Year
"After the first few months.
everything went along fine,"
smiled Ralph Prater, one of the
first of eight Negro students
who broke the color bar at
Memphis State university.
Mr. Prater, a pre-medical stu-
dent, said that there have been
few racial incidents since their
joining the student body in
September, 1959. "Everyone
seems to have gotten used to
the fact that we're here to stay
and that's that," he said.
The other students all did fine
and although they hadn't receiv-
ed their final grades at press
time, he thought "they all pass-
ed."
The eight who entered MSU
last year were Misses Rose
Mae Blakney, Sammie Lee
Burnett, Eleanor Joyce Gandy,
Marvis Laverne Kneeland, Ber-
tha Mae Rogers and Luther
McCleannan, John Simpson and
Mr. Prater.
DISCUSSED SIT-INS
Mr. Prater said at the height
of the sit-ins he had several
of the white students come up
to him and discuss the situa-
tion with him. The other Ne-
gro students reported the same.
He said he had heard of sev-
eral other Negro students tak-
ing the entrance examinations
to come to MSU but he didn't
know the results of such tests.
MSU was integrated after a
long court battle featuring
NAACP lawyers and a delay
of a year for what former
MSU prexy .1. Millard Smith
termed a cooling off period.
Four of the above students were
scheduled to enter MSU in 1958
but the Tennessee Board of Ed-
eeation granted a request from
'he erstwhile president for a
year's delay.
The first school day of 1959
i was described as peaceful as
scores of newspapermen a n d
photographers "went back to
school" for the story.
The story proved not as ex-
citing as figured as the Negro
students went about their busi-
ness in a peaceful way. In the
only display by segregationists
during the day, one car with
a placard saying, "Civil Rights
For Whites" drove down the
campus with four cars follow-
ing, Confederate flags flutter-
ing from their windows. A po-
lice car stayed behind them and,1
after their march, the cars
did not reappear on the cam-
See, JAILED, Page 2 MIS.
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White Tickets Only
Memphis-This Week
is xis was•aa•sass•••••
CHU FONG, operator of the
Chinese grocery store .at 101
Wisconsin was slightly injured
earlier last week when he was
attacked by a trio of young
Negroes. Mr. Fong told police
the attackers took $100 from
his pockets and an undetermin-
ed amount from the cash regis-
ter.
JUDGE PERRY SELLERS
fined Franklin Campbell, 18.
WINNING BABIES in the IS
Ebonettes baby contest were
(left) Arthur L. Scott, jr.,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
L. Scott, an. of 828 Retaken
and Patty Gordon, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Dempsey
Gordon of 1545 S. Lauderdale.
(Staff photo by George Har-
din)
la 294-C Dixie Mall and Roy
Lewis Beach, 20, of 900 Ex-
change a total of $1,250 and
six-months in the Penal farm.
The two were part of a group
who attended a wrestling match
at Russwood Park in Sept. Aft-
er o n e was hit by a bottle
thrown by a white fan, the
youths attacked William M.
Bevel of 746 Mosby and knock-
ed him through a plate glass
window on Poplar. He was
hospitalized with a gashed
head and arm.
PARTIALLY-BLIND 34-year-
old Henderson Dennis received
a free paint job on his home
at 76 North Rembert. The
Memphis City Beautiful Com-
mittee chose him from among
nine others to have his house
painted free in connection with
Clean-Up, Paint-Up, Fix-Up
Week last week. The first brush
was put on by Sandra Pegues,
a senior at Booker T. Washing-
ton high school.
NAMED AS Valedictorian and
Salutatorian at Geeter high
school were Loyes Albert White
of 3433 Boxton and Thaddeus
Lawrence of 1002 Carey rd.
A FRESHMAN at Hamilton
High school, William Dale Le-
Marr, 14, has been awarded
a certificate of merit for an
entry in the National Amateur
Art Instructions, Inc., Minne-
apolis. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank LaMarr of 937-H
LeMoyne drive.
Shunt Negroes
To Bleachers
By BURLEIGH HINES, JR.
Echoes of the ill-fated Memphis Automobile Show
rang clearly in the hearts of Negro Memphians as they
heard about the up-coming St. Jude Benefit Show,
June 9, starring Danny Thomas, founder of the
hospital.
The Automobile Show, which
closed with a
whopping defi-
cit, too, was
for the benefit
of the St. Jude
Fund. But it
excluded Ne-
groes. This
time, Negroes
will be "tole-
rated" b u t D. Thomas
they have to sit in the back, the
bleachers, to be exact. The
irony of it all centers around the
ticket situation.
John F. Canale, general chair-
man of the Memphis Chicks
baseball team, and executor of
Hodges Field, where the show
will be held, said the Negroes
are to only purchase the white
tickets. Mr. Canale, said how-
ever, that the Negroes could
come in any entrance they want-
ed to.
Negro Catholics in Memphis,
long believers and followers of
their faith which preaches not
"separate tut equal," but "equal
everyone and all," are fighting
mad. They may picket the show,
said one of the most ablest and
well-informed one of their
bunch, 0. W. Pickett, real estate
executive and civic leader.
MOST EMBARRASING
"This is the most embarrasing
thing ever to the Negro Catho-
lics," Mr. Pickett. "The whole
idea of a segregated show of
this type, for the worthy cause
it is reported to be for, is dis-
tasteful and disgraceful."
Mr. Pickett quickly informed
the Tri-State Defender that he
is not mad, but hurt over the ar-
rangements.
"Why each dollar they (The
Fund) receives is supposed to
be going for a bed, a sheet, etc.,
for not only white children but
black children as well," he said.
"I shall try to contact Danny
Thomas as soon as I can and
get this thing straightened out."
Mr. Pickett explained one of
the chief reasons he wanted to
talk to Mr. Thomas, interna-
tional comedy star who founded
the hospital in fulfilling a vow,
is to ascertain from him just
whether or not the hospital is
going to be interracial, as it re-
portedly is supposed to be.
$1 TICKETS ONLY
The benefit show is being co-
sponsored by the Aid For Leu-
kemia Suffering American Chil-
dren and the Memphis Chicks.
Tickets for the golden - circle
seats are $5-for whites only; re-
served tickets are $2-for whites
only; general admission tickets
See PICKET, Page 2
Use Snarling
Dogs To Scare
Teen Rioters
LONDON — (UPI) — London
bobbies Monday used snarling
police dogs to scare 2,500 riot-
in,g jazz fans into order at an
East, London park.
The dogs, growling and tug-
ging at their leashes, routed
teen-age ruffians who for 90
minutes had been belting law
officers with fists, chairs and
bottles.
Nineteen persons eventually
were rounded up in darkness-
shrouded Victoria Park and
taken into custody.
The teenagers had gathered in
the park for a jazz concert by
Chris Barber, one of England's
leading popular band leaders.
It was not clear how the riot
started Bobbies had been cir-
culating in the crowd on a tip
that two rival gangs were plan-
ning to start "trouble", but it
also was possible some of the
fans were angered at being
turned away from the perform-
ance because of limited seating
capacity.
To Place Your Want Ad.
Cob "Miss Results" JA. 6-11397
•
TWENTY
REASONS
WHY YOU SHOULD
BUY A
WOLFE NOME
Winner of the National
Association of H a m •
Builders 1969 14 • r I t
Award for Commentkr
Des eloprne nt. . .
1. More some for
the money.
2. Notes cheaper
than rent.
3. Nice neighbor-
hood to rear your
children
4. F.H.A.
Financing.
S. Near Churches,
S. Near Schools.
7. Proposed major
shopping center.
S. College people
choose LakeVieW
Gardens.
Spacious land-
scaped lots.
10. Split level and
contemporary de-
signed homes.
11. Air conditioning,
garbage disposal,
dishwashers.
12. Styled Interiors.
13. 3 and 4 bedroom
homes.
1 and 2 ceramic
tile baths.
15. Country Club
environment.
16. Paneled den and
fireplace.
Carports and
concrete drives;
We take your
present house
in trade.
Select hardwood'-
floors.
20. Quality inatertall
and workman-
ship.
DIRECTIONS:
Drive south on Highway
61 to Horn Lake Read,
south on Horn Lake to
ono block south of Gest.
V School.
EL ROCHE Social club held
a delightful house party at
334 Glencoe rd. last week.
This is t he home of Mrs.
Ruby Moore, assistant secre-
tary who served as hostess.
Members of the club include,
from left, seated, Mrs. Pal-
mer Lee Brown, president;
Mrs, Ruby Moore, Mrs. Bet-
ty Wilson, vice president;
Mrs. Dorothy Jones, secre-
(Continued from Page 1)
stemming from the main one
— such as: How many will en-
ter college? How many should
enter college? Where will those
who wish to and need to — find
jobs in Memphis and Shelby
County? How many will be
forced to leave Memphis and
Shelby County to find jobs,
whether they want to or not?
How many will sink back in
hopelessness and frustration,
and gradually see themselves
forgetting every vestige of high
school training they ever gain-
ed? Will the money, time, and
energy expended in giving those
1300 youngsters a high school
education turn out to be just
so much wasted effort?
Well, these are only a few of
the grim questions facing the
kids and the community — now
that they have graduated. Un-
fortunately, Memphis has not
paid too much attention in
planning for the fotures of those
1300. Will they be the "lost
1300?"
The men who serve as per-
sonnel directors of the various
industries in Memphis and vi-
cinity have not disclosed how
many of these 1300 Negro high
titry, and Mrs. Rosie Lee
Thorns, business manager.
Earthalthe Green, sergeant-
at-arms and Mrs. Rebecca
Davis, treasurer. Mrs. Moore
said she would like to extend
family-raising jobs for Negro
high school graduates at the
Light, Gas and Water Division?
With the Bus company? With
the Southern Bell Telephone
company? With the down-town
department stores? With va-
rious construction companies
erecting housing and other pro-
jects?
All these 1300 kids should
should not go to college. All
don't need to go. All of them
don't want to go. Most of them
can't afford to go to college.
Yet, all of them are supposed-
ly equipped to begin some defi-
nite activities in the direction
of their future life work.
The time has passed when
Southern Negroes should de-
pend on migrating to the North,
East and West seeking °poor.
turnity to make a living. Just
as there are increasing group
efforts to obtain a greater de-
gree of social, political, and
civic recognition in the South
and elsewhere in the nation,
there should be an increase in
Negro group effort and deter-
mination to find and keep a
foothold in the economic life
school graduates they plan 10 of the South.
If young Negroes have nerve
enough to "sit in" at non-wel-
coming counters in order to
gain the right to eat a hot dog
— it seems more logical that
they would use the same nerve
to press for their economic sur-
vival. Picketing for a chance
A SCHOOL FOR GIRLS FALLS PREY
10 HIS FIFSIDISH DESIRES!
thanks to the Del Rinos, L&M
Hawks, Goodfriends, High
Steppers, Everettes and the
12 Carnations clubs who made
the party such a success.
(Staff Photo by George Har-
din)
LITTLE ROCK, Ark.—(UPI)
—Two Negro students who en-
tered Central High school
under protection of federal
troops in 1957's highly-publiciz-
ed integration squabble were
graduated Monday night.
The students, two of the orig-
to work makes much more
sense than picketing against a
celebration. Picketing for a
paying job makes a helluva lot
more sense than picketing for
a more or less dumb dignit.
True, it is written that man
shall not live by bread alone
— but in saying that. Christ
didn't rule out the mighty im-
portant role bread plays in liv-
ing by anything else. The whole
idea here is to suggest that
the situation of the 1300 Negro
boys and girls who have been
graduating from our high
schools in Memphis and Shelby
County over the past couple of
weeks should be examined
Their situation should be exam-
ined closely by those who know
that "dignity without dough,"
Ae lAfismoney — makes you, nothing, . Resortsplace without profits — pridewithout pelf — mouth without
honey — other than something
to be laughed at and pitied!
inal nine Negroes who inte-
grated Central, took part in the
baccalaureate services with
their white classmates. The
services ran smoothly, like any
routine occasion.
Carlotta Walls and Jefferson
Thomas were to receive diplo-
mas from Central.
And Effie Jones, one of two
Neo students who integrated
Little Rock's Hall High school
only last September1
 
will grad-
uate tonight.
At the services Sunday night,
five Negroes sat in the football
stands observing Central'a 423
graduating seniors. However,
they did not mix with the
whites.
The students came in by
twos, a boy and a girl in each
file. They were seated in the
stands in rows of boys and
r.ws of girls. The two Negroes
were mixed in with the 421
white students.
(Continued from Page 1)
ire 31-Negroes may buy these.
The Tri-State Defender con-
tacted the St. Jude Foundation
on the ticket situation and was
referred to Mr. Canale, who in-
formed of the arrangements.
Other orgaiiizations, such as
the J-U-G-S, a young Negro
women's organization which has
given substantial sums to the
St. Jude Foundation, has ex-
pressed surprise over hearing
how Negroes were shunted to
the grandstands at the affair.
St. Judge Foundation officials
said the seating circumstances
were out of their hands. "Mr.
Canale handles the ball park
lnd he handles the seating,"
said a representative.
Mr. Canale said he was only
following the general custom
,and line of seating always ad-
n...hered to in the ball park when
the Memphis baseball team
played.
When Negroes were shut out
)f the auto show they found
dher means of giving money
.0 St. Jude. They had their own
, meetings and solicited funds
ai and gave quite a sum to the
Foundation.
They might just rather do
that again.
(Continued from Pitge7 1)
"I found out she dratted up
and told her neighbor that she:
was going to the wrestling!
matches."
:Mrs. Alston said that was the
.strange thing about It. She said
her daughter was not the kind
who liked to go out at night by
herself. Mrs. Alston explained
this by saying that Mrs. Collins
had lived in Washington and
eastern cities where a woman
alone on the street is easy prey
for a mugger or rapist.
"I've never known her to be
a person to go out late at night
by herself," she repeated.
Mrs. Alston said the friends
Mrs. Collins usually went to the
wrestling matches with called
her (Mrs. Alston) at 12:30 a.m.
Tuesday morning and told her
that they had been by Mrs. Col-
lins' home and she wasn't there.
They were worried, she said.
She said the friends told her
that they hadn't seen Mrs. Col-
lins on Monday and wondered
where she could be. Mrs. Alston
told them that she didn't know
what to think but perhaps she
was just somewhere that they
hadn't looked.
"But then I started to think,"'
she said. "They sounded real
worried and it began to worry
me." The next thing Mrs. Alston
remembers clearly is going to
identify her daughter.
Mrs. Collins had lived in
Memphis for about 12 years.
She was described by her mo-
ther as being a girl who liked
to have fun, but not a real run-
around. "She liked to stay at
home," said Mrs. Alston.
The ambulance driver that
brought the body of Mrs. Col-
lins to the hospital early Tues-
day morning, said "she looked
as if she had been to a party."
Final rites were held Sunday
night, May 29, at the Southern
Funeral home. Rev. W. L. Sue-
well officiated. Her survivors
included a mother, father, sis-
ter, Mrs. Annie Mae Cannon of
Memphis; and other relatives
and friends.
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — (UPI)—
F. N. W. Cornwallis, a direct
descendent of British Gen.
Charles Cornwallis, who sur-
rendered to George Washington
at Yorktown, mused while vis•
iting here Monday with other
British farmers to study U. S.
farm methods:
"If great grandfather hadn't
surrendered, there wouldn't be
any U. S."
use. Wonder how many of these
youngsters Firestone, Interna-
tional Harvester, DuPont,
American Finishing Company,
to name a few — can use this
year? Has anybody inquired?
WORK AT LG&W?
Wonder if there are any
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You've YAMP/RIS *Li RECOAff Aok
48111,0 oF P./U(1mA" o# MEMBEFORE Yew VERY EYES!
PLUS: IN PERSON "HEIDI ENRICH"
DIRECT FROM Tr E MOVIE!
Frankenstein!, The Wolf man!,
The Hunchback And Fiends
Of Horror Will Usher You
To Your Sects!!
Good One Side
14"x4'e5' Sheet .....$2.,!$4.15
%"r4'itfr " $4.50
11/4"x4'xil' " . $5.02
MILWAUKEE —(UPI) —The
president of the Madison, Wis.,
NAACP said discrimination
against Negroes at Wisconsin re-
sorts was "very, very bad."
Odell Taliaferro, Madison, told
the Wisconsin state meeting of
the NAACP Sunday that it
should support legislation pro-
posed by the recent Wisconsin
Governor's Conference on Civil
Rights to require resort owners
to display the Wisconsin statute
prohibiting denial of equal rights
in public accommodations.
"The way it is now, resort
owners complain that they
would lose all their white cli-
entele if they allowed Negroes
in their resorts," Taliaferro
said. "With this statute, the
owners could point out to whites
(Continued from Page 1)
Parnell back in the team sta-
tion wagon.
NEAR RIPLEY
All went well until Allen and
young Parnell were about DO
miles out of Memphis near Rip-
ley. There two Tennessee State
Troopers converged on the sta-
tion wagon, Parnell said, or-
dered Allen to show his cre-
dentials and snatched him
(Kenneth) from the oar in the
midst of a barrage of name-
calling Parnell said he then
was accused of swing at an
officer disorderly conduct and
resisting arrest. The youth said
he still does not know what he
did to warrent being arrested.
In any case, he was taken to
Lauderdale County jail in Rip-
ley held for five days (May 17-
21), not allowed to make a call
or see a lawyer, and finally
was convicted and fined $65.
Allen meanwhile was intim-
idated, according to Mrs. Edith
Rasberry of Grand Rapids,
Mich., wife of the Kansas City
Monarchs owner. She told the
Defender:
"They took the registration
title of the station wagon and
rode Allen out of town after
locking up Parnell. They didn't
arrest Allen, but police troop-
ers followed him for a 100 miles
until he neared the Illinois
state line before they returned
the papers to him. After they
gave him the title back, they
told him to get out of Twines.
see and never come back. I
didn't find out Parnell had been
arrested until Allen was free to
call me."
CALLED REPEATEDLY
e police repeatedly
Mrs Rasberry said she call-
d Ripley 
11111111111111111111111111111111190111111111111111111tinil
after Parnell was incarcerated,
but authorities there "talked to I ea I Estate§ R
me as if I wasn't supposed to
inquire about anyone." Mrs.
Rasberry said she finally call—
ed Atty Russell Sugarmon in
Memphis who, in turn, retained
Atty Robert Thomas of Ripley
to the case.
"No one knew I was in jail.
They wouldn't even let me
make a call," young Parnell
stated "I was released from
jail on the fifth day. When the
State Troopers took me to the
city sheriff and told their story
the sheriff declared he would
have "blown my brains out, if
he were them."
Mrs. Rasberry said Allen told
her he was threatened by po-
lice when he told them Parnell
had "not swung at an officer,"
as he was charged. "Are you
calling my officers liars?" Al-
len told her he was asked, "Do
you know we shoot n . . . era
between the eyes for calling
officers liars," Allen quoted
the police as saying.
TOLD REPORTER
Mrs. Rasberry said a h e
brought the matter to the at-
tention of a Grand Rapids re-'
porter who reportedly called
Sen. Estes Kefauver (D.-Tenn.)
about the matter. She said she
spent over $100 in long-distance
phone calls trying to reach and
aid Parnell.
The baseball owner's wife
who said she paid Pamela
fines, had great praise for
Sugarmon's aid.
Young Parnell today is back
in his Harvey home where he
still envisions a career of base-
ball. His brother and three sis-
ters would like to see him play
ball also, but they are more re-
lieved at his being home again.
The McKinley Elementary and
Thornton high school graduate
played with the Baltimore
Elites of the Negro Baseball
League last year.
"Ripley is probably the worst
town in Tennessee," Mrs. Ras-
berry remarked in conclusion.
EUROPE BOUND — Mrs. SA*
via Denman, daughter et Mr.
lad Mrs. Elmore Dolitos, sr.
of 1501 S. Barksdale will leave
Memphis June 3 to join bet
husband, S-Sgt. Leroy Denman,
who is stationed in Munich,'
Germany. Ite is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. John Denman of 1582
Ch0Per at. The couple's two
sons, Kenneth sad Donald, are
traveling with her. She and her
husband will live in Germsllp
for three years.
Zoom Great for
Minor Bums, Cuts
Tomo, a doctor's formula, liquid
or ointment, soothes, helps heal
minor burns, cuts, bruin* Tasruly
antiserptia GOMIS ittil surface
rashes, morns, teett-ege pimplea,
athlete's fast. Stops atdtlnj. ao
aids faster healing. For stubbor
mums, get Extra Strength Zama
who object that they — like
all other resort owners — had
to follow the law."
The proposed legislation was
termed a "good step forward"
by State Sen. Kirby Hendee, a
candidate for the Republican
nomination for 5th district gong-
tell/Man.
Hendee, representing a dis-
trict containing the exclusive
non-Negro North Shore suburbs.
also backed legislation that
would prohibit real estate men
from discriminating against Ne-
groes in' the sale of homes.
At other proceedings, all of-
ficers of the state NAACP were
re-elected Saturday.
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PORTSMOUTH, England
(UPI) —Company director
Ernest Brewer said his faith in
human nature was restored
when he received an unsigned
letter containing $33.60. The let-
ter said the $33.60 was money
"I stole from your father 50
years ago."
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GIVEN AWAY!
Progress Now...Call or
Come In Today.
Negroes Flourish
In Armed Services
Negroes have flourished under genuinely integrated units—"no
Integrition in the armed forces
to such a degree that today
they have become "virtually
the pride of the service and a "It took longer for integre-
crucial factor in America's de-
tense," according to a report
y Morton Puner, editor of the
Bulletin of the Anti-Defamation
League of B'nai B'rith.
His study, based on two
month-long tours of Defense De-
partment installations in the
United States and ten other
countries appears in article
form in the June issue of Coro-
net magazine, out today.
He found that Negroes con-
stitute 15 per cent of all non-
commissioned officers in the
army even though they make
up wily 10 per cent of army
personnel. In the United States
Air Forces in Europe, 14.5
per cent of all non-corns are
Negroes even though they
represent only 7:5 per cent of
the enlisted men.
CHALLENGES410) "For Negroes, life in the in-tegrated services is filled with
challenges and opportunities
denied them as civilians," the
Coronet article declares. "The
record shows that they are
making the most of it. The
percentage of Negroes taking
courses with the United States
Armed Forces Institute is 14
per cent, for the rest of the
men in uniform, the figure is
9 per cent.
Puner reports that since
Korea—the first war in which
whites and Negroes fought in
one in authority seriously ques-
tions the military value of in-
tegrations."
lion to work out on social and
educational levels," he says.
"But today attitudes are sum-
med up in the words of Maj.
Gen. Harvey Fisher, a West
Pointer and Korean veteran
who says: 'Heart is heart, blood
is blood—what difference does
color make.' And in the words
of Negro Navy Lieut. (j. g.) L.
E. Jenkins who says: 'After a-
while, you start thinking of
white as people.'
Puner found that men and
women in the service, "no mat-
ter how strong their prejudices
before, seem to suspend them
for the balance of their militan
careers." As one evidence
the rise of the Negroes in th
services, he says that "the
sight of Negroes in officers"
uniforms is now commonplace."
"There are now eight Ne-
groes at West Point, three at
the Air Force Academy, and
seven at Annapolis," he said.
"The highest ranking Negro
officer in the servicts is Major
Gen. Benjamin 0. Davis, Jr.,
deputy chief of staff for opera-
tions at USAFE headquarters
in Germany. The army and air
force have more than 100 Ne-
gro colonels and lieutenant
colonels. There are about 200
Negro officers on active duty
in the regular navy and among
the reserves."
War II Vets Better
Apply For Loan Now
Alk,World War II veterans of
lovnnessee have more months,
under present law, to apply for
GI home, farm or business
loans, Harry G. Phillips, Offi-
cer-in-Charge of, the VA Office
In Memphis, reminded veterans
today. The deadline is July 25,
1960. Once application is made,
an additional year will be allow-
ed to process the loan, Phillips
added. Thus the loan can actual-
ly be closed as late as July 25,
1961. Under the present law,
World War II veteran participa-
tion i nthe GI loan program will
close with the two deadline dates
mentioned above.
Phillips stressed that neither
of these dates apply .te-Korean
Conflict veterans, who have
until January 31, 1965 to make
I loan applications. World
Jar II veterans who served
during the Korea Conflict
period are considered to be
Korean veterans for loan pur-
poses.
SIAC Standings
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10 for 694
ITS ALL GILLETTE RAZORS
Approximately 100,000 Tennes-
see World War II veterans have
taken advantage of the GI loan
program since it came into ef-
fect on June 22, 1944. These
loans had a total face value of
approximately 5740-million.
Also due to expire on July 25,
1960 is the direct loan program,
which was set up for veterans
in rural areas and small cities
and towns where guaranteed
loans were not generally avail-
able. I
Highlander
Ed. Head
Honored
MONTEAGLE, Tenn. — Mrs.
Septima Clark, Director of
Education at Highlander Folk
School, has been selected as
"Woman of the Ytar" by the
Utility Club of New York, ac-
cording to an announcement
made by Myles Horton.
The award will be presented
at a luncheon to be given at'
the Waldorf Astoria, honoring
Mrs. Clark and Rev. Don Har-
rington of the Community
church of New York, who has
been selected as "Man of the
Year." The awards are made
annually to "Americans who,
through sacrifice and service,
have made significant contri-
butions to bettering human rela-
tions, and in the field of edu-
cation," and have in other
years honored Mrs. Mary Mc-
Z•eod Bethune, Rev. Martin
Luther King, Jr. and Thurgood
Marshall.
Mrs. Clark, who has been
Director of Education at High-
land Folk School since 1956,
directed a workshop May 25-28
on "The Place of the White
Southerner in the Current Strug-
gle fo Justice."
PAUL'S SUNDRY — 1023 MISSISSIPPI AVE.
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7 Big Days 7!
DRS. JOIN pickets In front
store and Walgreen's on Main
last week. From left are Mrs.
A. It. Flowers, wife of Doc-
tor Flowers, Dr.
Smith, jr. and Dr.
den. Pickets faced
gree temperature
— -
Vasco A.
John Jor•
a 90 de.
to carry
signs In front of the two
stores. (Staff photos by
George E. Hardin)
Dr. Venson Speaks
In Jubilee Defense
Negro students picketed the
1960 MEMPHIS COTTON MAK-
ERS' JUBILEE parades and
other features. They picketed
every day of the celebration,
May 10th-14th.
Spokesman for the picketing
Negro college students told Dr.
R. Q. Venson, founder and di-
rector of the 25-year old Jubi-
lee celebration, that they were
protesting the Jubilee primar-
ily because it was a segregated
show.
A delegation representing the
pickets, in an emotion-charged
interview while the picketing
was at its height, asked Doc-
tor Venson three questions:
"Why should Negroes join in
any celebration connected with
cotton, when cotton is a symbol
of slavery and the Negro's
economic degredation?"
WHY A JUBILEE?
"Why call the celebration a
'Jubilee" . . .what is there to
be Jubilant over?"
And, "What benefits have
Negroes and the city of Mem-
his derived from the Jubilee?"
Dr. Venson's answer was to
point to the repeatedly publi-
cized objectives of the Jubilee
. . . annually presented via
radio, newspaper, magazine,
and special brochures issued
by the Jubilee, Committee, an
organization incorporated under
the laws of the State of Ten-
nessee and seperate and dis-
tinct from the Memphis Cot-
ton Carnival Association.
The Jubilee objectives, ac-
cording to Dr. Venson, and Nat
D. Williams, 1960 president of
the Jubilee organization, are:
MARKETING
"To promote the marketing
and consumption of cotton . . .
because of the importance of
the plant in the economy of
the South, the nation, and the
world, and because the greater
the returns from cotton, great-
er and better are the progress
and prosperity of everyone in-
involved , . . Negroes included;
"To boost the City of Mem-
phis as a place of good abode,"
by joining in the annual Spring
celebration revolving around
Cotton. . . and thus generating
goodwill and happiness among
all classes and colors of Mem-
phians and MidSoutherners .
deliberatedly looking for some-
thing at home to be jubilant
about;
"To inspire, glorify, and pre-
sent Negro talent and achieve-
ment. . . particularly among
Negro youth, by providing an
opportunity for expression and
a stage for effective portrayal
shows, fashion shows, essay
contests, athletic events, and
other features designed to in-
spire and encourage."
In listing the benefits which
have been derived from the
Jubilee celebration, Venson and
Williams pointed out the evi-
dences of inter-racial good will
which have grown progressive-
ly more noticeable over the
years in the manner in which
,the Jubilee and Cotton Carni-
val events are coordinated, in
I the support the Jubilee re-
ceives from white and Negro
businessmen; and from the pu-
blic in the Memphis area in the
greater and more sympathe-
tic treatment accorded Jubilee
events by the white press, tele-
vision, and radio; in the nation-
wide recognition and interest
shown for the Jubilee, the only
celebration of its kind in the
nation.
Dr. Venson says, "I believe
in protest as a means of ob-
taining refunds, but there must
be performance before and
after each protest, if protest
is to be effective."
Perhaps the "best answer"
to the picketing stud en t s
questions was provided, accord-
ing to Dr. Venson, by an un-
solicited letter sent to Jubilee
officials by a Negro writer who
witnessed the 1960 Jubilee. The
writer's name is Svad Sille,
free lance newspaperman and
correspondent for several wide-
ly-circulated Negro paper s.
Sille wrote in part: "The 24th
annual COTTON MAKERS'
JUBILEE grand parade has
some and gone, the floats have
been dismantled, and costumes
put away. The parade is over,
but the memory lingers on!
. . . thus Jubilee parades, pro-
viding Jne of the very few op-
portunities for Negro children
anywhert. in the nation to be
on display in this great Ameri-
can tradition. . . Jubilee talent
Ex-ApronMaker
Visits Chicago
John Law, former operator of
Law's Curtain and Apron com-
pany in New York City, le ft
Chicago this week after spend-
ing two weeks as a guest in
the home of Mrs. David Staples,
1102 E. 46th St.
Hiis Chicago visit was part of
a two-months trip he is taking
across the nation. Next stop on
his itinerary is New Orleans.
Law, who left New York May
2, has already stopped in Los
Angeles, Tiajuana, Flagstaff,
Ariz., and other Western areas.
Before returning to his N e w
York home, he plans to spend
a month in various cities in
Florida and Havana, Cuba.
The new traveler gave up his
business last month when the
city purchased his property for
urban renewal purposes.
SAVE NOW
AT
MUTUAL
FEDERAL
588 VANCE
Big 4% Dividend
Each Account Insured To $10,000
CASTALIA BAPTIST
The new foundation of the
Greater Castalia Missionary
Baptist church has caused
quite a stir at the sancturary.
The final touch has been placed
on plans for a grand dedication
Sunday, June 5.
Members and friends will
hear the principal speaker for
this outstanding occasion at 3
p. m. He is Rev. Roy Love of
Mt. Nebo Baptist church.
Dynamic Mrs. Gladys Shan-
non is the chairman. Rev. Cal-
vin Mims is the pastor.
ST. LUKE BAPTIST
Annual Missionary Day will
claim the spotlight at the St.
Luke Baptist church Sunday,
June 5. Much preparation has
gone into the anticipated suc-
cess of the Day.
Appearing as guest speaker
will be the Rev. E. Waller of
Early Grove Baptist church.
He will speak at the 3 p. m.
program. Others who will add
their talents to the program
are Mrs. Leola Robinson, Mrs.
Sylvia Budges, Mrs. Susie
Corwell, Mrs. Cora Ashland,
Mrs. L. M. Bland, Mrs. Lillie
R. Spralls, Mrs. Rebecca
Reed, Mrs. L. M. Harris, and
Mrs. Kathlene Winfrey. Mrs.
Leola Robinson will be mistress
iof ceremonies. The church is
located at 1280 Stonewall, Rev.
T. R. Buc.kner is the minister.
BAPTIST MINISTERS' WIVES
The Baptist Ministers' Wives
sponsored a very inspiring pro-
gram at the Golden Leaf Bap-
tist church, recently. Another
success for organization which
is affiliated with the Tennes-
see Regular Baptist Missionary
and Education State Convention
was realized at the end of it.
Mrs. L. R. Donson spoke on
the subject, "Christian Grow-
th." Taking part were, Mrs. J.
W. Williams, Mrs. B. L. Bess,
Mrs. W. C. Jackson, Rev. W.
C. Jackson, Rev. L. A. Ham-
blin, pastor of the sanctuary
and Mrs. J. R. Collins, presi-
dent of the Women's Depart-
ment of the Convention.
Attention was focused, how-
ever, on the forceful speaker
Rev. B. L. Bess. Rev. Bess is
pastor of the Pilgrim Rest Bap-
tist church on Kentucky St.
Immediately after the pro-
gram a delicious dinner was
served in the church's nining
room.
Mrs. L. A. Hamblin is presi-
dent of the Baptist Ministers'
Wives organization.
HILL CHAPEL BAPTIST
Annual Men's Day will be
observed at the Hill Chapel
church Sunday, June 5. It is
a time when the men of the
church receive the women of all
duties for the entire day.
Breakfast at the church
will be the starter for the day
at 7:30 a. m. An interesting
forum will follow at 8 a. m.
During the remainder of the
morning services, Su nd a y
school, a sermon and a short
talk will be held. U. Shelton
will conduct the Sunday School.
The pastor, Rev. E. L. Slay,
will deliver the sermon. A
snort talk will be given by
Thaddeus T. Stokes, editor of
the Memphis World following
the sermon. The Male chorus
of the church will furnish the
music.
The main speaker for the
afternoon will be Rev. P. L.
Rowe of First Baptist Chelsea.
AIRWAYS BICYCLE CO.
comp,sts lin Retries & Parts
All work guaranteed
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Booklet Out On First
Negro Writers Confab
NEW YORK — Selected pa-
pers from the first conference
of Negro writers held recently
have been made available in
booklet form by the American
Society of African Culture,
with offices located at 15 East
40th Street.
The 70-page booklet contains
writings by eleven outstanding
Negro writers and photographs
of some of them. Its title is
"The American Negro Writer
and His Roots."
The Society decided to re-
produce those papers rtad at
the conference which together
covered most of what had been
said. They pointed out the Ne-
gro writer's difficulty in writing
for a non-Negro market, which
is, in the words of the perface,
"often the object of his pro-
test."
COMPLEX PROBLEM
preface states, for the writers
are "concerned basically with
the problems involved in being
true to their roots, accomplish-
ed and universal in their art,
socially useful, and appreciat-
ed by a significant public."
Authors whose Npers appear
in the booklet are Saunders
Redding, Samuel W. Allen,
Johnson Henrick Clarke, Julian
Mayfield, Arthur P. Davis,
Langston Hughes, William
Branch, Arna Bontemps, Loften
Mitchell, Sarah E. Wright and
John 0. Kittens. A number of
them have had plays produced
on Broadway.
The American Society of
African Culture (AMSAC) was
organized to help broaden
knowledge of Africans and to
define more clearly the cultural
contributions of Africans and
The problem is complex, the people of African descent to
Western civiliiation.
The officers of AMSAC are
Horace Mann Bond, president:
Mercer Cook, chairman of
executive council; William T.
Fontaine, secretary: James W.
Ivy, treasurer; and John A.
Davis, executive.
It was incorporated in Dela-
ware and the regular member-
ship is open to Americans of
African descent. Americans not
of Africans descent in the
United States may become as-
sociate members.
The work of the non-profit
organization has grown rapidly
since its formation t h re e
years ago. It tublishes a news-
letter, has published four books,
distributes "Presence Afri-
caine," a periodical published
In France, and is building a
library.
IT74)111.. , (heck This List For
Other paricipants will be Ben-
nie Crawford, J. D. Williams,
Horace King and Roosevelt
Johnson. Master of ceremonies
will be J. D. Springer, prin-
cipal 4 Booker Washington
high school and a member of
the Mt. Moriah Baptist church
of Carnes.
The chairman of this annual
celebration is S. L. Edwards.
J. D. Williams is the co-chair-
man.
Wliliams is the co-ahair-
man.
Working diligently on the
various committees are John
Kerr, L. S. Deanes, Dave
Langley, U. Shelton, Steve,
Coleman, Charlie Frazier,
Lincoln Seales, C. W. Cox,
Dan Lewis, Charlie Taylor,
John Kerr, James Jefferson
and W. T. Harrison.
T h e Hill Chapel Baptis
church is located at 2521 Dex-
ter Avenue,
MT. MORIAH BAPTIST
"Woman's Responsibility in
this Accelerated Age" was the
theme of Woman's Day at the
Mt. Moriah Baptist church, rec-
ently.
The charming speaker was
Mrs. Georgia V. Harvey, a
member of Trinity CME church
and a teacher at Manassas
high school.
The success of the day can
be attributed to hard work of
the committee members: Mrs.
Estella Reddick, Mrs. Versa
Norworthy, Mrs. Maedelle
Smith, Mrs. Evelyn Walton,
Mrs. Jennie Greene, Mrs.
Helen Bowen, Mrs. Ola Mair-
ley, Mrs. Katie Hunter, Mrs.
Eula Ellis, Mrs. Mary Ann
Wallace, Mrs. Gazelle McDon-
ald, Mrs. Pearl Polk, Mrs.
Carrie Shields, Mrs. Lucille
Armfield, Mrs. Lucille Moore,
Miss Barbara Brewer, Mrs. An-
na Mae Williamson, Mrs. Nel-
lie Smith, Miss Dorothy Camp-
bell, Mrs. W. L. Duty, Mrs.
Pauline Taylor, Mrs. Edmonia
Taylor, Mrs. Rosa Garett, Mrs.
Willie Mae Williams, Mrs.
Marie Holmes, Mrs. Lauretta
Jones, Mrs. Etta Richie and
Mrs. Helen Bowen.
The general chairman was
Mrs. Dorothy L. Chism. Mrs.
Louise Gaines was the co-
chairman.
TRINITY BAPTIST
The Trinity Baptist church
celebrated one of the its most
outstanding Annual Women's
Days. two Sundays ago. The
principal speaker was Mrs.
Mildred Polk of Columbus
Baptist church. The Columbus
Baptist Chorus rendered the
music. Mrs. Nors B. Harrison
was mistress of ceremony.
Mrs. Fannie S. Lowe was
That Trip Abroad
Of the more than 1,600,000
Americans expected to travel
overseas this year, thousands
will return with a "we should
never have left home" attitude.
Minor illnesses, loss of personal
property, high prices and con-
fusion over accommodations
are the chief causes for this
feeling, say the travel experts.
But many of these problems,
they advise, can be cured by
an ounce of prevention before
leaving home.
For example: You should
have a complete physical
check-up before leaving on an
extended trip. This is easy to
fit into the most crowded
schedules, for it can be accom-
plished when you visit your
doctor to get the vaccinations
required by most countries be-
longing to the World Health
Organization. Make trips to
the dentist and the eye doctor,
too, and while you're at it get
a copy of your epeglass re-
scription to take along .
just in case.
WATCH ILLNESS
You're smart to anticipate
certain minor illnesses, such us
colds and a possible upset
stomach. For the former, be
sure to pack a recommended
cold remedy along with your
travel toiletries. Many people
fall victim to "traveler's
stomach." which comes from
eating food not properly re-
frigerated, strange water or
just the continuous nervous
strain of traveling. To help a-
void this kind of problem, the
foreign traveler should eat
only in the better restaurants,
drink only bottled water, use
no ice in your drinks unless it
has been made from the same
kind of water, and take along
a supply of Sorboquel tablets,
the newest remedy for "travel-
er's stomach", which your doc-
tor can prescribe when you go
for your pre-trip check-up.
Wife Preseners
In ironing lace-trimmed material,
iron frorn the material outward to
the edge of the lace, rather than
vice versa. On loco doilies, iron
from the center out.
general chairman and Mrs.
Sallie Cleaves was program
chairman. Mrs. Juanita Collins
is secretary. Rev. J. B. Jones
is the pastor.
And don't forget that in most
countries there are good medi-
cal doctors who can treat you
expertly in case of severe ill-
ness.
Personal property can be pro-
tected with a phone call made
in advance to your insurance
agent. He'll be able to tell you
if your valuables are properly
covered for the trip and remedy
the situation if they are not.
While abroad, to further play
it safe, check any valuables
you may be concerned about at
the hotel desk.
Even the high prices won't
spoil your trip if you make out
a budget before leaving home
home. Keep it flexible to some
extent and plan for a little mod-
est splurging now and then, or
you'll spend a worrisome holi-
day trying to keep the book and
feeling slightly cheated because
you weren't able to indulge in
a whim or two. You'll return
happier about money if you
take time to learn something a-
bout foreign currency, and al-
so the tipping customs. With a
little knowledge of the money,
travelers can mentally covert
the American dollar to lire,
francs or pesos and not be em-
barrassed into over-tipping.
The hotel reservation that
just "wasn't" when you turned
up, can even occur at home.
You can take precautions a-
gainst this by getting confirma-
tions of your reservations be-
fore leaving the States. But, if
there is a slip up, just remem-
ber that today's minor mishap
can be tomorrow's amusing
anecdote to tell to friends back
home.
POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
306 Poplar At Lauderdale
Phone JA. 5-6348
CONSTIPATED?
Medical reports show
how folks over 35 can
establish regularity
After 35, irregularity often be-
comes a problem. What you need is
something that aids nature and helps
establish regularity. Such an aid to
regularity is the daily use of SERLITAN.
Here's medical evidence. A group of
men and women took SERUTAN daily
under medical supervision. In case
after case 3FRUTAN, taken daily,
helped establish regularity. So, for
real relief from constipation after
35, try SERUTAN, powder Or granular.
ERUTAN
"Road it Backwards"
You don't need glasses
to see why...
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The last bell has finally rung home for the weekend.
ea Gibson County schools, and
children as well as teachers
are happy. All are trying to
get in some much earned rest,
so much so that your scribe
has little or no news to turn
in th;s week. Yet, we are writ-
ing all that has been turned in.
We have tried unsuccessfully
to get a copy from Rosenwald
for their last issue. However,
about 41 graduates received
their high school diplomas last
evening with the address being
given by Mrs. Edna Cawthorne,
dept., of education, Lane col-
lege, Jackson, Term.
The procession was beautiful
to see and the Glee clubs,
under the direction of Mrs.
Imogine Burnett were beauti-
fully attired in wine colored
robes for the high school group
and blue and white skirts and
blouses for the elementary
group, and they sang very pret-
ty.
Mrs. Bobbie Harris, Rev. and
Mrs. J. H. Overall and her mo-
ther, Mrs. Fishie McDearmon
visited Mrs. Lena Seets in her
home at Cedar Grove, Term.
Mr. and Mrs. Lathan Skinner
lost their home by fire last
week, but they are making ra-
pid plans to rebuild. Mrs. Para.
lee Edmonds accompanied her
son, James Robert Edmonds,
home to Rockford, Ill., last
week.
Mrs. Roosevelt Elam, in St.
Augustine, Fla., Mrs. Fannie
Shackleford Williams of De-
troit, Mich., attended the
Rhnp-nGrad
Graduation exercises in Tren-
ton in which her son was a
graduate. He accompanied her
horn.: for an indefinite stay.
Jack House of Wilmington,
Del., visited his mother, Mrs.
Dereetria House Mrs. Marage-
ret Burton and Mrs. Josephine
Barnett of the Rosenwald fa-
culty carried the ninth grade
class on a picnic to the farm
of Mr. and Mrs. James Ram-
sey Tuesday night last.
Mrs. C. M. Ball accompanied
her sister, Mrs. D. E. Bridge-
man to Nashville this week to
carry het husband Rev. Bridge. 
manto visit a specialist there.
The Bridgeman children were
•
Mrs. Geraldine Williams is
on the sick list this week. Mrs.
Sudie Caldwell has been ill for
quite some time. Mrs. Willie
Phillips is much improved and
wants to be thought of as being
"well." if you see it you Must
tell us about it.
Cites Progress
Of Negro Race
William Pollack, genera)
ozesident to the 11th biennii
convention of the Textile Work
era Union of America, AFL-
CIO. touched upon the Nzgri's
struggle for dignity in the
South in his keynote address
sci.edulc.4 for Monday.
Pollack said, as he address-
ed the five-day session which
opened yesterday at the Conrad
Hilton hotel, "In the South, the
Negro is demanding dignity
and self-respect. And despite
overwhelming obstacles, 'e is
making progress.
TWILIGHT SUNDAY School
Program was held recently at
the Little Rock Baptist church
40 S. Willet, pestered by Rev.
IL,40
E. H. Johnson. Joseph Sim-
mons is superintendent of the
Sunday School. Taking an ac-
tive part in the program, were
"And being dead yet speaketb
. . .." Hebrews 11:4
This is a summation of the
life of Abel as accounted in
Hebrews. But it does not stop
there it goes on and sums up
the lives of countless thousands
and millions who have sojourn-
ed on this earth.
This week we stop to pay tri-
bute to the dead in all walks
of life. Many will treak to the
cemeteries and place wreaths
upon grave of mothers, fathers,
and relatives. Many million
words will be spent in singing
praises of these dead. But are
they dead?
When is a person dead any-
how? In my meagre thinking
a person is dead only when in
his sojourned through this
world he has made no impact
WHITNEY SCHOLAR Miss upon the minds, hearts, and times we falter in life's livingNancy Kirby, of Haddonfield. N•ibehavior patterns of those with on pattern by failing to do thatJ., a senior psychology major
at Bennett College, Greens-
boro. N. C., has been award-
ed a John Hay Whitney fel-
lowship for graduate study
for the 1960-61 academic
year.
whom they come in contact.
Eternal life is part evident in
the fact that our lives are pro-
jected into the lives of those
with whom we come in contact.
I wonder time and time again
if many of us really are con-
- —
,scious of the great opportunity
we have to live on even after
this old mortal has long since
been placed in the grave. This
can be realized only when our
ideals, ideas, and lives become
the lives of those with whom
we come in contact. No we do
not die when we take our last
breath life goes on far beyond
that either for good or bad.
Our lives become really lives
only to the extent that make
life worthwhile for those with
whom we come in contact daily.
I look at people every day—
school teachers, ministers, pa-
rents in the home, people on
the streets—all of these have
opportunities to live on by
making impacts upon the minds
of those with whom they come
in contact but do they? Many
which is morally right or worth-
while. Many people out in the
cemetery are living on today
because at a critical moment
in the life of some fellow tra-
veller they have come up with
words of comfort or inspire-
-
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standing in rear, Rev. John-
son, Mrs. J. McCoy, Mrs. Wil-
lie Smith, Mrs. Lucile Mill.
brook, Mrs. Alice Ewing, Mrs.
G. Johnson, James Smith,
Enoch Moss, Mrs. Lucile Leg-
gett, Eric Wiley and Willie
Smith. (Staff Photo by Billy
Duncan)
tion that have endeavored peo-
ple to keep on moving. These
very words have served to mo-
tivate these people on to higher
and nobler heights.
The real memory of people
is wrapped up in the fact that
in spite of changing directions
and values they have been able
to live on. Living on is the abi-
lity on the part of us to impart
a part of ourselves to enrichen
the lives of other people. May-
be not now but in their sader
moments people will learn to
appreciate the words of wis-
dom which fall from our lips
and the expressions that come
upon our faces.
Many of us at this period
remember fathers or mothers
t who only had to look in our
direction and things changed.
Long since they have been
placed in a grave out on some
deserted hillside but even now
we are haunted but those ex-
pressions that keep us from
being the devils we would be.
As long as man is haunted by
temptations and tribulations
there will be those among us
or who were among us that
will in some small way encou-
rage us to keep going on.
Life is not wrapped up so
Pair From Chicago
Die When Tossed
From Motorcycle
LEBANON, Ind.—(UPI)—
A man and woman from Chi
cago were killed Sunday
night when their motorcycle
skiddee on wet pavement on
U.S. 5%, about eight miles
south or Lebanon.
James Porter, 40, of 720
65th st., died when he was
th.owe into the Path of a
car driven by John Stacy,
39, Newton, N. C. Porter's
companion. Eleanor Garrett,
21, of 1047 W. 140, also toss-
ed from the motorcycle, died
of a broken neck.
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
much in the fact that people
do big things in our lives but
there have been any number
of small things which carry soi
much weight that keep people
living in our lives. These little
things can be done by each of
us.
Yes, there are people who
are dead but yet speak—they
speak because they have left
noble names, they speak be-
cause they have left lives that
stood or still stand for some-
thing, there are people who still
speak though dead because
they left the little intangibles
in the lives of other people
that have taken on meaning as
the years have rolled on and
on. We too, can live if we pro-
ject our lives into the lives of
others to the extent that they
are able to live fuller lives
then and only then we live.
Jesus said on one occasion, "I
am come that they might have
life and have the abundant
life." In a like manner we live
on in proportion that we ex-
pose people to the abundant
ife.
HANDY FELLOWER—Mrs.
Rowena Gillum, gospel sing-
er and lover of spirituals,
was a follower of W. C.
Handy's for many years, and
is still a lover of his music.
Mrs. Gillum said she met Han-
dy long ago through his father
Rev. Handy, and remembers
how the father always wanted
his son to be a minister. Rev.
Handy loved to hear her sing.
She said she remembers bow
the Reverend always wanted to
hear such standards as "Hide —
Me," "Rock Me In The Cradle (
of My Love," and "Feed Me
Ill I Want No More.
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This Entire Section
Of The Nation.
Home Makers SAVE More
Quality Stamps Than
Any Other Kind.
Firms GIVE Quality
Stamps And
No Other
Kind.
JANA PORTER
Yes Madame,
It is true a real home is one
where all members of the fam-
ily are kept well, happy and
alert with good food. Mother,
yours is the task of builrung
the men and women of tomor-
row. Teach your children the
right eating and how to choose
the best in all products by using
the best yourself, so mother
always keep Jack Sprat enrich-
ed wheat flour and Jack Sprat
white cream style in your car-
der. Any meal will take on a
"special something" if it is
topped with jellied blueberry
pie whose crisp flaky crust is
made with Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour for dessert.
1 pkg. grape gelatin
1-4 cup sugar
BIG
STAR
l't cups hot water
pts. blueberries, fresh
or frozen
Dash nutmeg
Juice of ,s lemon
1 baked 9 inch pie shell
made with Jack Sprat en-
riched wheat flour.
Dissolve gelatin and sugar
and water. Crush half of the
berries, add to gelatin with
until slightly thickened. Fold
nutmeg and lemon juice. Chill
remaining whole berries. Pour
into cooled Jack Sprat pie
shell and chill until firm. Gar-
nish with whipped cream and
grated lemon rind. This makes
a very tempting and satisfying
dessert.
By for now,
Jana Porter
LISTENERS TO THE POPULAR Big Star Talent Show
were treated to an extra fine measure of happy listen-
ing when the Glee Club of Lester High school pictured
above, were presented on a recent Big Star program.
The Big Star show is beamed throughout the huge Mid.
South area by the 500,000 powerful watts of WDIA. This
group found favor in showing their many friends how
their talents are developing. Your Big Star stores are
happy to provide Memphis and the Mid-South youths with
this opportunity. The fine group pictured above are left
to right, first row—Mrs. B. Williams, Jerry Miichetl,
Betty Brown, Flora Greene, Ruth Davis, Tommy Las
ton, Emma Stott, Lillian Berry, Magdolene Moss, Mary
Hunt, Peggy Jackson, Shirley Thomas and John Jack-son, Second Row—William Macklin, Clara Jones, Bar-bara Casey, Ursula Pipes, Dorothy Castle, Alfred*Mitchell, Marjorie Crutcber, Susie Brinkley, Euia Riv-
ers, Doris Robinson, Bobbie Hawkins and Gardie Taylor.Third Row—A. J. Albright, Doris Norflet, Lillian Matt-hews, Cora Watson, Lena Jackson, Ada DeGraffareid,Marjorie Becton, Bernice MeCiough, Joyce Green andAnn Herron. Fourth Row — James Gates, Peggy Wright,Alene Bromley, Tommy Jones, Wiliam Yancey and Vet-
ma Jones. If you would like to appear on a future BigStar talent show heard at 11:30 each Saturday morningon WDIA, just contact the station for an audition tryout.
CASH FOOD STORES
10th Women's International Con-
ventional Convention of the
Church of God In Christ passed
resolutions to make a study of
the 1960 White House Con-
ference, vowed war on alcohol-
ism and narcotics addiction.
and strongly endorsed a civil
rights bill with teeth in it here
when more than 1,000 delegates
and visitors assembled recent-
ly.
The five-day convention, held
In Memorial Hall, attracted
delegates from states over the
nation a n d several foreign
countries. Mrs. Matte A. Byars
was hostess to the women's
*
meet which featured a sight-
Peing trip of the city, a final
banquet at the Pickwick hotel, a
trip to Topeka where conven-
tioneers were hosted by Mrs.
George Docking, wife of t h e
Governor of Kansas and five
daily banquets.
Dr. Lillian Brooks Coffey of
Chicago, affectionately called
''Mother" by CGC members,
was presented several awards
for in appreciation of her work
with the church over the years.
She told Mrs. Byars:
"This has been a wonderful
convention. You have done a
splendid job."
FOREIGN GUESTS
Among foreign missionaries
at the convention guest table
were Mrs. Dorothy Exuma of
Haiti, Mrs. Beatrice Lott and
Mrs. Martha Barber of Africa,
Bishop Richard L. Fidler and
0, ,angelist Isidio Bamos ofuba, Evangelist M. C. George
of India and Miss Elizabeth
White of Liberia.
"My Indian children. I want
to help them, Mother Coffey
announced. "I'm so willing to
share. What I have is not mine.
If I live they are going to have
things in Africa that we have
In the U. S."
The Resolutions Committee,
presided over by Mrs. Cora
Berry of Los Angeles, was com-
posed of Mrs. Elsie Mason,
Haitian field worker; Mrs. J.
V. Hearne of Oklahoma City,
Okla.; Mrs. Cerra Gardner of
Jackson, Mich.; Miss Carrie
Cantrell of Harvey; Ill., and
Miss Frances A. Sipes of An-
sonia, Conn.
*
Resolutions adopted included
aking the 1960 White House
Conference study, creating pro-
grams to enhance and enrich
the family life, the community
and the church, and endorse-
ment of worthwhile efforts be-
ing sponsored by agencies pro-
moting world fellowship."
A strong civil rights bill was
endorsed with the statement,
41.t is our conviction that every
man should be guaranteed
every freedom stated in our
Constitution." The resolution
added "the convention votes to
make our position felt by back-
ing all legislation, distribution
of literature and individual cam-
paigns against the vicious. de-
grading and detrimental evils
of alcoholism and dope addic-
tion."
SAN FRANCISCO
The .
convention voted thatintperance classes be set up
n churches and schools to in-
struct the youth of the danger
of alcoholism and dope addic-
tion. Plans also were made to
hold the 19G1 convention in San
Francisco, the site of the first
convention of the women's
group.
Daily hosts for the convention
from the Kansas City and Atchi-
FLORIDA
PAHOKEE
By R. C. DURR
The city at large wishes to
express sympathy to the fam-
ily of Ed Fuzes who passed
away May 22. He was a well
known citizen of Pahokee and
a member of New Hope Baptist
church as well as several civic
organizations of the city.
Rev. and Mrs. 0. D. Williams
ntertained the Sunday school
and BTU convention at Friend-
ship Baptist church in Clewis-
ton. This was one of the largest
sessions to be held in the 34
year history of the KissIssmee
Valley.
Mrs. Vallie Drummer a n d
Mrs. Annie Jackson spent the
weekend in Sebring with their
Sister, Mrs. Ella Mae Martin.
St. James AME church is
sponsoring a rally the first Sun-
day in June for the purpose of
enlarging the church. Rev. R.
H. Hooks is doing a wonderful
Job there.
P. D. Dawson and Rufus Nor-
man were weekend guests of
Willie Harper
William Robertson is :pend-
ing sot._ time in West Palm
Beach, Fla., after paying a busi-
ness visit to Mr. I. A. Richard-
on and Mrs. Catherine Rich-
* elson.
Most of the migrant workers
have departed for the North.
Robbie Croney has returned
to the city after leaving on an
eneergency trip.
1,000  Women Press For Civil RightisruR4 960
Vows War On
*Dope And Drink
KANSAS CITY Kans. — The son Districts were Bishop J. E.
Abernathy, Elder J. Owens,
missionaries Bertha Butler and
F. Stapleton; Southwestern, Wit-
chit& and Western Districts —
M. Cremo, J. Albertha, E. E.
Sanders, Leona Davis, Lovie
Watson and C. .J. Hamm; West-
ern Missouri Districts — Bishop
V. M. Barker and Mrs. E.
Odom. Other hosts were Mrs.
M. McGlothen, Elizabeth Chand-
ler, I. B. Brown, E. D. Wilson,
M. C. Ruscaw, Ida Roach,
Emma L. Mason, Elizabeth
Carlisle.
This Thief Escaped
Without A Solitary
Scratch—Thus Far
CAPE TOWN, South Africa
—(UPI) — A thief stole a
Bushman's arrow so deadly it
could inflict death at the
slightest scratch, museum of-
ficials reported Thursday.
The arrow, treated with a
vegetable poison, was taken
from a collection in the mu-
seum The poison can remain
dangerous as long as BO years,
museum officials said.
NEWBERN
SHARING THE guest
the Pickwick hotel Kansas
City, Kansas for the closing
banquet of the 10th annual
Women's International Con-
vention of the Church of God
In Christ are some of the
TENNESSEE
By ARCHIA WOODS
St. Paul CME Missionary So-
ciety met in the home of Mrs.
Alice Harris. After a brief busi-
ness session the hostess served
the members cake and i c e
cream. Next meeting will be
held at Mrs. Bessie Watkins
home.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Wiggins,
Hemp Robinson and Alvin Wig-
gins recently visited relatives
In Bolivar.
Services were not held last
Sunday night at St. James C.
C. P. church because of illness
of Rev. A. D. Witmore's wife
We are praying for a speedy
roe a eery. 
Rev. Loyal Pierce preached
at St. Paul CME church Sun-
day night for Club No. 1. Rev.
Pierce was accompanied by his
wife's sister and his congrega-
tion from Mt. Olive Baptist
church.
Harry L. Scott, enroute from
California to his home in St.
Louis stopped here to visit his
mother, Mrs. Mary Scott.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Scott and
daughter Linda of Athen, Tenn.;
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Thomason
and daughter Linda of Athen,
Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Thomason and daughter, Debra
and Lillian and Mr. and Mrs.
Tate Scott and children of Dy-
ersburg were dinner guests of
Mrs. Mary Scott recently.
Mrs. Mary Scott, Mrs. Sarah
Benson and Mrs. Pearlie Jen-
nings recently visited Mr. and
Mrs. Deal Anderson.
By C. A. Agnew
JACKSON, Tenn. - Mr. and Mrs.
Carey David, Sr., Mr. Carey
David, Jr. and Mrs. Sadie Mar-
tin all of Chicago, Ill, were in
Jackson last week-end to wit-
ness the graduation of their
son, brother and grandson, the
Rev. Arthur David, one of the
members of the graduating
class of 1960. Mr. and Mrs.
Da id and Mrs. Sadie Martin
who is Mrs. Carey's mother
were house guests of
Tom Foster of 201 Daugherty
St. who are old friends of the
family. They also visited Mrs.
Julia Shegog who was in Jack-
son-Madison County at that
time. The Careys were reci-
pients of many social courtisies
from other friends of Jackson.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Harris
of 423 Shorf St. announce the
marriage of their daughter,
Lou-Wyllie to Mr. Willie Gill,
Monday, May 16, at the bride's
home. A reception was held
after the marriage at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Pee
ties of 424 Short St. The menu
consisted of Pine-Apple short
cake and Pound cake.
Funeral services for M .
Walter Love, Sr. of 606 Balti-
more St. were held last Mon-
day at 1-00 p. m. at Oak Grove
Baptist church the Revs. S. C.
Long and 0. T. Betts officiat-
ing. Burial was in the church
cemetery with Stevenson and
Shaw Funeral Home in charge.
He was born and reared in
Madison County. He was a re-
tired barber, a member of the
American Legion, Veterans of
Foreign Wars and a member of
the Oak Grove Baptist church
of which the Rev. S. C. Long
is pastor. Survivors are his
wife, Mrs. Gladys Love of
Jackson, two sons and other
relatives and friends.
Lane College baccalaureate
services were held Sunday
morning at 11:00 o'clock, the
speaker, the Rev. C. D. Cole-
man, general secretary of the
Board of Christian Education
of the CME church. The
graduates, parents and alumni
at'vhnded a reception at the
home Ct President and Mrs. C.
in
table at foreign missionaries who at-
tended the meet. From left to
right standing
Isidio Ramos of Cuba, Mrs.
Dorothy Exume of Haiti, Mrs.
Beatrice Lott of Africa, Evan-
gelist M. C. George of India,
are Evangelist White of
Africa Seated (from left to
right) at the guest table are
Mrs. Ann Bailey, administra-
tive secretary of the conven-
Mrs. Martha Barber of Africa,
Bishop Richard Fidler of Cuba
and Miss Elizabeth
tion; Dr. Lillian Brooks Cof-
fey, founder and president of
the convention; and Bishop
and Mrs. V. M. Barker. Dele-
gates in the foreground were
not identified.
A. Kirkendoll at 5:00 p. m. The
Commencement services were
held Monday, May 23, at 10
a. m. in the college gym. Dr.
Aaron Brown, project director,
Phelps Stokes Fund, New York
City, was the speaker.
Annual Women's Day was
observed at Zion Hill Baptist
church Sunday, May 22, 1960
at 2:30 p. m. Mrs. Henretta
Conley of Salem CME church
was guest speaker. It was an
all day affair. People were
there from everywhere. Dinner
was served on the grounds,
every person was served that
could be found. The Rev. C. J.
Johnson is pastor.
The Jackson Melodiers Sing-
ers rendered a musical pro-
gram at St. James Baptist
church last Sunday afternoon
at 3. Bro. John Culberson,1
sponsor; Rev. E. L. Govan is
pastor.
Rev. A. E. Campbell, Jr. of
Memphis, Tenn. preached at
Cerro Gordo Baptist church
last Sunday night at 8. The
sermon was enjoyed by all who
attended.
The Annual May Day serv-
ices were observed last Sunday
at Spring Hill Baptist church
of which the Rev. Ransom
Hammond is pastor. Dinner
was served on the grounds and
large crowds attended. Mrs.
Viola Anderson, secretary.
The first big picnic and bar-
becue of the season was held
last Saturday afternoon in the
Brown's Creek community.
There was baseball, old time
horse races and amusements
of every discription for all who
were priviledged to attend. Mr.
Richard Nicholson was man-
ager of festivities, Mr. Alvin L.
Rogers, cantain of the game
and Mr. Willie Chapman, secre-
tary of finance.
Funeral services for the late
Mr. Alonza Fuller were held
last Tuesday at 2 p. m. at
Mercer Baptist church the Rev.
Phinnessee officiating. Burial
was in the church cemetery.
Wedding Bliss
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Wed-
dings are turning into three-
ring affairs, a local jeweler re-
ports.
Henry L. Lambert said that
one of every five couples now
orders a gold band for him, one
for her, and the third, an elab-
orate band to be used by her on
dress occasions, usually stud-
ded with precious stones.
IN SENIOR RECITAL — Miss
Jacqueline Herbin, soprano, of
Greensboro, N. C., whose sen-
ior recital in Pfeiffer Chapel of
Bennett college. on Sunday
night featured works by Handel,
Guinn and Monteverde and
spiritual arrangements by H.
T. Burleigh and R. Nathaniel
Dett. 1
Louisiana
By Mrs. M. N. Ringgold
BATON ROUGE—The large
group of well-trained children
from the 7th Day Adventist
School rendered a very helpful,
interesting program when they
were presented Sunday even•
ing. The unusually large group
in the audience all showed their
interest and pleasure as they
witnessed the well arranged
program presented. Such a
helpful, interesting program.
The Maggie Nance Ringgold
YWCA is presenting so many
interesting, helpful programs.
The one presented Sunday even-
ing showed that those who are
helping with the teen-age group
a r e doing an unusually
splendid job of training our
girls for the positions of useful,
intelligent, Christian women of
the future. Miss Mayola Hayes,
director of Y-Teens, is doing a
very splendid, helpful "job" of
preparing them for woman-
hood.
Another very helpful, splendid
job being done with Y-Teens in
this YWCA through the Mother
and Baby care classes being
taught in the YWCA by Mrs.
Deola F. Cyrus, retired State
Health Department worker.
These classes are co-sponsored
by the Baton Rouge Chapter of
the American Red Cross. No
fee is attached so that women
and girls of the community are
taking advantage of these op-
portunities. Registration is still
open.
News from Crowley. La, lets
us know that Mrs. Alma Cot-
ton Jacobs arrived home safe-
ly after being discharged from High School in Mounds, Ill.
Baton Rouge General Hospital Sunday evening. PANAMA CITY, Fla. — The
here, where she was treated
for serious wounds and sprains
after being in an auto wreck,
and staying hospitalized so
long.
Mr. L. M. Johnson looks so
well after having been so seri-
ously ill, and after undergoing
surgery which meant spending
so much time in the hospital,
but he is fortunate to have a
devoted wife, and two nieces
to render any and every pos-
sible service in helping him
get well.
We have just learned that our
dear friends, the Rev. and Mrs.
R. Tucker have returned from
Los Angeles where they at-
tended a church Conference.
We enjoyed meeting and help-
ing make the stay of Miss Wil-
son pleasant while she stayed
in their home with their young
son during their absence. Many
of us helped make Miss Wilson
feel at home in our city. She
is an unusally pleasant lady
and so easy to meet and make
friends with new acquaint-
ances. A very lovely lady.
Our home was made unusual-
ly hapny this week when our
beloved niece, Miss Billie .1.
Purnell came over from Hous-
ton. Texas and spent some
short hours with us, and with
the Purnell family. We did
hate to realize that as she said,
"She had to return to her office
duties." It is is not easy for us
to realize that she is now out
of college and doing social wel-
fare work, but they "grow-up
so hurriedly these days.
We are so glad to be able to
state that Mrs. C. Yancey is
now out of the hospital and at
home, though still in bed, she,
is happy to be at home and to
be where her husband and
children can wait on her as she
says. She is taking her illness
as s"One of these things."
The Friends of Delta held an
unusually interesting meeting.
we are told, when they met last
week. They are a helpful group
made up of some %Try interest-
ing relatives and friends of
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority.
We found an unusually large,
and interesting group present
in the M. N. Ringgold yfcA,
Alabama
EMPIRE
1By DONALD E. PENDLETON
Mrs. Roberta Colby has re-
turned home from the hospital
and is donig fine. Also Mrs.
Ida Lu Gosha.
Mr. A. Nilson is in the hospital
with a broken hip and thigh.
Mrs. Turner and Mrs. Jack-
son went to Burnwell last Fri-
day to attend the Women's Day
exercises. They had a wonder-
ful time.
The usher board had a pro-
gram last Wednesday night.
The pastor preached a wonder-
ful sermon.
• • •
BESSEMER
By G. W. IVEY
Baccalaureate services were
held at Dunbar high school Sun-
day evening, May 22. Selec-
tion, "Thanks Be To The" by
the Dunbar chorus: Ben Wil-
liams, soloist; devotion, Rev.
C. C. Welch. Presentation of
guests by the principal, W. D.
Branch. Baccalaureate address
by Rev. M. C Merriweather,
minister of Thurgood C M. E.
church, Birmingham. Announce-
ments by W. D. Branch; bene-
diction by Rev. J. G. Browder,
pastor of Canaan Baptist
church.
Mrs. James Richardson of
San Diego, Calif., is visiting her
sick mother, Mrs. Harriet Ivo-
ry who successfully underwent
surgery.
Mrs. Alberta Cole of McClem•
ion, Mich., is enjoying a very
Ipleasant vacation with h e r
mother, Mrs. Bertha Gates.
Mrs. Willie II. Williams gave
birth to a fine 7 lbs., 8 ors.
baby girl named Saletha. She
and her husband Joe, are very
proud.
Mrs. Martha Edwards is the
very proud mother of a 7 lbs.,
2 ozs. baby girl, Dorothy Ann
born at university hospital.
Mrs. Edwards and baby a r e
fine.
Mrs. Delores JOhnson w a a
honored with a surprise birth-
day party at the home of her
sister and brother-in-law, Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Whitaker of
Brighton, Ala. Also enjoying this
festive occasion were M r s.
Johnson's sisters, Mrs. LaVerne
Terry, Miss Merlyne Gates,
Mrs. Alberta Cole and other
members of the family. Host-
ess, Mrs. Jo Edna Whitaker,
jr.
Mrs. Lucy C. Terry was giv-
en a surprise birthday party at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. E.
0. Wynn by Elizabeth Wynn,
her sisters and brothers, Terry
Lee, James Edwards, Gloria
Ann, E. 0. Wynn, jr., and Tim-
othy. Mrs. Terry was present-
ed a cake by the children. En-
joying all this with Mrs. Terry
and the children were the chil-
dren's mother, Mrs. Velma
Wynn and the aunt, Mrs. Ma-
ble Cable.
MISSISSIPPI
GOODMAN the eta y
By P. BILLINGSLEA Religious services were held
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Tilin the school auditorium. Speak-
and Mr. and Mrs. Mack 4er was the Rev. M. W. Lindsey,
as and family have moved ie
their beautiful new homes Both
family's homes were destroyed
by fire last fall.
Mrs. Katie Wade is a patient
In the hospital in Clifton, Ill.
Her daughter, Mrs. Kate C. Ma-
lone is at home.
The Shady Grove Baptist
church annual rally was very
enjoyable and well attended.
Several visiting churches par-
ticipated on the program. Rev.
M. C. Billingslea preached
the noon day sermon. The sum
of $100 was raised. Rev. R. C.
Sallis of Kosciusko is pastor.
Se.
PICKENS
By GRACE BYRD STIGLER
Sunday school was well at-
tended last Sunday
Regular church services were
held last Sunday at Fairview
MB church. Rev. Safo preach.
ed a wonderful sermon.
HOLLY SPRINGS
The Alumni Club of MI col-
lege recently entertained t h e
seniors. They were taken in as
junior alumni members. Princi-
pal speaker was T. L. Storey of
Dayton.
The musical department of
Sims high school rendered a
fine musical. They also appear-
ed on radio station WDIA, Mem-
phis.
The Edgerton family wishes
to thank their many friends for
the sympathy and kind deeds
in the death of their father and
husband, Robert E. Edgerton
who passed away April 22, 1060.
They would also like to thank
the churches.
• • •
ABERDEEN
By HENRY E. CRUMP
The Ladies Aide of First Bap-
tist met Sunday in the home of
Mrs. Robert Hines. Receipts for
the evening — $9.00.
Friends are pleased to know
that Cleophus Vaughns is much
improved after being confined
to his bed for a week. We pray
he will continue to improve.
Funeral services were held
Sunday for Walter Gates. He
leaves a wife, other relatives
and friends to mourn his pass-
ing.
Dr. and Mrs. R. E. Woodruff,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Crump and
son, Henry, jr., motored to
West Point, Miss, last Sunday
to attend the program at Mary
Holmes Junior college. It was,
presented by Rawn Spearman
Rev. L. 0. Caldwell preached
a wonderful sermon last Sun-
day at Pilgrim Rest Baptist
church. They also had a won-
derful program. Receipts f o r
ILLINOIS
VILLA RIDGE, Ill. — Mrs.
Theopolis Carttr of Toledo,
Ohio was a recent visitor with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Em-
mitt Carter.
Miss Stevetta Harrell was
Woman's Day speaker at Mt.
Zion Baptist Church in Unity,
ILL Sunday.
A large crowd of well-wishers
attended the golden wedding an-
niversary of Elder and Mrs.
Isaac Pryor. The ceremony
was performed by Elder J. I.
Cobbs of Cairo. Apperaing on
the program were Mrs. Carrie
DinWiddie of Cairo, Mrs. Effie
Anderson ef Olmsted, Elder
Dixon Coty, Munice, Ind.,
E'der 0. E. DinWiddie, Hots
Springs. Ark. Misses Annie
and Hazel Pryor, Mrs. S. P.
Clemons, G. A. Cross and Prof.
J. G. Hopkins and others.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Davis
of Kankakee, Ill, visited his
father. John Davis over the
week-end.
Mrs. Caroline Waddy of
Peoria. Ill, attended the 50th
Wedding Anniversary of Rev.
and Mrs. Isaac Pryor.
Mrs. Katie Sweets of Muncie,
Ind. was a recent visitor with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Em-
mitt Carter.
Rev. J. G. Hopkins, pastor of
Mt. Zion Baptist church deliver-
ed the baccalaureate sermon
to the graduates of Douglas
both V members and Y-teen
members as they gathered for
another of their helpful pro-
grams. They, also served an
enjoyable luncheon to the large
group assembled. All present
enjoyed it.
We are happy to be able to
state that wc are in better
health this week than we were
last keek. However we would
not advise anyone to get the
kind of fall we had, with the
resultin gbone injuries.
We are glad to learn that our
Annual Meet of the Louisiana
Parent - Teacher Association
Work-shop will be held in our
city June 8 end 9. These ladies
and a few gentlemen do
wonderful, helpful jobs for the
welfare of our youths and our
home life generally when they
meet.
Early E. Hayes of Spring-
field escaped injuries in an
automobile accident over the
week-end while enroute to visit
his wife, Mrs. Corrine Hayes.
• • •
PULASKI, Ill.—Alex McClel-
land of Jackson, Mich. was here
over the week-end due to the
serious illness of his father,
Alex McClelland, Sr.
Mrs. Sarah Adams was call-
ed to Chicago last week due to
the illness of her sister.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Lipe
visited Alex McClelland, Sr.
who is confined to Holden
Hospital, Carbondale, seriously
ill.
The pastor, Rev. E. L. John-
son and members of Edward
Chapel CME church had as
their guests Sunday evening
their Bishop and several oth-
er outstanding laymen and
visitors.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Thompson,
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Knighten,
IRONORED — Mrs. Carrye
Hill Kelley, representing the
A & T College faculty. pre-
sents to Dr. Warmoth T.
Gibbs, president! of the col-
)
Grand Lodges
Hold list Meet
Grand Lodge and Grand Court
of Calanthe of the Knights of
Pythians of Florida. held their
list annual convention here this
week, as the guests of Shady
Grove Lodge No. 89 and B. L.
Goins Lodge No. 98.
At the conclusion of the ses-
sions, the staff of officers were
unanimously re-elected. Miami
was selected for the 1961 Con-
vention.
Th eannual address of the
Grand Chancellor, R. A. Drie-
bach of Port St. Joe and the
Grand Worthy Counsellor, Mrs.
Amelia Cole, of Tampa, were
enthusiastically received a n d
their recommendations unani-
mously approved, along with
other legislation and resolu-
tions.
Macie Phillips, Mrs. B. Smitth
and Mrs. Stella Bell attended
the baccalureate services at
Mounds Sunday night.
lege who will retire lat-
er this year, and Mrs.
Gibbs, a bound volume of let.
tent from friends and a travel
parse, a gift from !ze faculty
:Ch a pel Methodist
church, Greenwood, Miss
Mr W. G Bates and the Ban
Mothers club honored the band
with a party Friday night. They
also gave the five seniors, Clar-
ence Morgan, Henry Crump,
Russell Jackson, Herschel
Vaughns and Aaron Dobson
gifts.
Friends were happy to see
Cleophus Vaughns up and able
to be out last Saturday after
being in for a month or more.
• • •
STARK VILLE
By MRS. FANNIE MOORE
Mrs. Lucille Moore entertain-
ed her friends with a dinner
party in her lovely home last
Friday evening. The following
guests were present: Rev. and
Mrs. W. G. Pruitt, Mr. and Mrs.
Forrest Smith, Mr. and Mrs.
Houston Collier, Mr and Mrs.
Ivory Campbell, Mr and Mrs.
Willie C. West, Mr. and Mrs.
Louis Davis, Mrs. Amanda Lov-
ely, Mrs. Sarah Ann Hickman,
Mrs. Malvina Jones, Mrs. Rosa
Stewart, Mrs. Geneva Gandy,
Mrs. Alberta Rogers, Mrs. Erie
Lovely, Mrs. Fannie L. Rogers,
Mrs. Hattie Cross and M r s.
Mary A. Pearson. The tables
were beautifully decorated with
red roses.
Mr. Henry Bell, of Maywood,
Ill., spent a few days with his
parents Mr. and Mrs. Annais
Bell in the Bradley community,
Mrs. James Mary Caldwell,
and little son, Baker, spent last
week with her mother, Mrs. La
Venia Lindsay in the home of
Mrs. Francis Witherspoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Wade lied'
spending their vacation with TilAi
parents Mr. and Mrs. Orland*
Wade in Tupelo, Miss. Mr.,
Wade will attend graduate
school in June and Mrs. Wade
will return home.
Mrs. Minnie Lee Coleman
spent Mother's Day weekend in
St. Louis, Mo., visiting h e r
daughter and son-in-law, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Henderson, and
little son, Michael.
LOUIS M. ADAMS, senior pay.'
chology major at Morgan Statel
college, has been awarded
Woodrow Wilson National Eel.;
low shlp for graduate study nexti
year. Adams, honor student,(
will study at Pennsylvania'
State.
Iowa
KEOKUK
By M. CULPEPPER
Mrs. Paul Galbret and,
family visited the Whites in
Hamilton, Ill., last week.
Pilgrim Best Baptist church
had a number of guests from
Des Moines last Sunday. Rev,
W. M. is pastor.
Mr. and Mrs. R. Taylor have
returned home after visiting a
few days in Leavenworth, Kans.
Mrs. B. Scott visited in Ft.
Madison last week.
Mr. Chaney is much improv-
ed.
Mr. and Mrs. South's daugh-
ter spent Mother's Day in Can-
ton with her mother.
and staff. The presentation
took place at a special college
family convocation held this
week at the college.
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Our Opinions
National Unity C
1, The collapse of the Summit Confer-
ence with its loud reverberation around
i A
the world, may be used by politicians in
both Democratic and Republican parties
as an excuse to shelve the civil rights
question or minimize its importance as a
campaign issue.
To do so would be a grave error. Pre-
cisely when America is faced with a cri-
sis that calls for national unity, no seg-
rrient of the population should be made
to feel that it does not belong to the
American household.
Certainly those jingoists who would
suspend fundamental-citizenship rights
under the guise of national emergency
axe not advancing the cause of national
Let it be said right here and now that
Negro people are not surrendering and
Kill not surrender their legitimate
rights, emergency or no emergency.
This is not the time to smother those
precious privileges of citizenship, but to
articulate them. In this, so far, we have
seemingly failed, and there is even grave
uncertainty whether much of the nation
shares our view that racial equality is an
essential ingredient of national unity.
"Despite unmistakable signs of res-
tiveness and dissatisfaction, Congress
remains far behind the quickening pace
of history. The "victory for civil rights"
wrought by the Administration and Sen.
Lyndon Johnson is a token gesture that
will have little meaning for the young
men and women engaged in the historic
"Sitdown" movement. A decade ago this
Lill might have been considered a
rq.able advance; today it is a dreary
sideshow.
ails For Equality
What is happening in America—and
in the world—is that the vision of hu-
man equality has caught new fire. The
tired old cliches of gradualism are being
burlesqued by the quietly valorous acts
of people who will no longer accept the
proposition that there are any second-
class children of God.
It is being piously said that the 1960
Act is better than no bill at all. In reality
it is a cruel hoax. In a few places a few
more Negroes may win the right to vote,
if they have the patience and fortitude
to fight their way through the legal
jungle.
The liberals in both parties can nail
down a strong civil rights plank in their
convention platforms under the plea of
national unity. You simply don't close
ranks with unequals. To have meaning
and substance beyond a temporary fer-
vor whipped up by popular hysteria, na-
tional unity must rest on the basic pre-
mise of equality of all citizens.
To lay down one's life without coer-
cion or urging is a superlative sacrifice
that meets the highest test of patriotism
and loyalty. This comes only through an
indestructible faith in the state as an
impartial dispenser of those attributes
that inspire good citizenship. You can't
make patriots out of disgruntled slaves
or second-class citizens.
The stress and strain of seg.' egation
and the intense emotional involvement
produce a tragedy of disillusionment
standing at a turning point in U. S. his-
tory. For if America wishes to pursue its
destiny under the banner of one nation,
one aim and one God, it must disavow
racial inequality and segregation.
Being Frank. „
About Pooplo Plates
Aged Problowes
By FRANK L. STANLEY
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — This
column is a reply to a "J.
Franklyn Fisher" who writes
us on old J. T. S. Brown Whis-
key stationery. However, he
supplies neither title nor home
address. Thus, I have no way
of determining his race or con-
nection with Kentucky State
college.
Normally, we would not both-
er to reply to his ietter. But
Mr. Fisher makes some serious
and unfair allegations, which
must be answered. Moreover,
be requested a reply.
He, like some other people,
disdain publicity of problems
affecting them or anything
with which they are connected.
For some far - fetched reason,
they feel if a publication prints
the facts, it is of necessity
against them. They fail to real-
ize that newspapers do not cre-
ate or make the news — they
simply print it as it happens,
regardless of whom it affects.
They do not choose subjects or
personalities, nor do they cre-
ate situations. The course of
events and the people involved
fortunately, or unfortunately,
make news.
The May 5 issue of the Louis-
ville Defender carried the most
factual and complete accounts
of the Kentucky State college
student strike. We had the only
exclusive photo coverage, be-
cause we were alert enough to
be on the scene four consecutive
days. A professional reporter-
photographer witnessed person-
ally every incident he reported.
Doubtless this is what Mr. Fish-
er objects to because, in his
opinion, the Defender should
not have been there.
We were not there as "insti-
gators of an anti • Kentucky
State policy," as Mr. Fisher
maliciously states. The trouble
which had already begun before
we arrived and had been brew-
ing for several days. As Ken-
tucky's only non - sectarian Ne-
gro - owned newspaper, we con-
ceived it our prime duty to fully
cover the entire series of inci-
dents.
We challenge Mr. Fisher to
produce evidence to support his
assertions, and if he does we
will print them in their entire-
ty in this space with equal
prominence.
For his edification, as well
as those of like mind, the De-
fender, like all decent newspa-
pers, uses its editorials a n d
personal columns to express
opinions — never its news col-
umns.
Our attitude toward Kentucky
State college, which has always
been one of helpfulness, was re-
stated in our lead editorial of
May 12, 1960, entitled "KSC
South Africa And London Meeting Student
The results of the Commonwealth
inee,ting that convened in London recent-
ly were very disappointing. It was hoped
that some sort of censure would have
been administered to the Union of South
Africa for its cruel treatment of the
African population.
Prior to the gathering of the Prime
*Misters there was much talk about ex-
pelling South Africa from the British
Commonwealth. But nothing of the kind
came out of the Conference. The meet-
ing adjourned without exacting even a
promise from the South African govern-
ment that it would mend its ways.
The bloody riots at Sharpville that
were precipitated by excessive "pass
laws" and subsequent wanton beating,
maiming and killing of native men,
women and children shocked the whole
civilized world and resulted in con-
demnation proceedings by the Afro-
Asian bloc in the United Nations.
- The riots climaxed the rigid separa-
tion of the races after a long period of
mounting repression against the mem-
bers of the National African Congress.
The South African representative at the
Commonwealth Conference defied met-
ropolitan public opinion as he told a
press conference that his government
did not contemplate rescinding its ra-
cial policies or modifying them in any
shape or form.
The outcry against apartheid (racial
segregation) was so loud and long that
it was felt that South Africa's moral
conscience would have moved the gov-
ernment to abandon its oppressive meas-
ures. Most certainly it was hoped that
pressure would have been applied by the
London conferees to force a change in
the internal affairs of the Union. That
this was not done in any effective man-
ner amounts almost to moral sanction-
ing of a vicious anti-racial policy en-
shrouding the future with deep gloom.
Adlai In The Spotlight
Adlai Stevenson's stinging commen-
try on the Summit has set the stage for
an inordinately long debate and sizzling
campaign. The Conference fiasco has
done three things. It pushed Stevenson
out into the arena of battle perhaps
sooner than he had expected. It has
flushed the bushes where Stevenson sup-
porters had been hiding and finally it
hae created a clear cut issue on which
t4re can be no fence sitting,
',..The former Illinois Governor leaped
into the glare of the klieg lights when he
dttlared with characteristic solemnity
and pungency that Eisenhower had pro-
vided Khrushchev with the crowbar and
the sledge-hammer to wreck the Paris
meeting.
• A great controversy is now swirling
around Stevenson. The propriety of his
statement is being debated with heat
and passion in all circles, academic as
well as political. Whatever the arguvent
or popular sentiment, there can br no
Wins Grant
BLOOMINGTON,Ind.
—Thomas I. Atkins, the first
Negro elected student body
president at Indiana University,
became the first student from
the university to receive a grant
from the U. S. Experiment in
International Living Friday.
Under the grant, amounting
to $600, supplemented by a
grant of $800 from the Indiana
University Foundation, Atkins
will spend the summer in Tur-
key, visiting with the Turkish
people, and living for a period
with a Turkish family. He also,
by arrangement with the Uni-
versity's government depart-
ment, will do field work on a
thesis, "The Role of the Mili-
tary in Turkish Society."
The Experiment in Interna-
tional Living, a privately financ-
ed organization with headquar-
ters in Putney, Vt., has receiv-
ed the endorsement of President
Eisenhower and Secretary of
State Herter.
question but that Adlai has tossed his
hat in the ring.
In Illinois a new volunteer organiza-
tion, listing the names of prominent cit-
izens, has raised the Stevenson-for-
President banner. In New York and Cal-
ifornia, similar groups are taking new
life — revived by words that have made
Republicans plain mad.
While some Republicans are charg-
ing Stevenson with irresponsiblity and
with "playing partisan politics where
there should be unity," a one-time Stev-
enson aide explained the upsurge of in-
terest among the hard-core Stevenson
followers throughout the United States.
"Stevenson," he said, "is sounding
like the same man we always knew and
loved. He's saying what should be said,
without any regard to what it may mean
to him politically. He's standing up and
saying, 'I'd rather be right than be Pres-
ident.' That's the a o)4t of leadership
we need."
Represents Negro Achieve-
ment." We invite Mr. Fisher to
read and re-read it. Perhaps he
may discern that in pleading
for peace, harmony, program
and progress, we are for and
not against Kentucky State.
However, no genuine spirit of
helpfulness should ever prevent
const-uctive criticism which we
have found to be not only heal-
thy, but welcome where intelli-
gence abounds. It is stated in
the editorial masthead of every
issue of the Defender that we
are professionally and morally
obligated to:
Ferret out the news.
Write it adequately. . .and
without hies. . based on truth
and righteousness . .
Present both sides of every
question. .
Function always in the pub-
lic's interest.
This we do without fear or
favor, and will continue to do
so long as there is a Louisville
Defender.
Mr. Fisher's categorizing me
with Governor Collins, Senator
Talmadge, and the late Theo-
dore Bilbo, exposes his limited
knowledge of these men. Any
average reader would know
that Governor Collins, presently
the most moderate of all lower
south governors, is a far cry
from such avowed racists as
Talmadge and Bilbo.
It is equally as ridiculous to
ask if the Defender has a per-
sonal grudge against anyone at
Kentucky State college. Twenty-
seven years of unwavering sup-
port of this institution, even dur-
ing its darkest hours, is suf-
ficient proof for even the blind
and non - appreciative to see.
Finally, no newspaper ever
has to veil its attacks. And no
editor of courage would use
such an underhanded method.
As always, whenever conditions
and the acts of men warrant
public exposure, the Defender, in
dedication to the canons of
journalism, will face up to its
LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week
"Last night in my dreams,"
said Simple, "whilst I was set-
ting on the front porch of mtask. Virginia mansion, Mammy
Eastland. my old white mam-
my what raised me when I
were a child, says to me, 'Mis-
ter Simple, she says, 'I would
like to take a little trip,' she
says, 'to see my old
friend, Sister Faubus. S h e
must be getting right ageable
since I ain't heard a thing from
her lately.'
" '0 course, Mammy East-
land,' I says, 'take yourself a
little trip You not much good
around the house any more, ex-
cept to do washing and ironing,
so get on the bus and go see
Mammy Faubus. But he sure
to get back here before Spring
cleanine time.'
'Oh yes, sah, Mister Sim-
ple.' she says, 'I'll be back —
cause ' know can't nobody pol-
ish them tall mirrows in the
vestibule like I can. You better
not trust nobody else but me
to wash the frames of your
grandma and grandpa's p i e-
tures in the troet parlor. either.
And whe makes the best mint
juleps when the sprigs is fresh
in the garden?'
"'Yea do Mammy Eastland,'
" 'Been making them for you
since von was in your teens,'
she says, 'and you drinks like
the fine black aristocrat you is.
Mister Jesse B • your family al-
ways was qoality Negras,'
Granger To
Chart Race
Advancement
NEVr YORK — Lester B.
Granger, executive director of
the National Urban League, will
speak on the subject, "The Fu-
ture o American Negroes in
Cities " at a Tuesday luncheon
meeting (June 7) to be held at
the Ambassador Hotel in Atlan-
tic City N J. The meeting will
be -tie of the highlights of the
observance of the League's 50th
anniversary.
The occasion will be the
week-long 87th annual forum of
the National Conference on So-
cial Welfare, cenvening in that
city June 5 through June 10.
conferenc- is expected to
attract more than 5,000 people
from across the nation, all in a
position to help their communi-
ties improve the lot of the
people they serve.
Commenting on the luncheon
meeting. Granger said, "About
18 Lnillion Negroes live in the
U.S.-6 out of 10 in the South
and the other four in the North
and West The proportion is
changine every day as Negroes
continm to leave the South for
those cities where they can ex-
pect increased economic oppor-
tunities full protection of the
law, and full benefit of public
education.
This movement has a direct
relationship between the pull of
American industrial growth and
its resultant mobility and t h e
push of the racial crises now
developing in the South. A new
social form, more efficiently
adaptee t( the needs of modern
America, is emerging."
GLAMOR GIRLS
• Mog 'maw IbulArYte: be. W.rid rreannyl
"I'll ask Roger. rm sure he'd LOVE W go out
dancing tonight."
P •
Dreams On A Wide Veranda
said Mammy Eastland, her old
blue eves flashing with pride.
'And I sure is a lucky white
woman to be working for you-
all all these years.'
" 'The reward for service is
more service,' I told her. 'You
can serve us till you die, Mam-
my Eestland. Never will y o u
want tor a pot of victuals in
Miste• Simple's kitchen.'
But it do look like,' says
Mammy Eastland, 'since y o u
Negras taken over the South,
the price of collard greens is
double and grits gone sky
high'
" 'That is because you white
folks do not like to work like
you ought to,' I said, 'and your
white young upstarts wasting
their time setting at counters
downtown whehre thsy will nev-
er get served as long as I am
black. eternity Eastland, can't
you talk to your grand chil-
dren?'
" 'This is a headstrong gen-
eratior Mister Simple, white or
black. Won't iisten to reason!
Colorec: Judge Johnson last
week didn't fine them white sit-
iners but Five Dollars, then
give them a chance to pay they
fines. But no: Them young
white varmints said they had
ruther set in jail until they can
eat in them fine black barbecue
joirts where white folks never
been known to eat before. Why,
when I were young. .
'I know, Mammy Eastland,
when you was young things was
different But times do change.
Now white folks all want to be
black. You wouldn't want to be
blace would you, Mammy East-
land?•
" 'Not in the kingdom!' cried
Mammy Eastland. 'All I want
to do is save my soul. You
Negra, take this world, just
gimme Jesus!'
" 'Bless your sweet soul,
Mammy Eastland!' I said.
'Bless your white soul! Now get
beet( to your work. When you
go out to the kitchen, fix me.
a fresh julep and slice off a
few slices of that Smithfield
ham with a biscuit to hold me
till dinner. Fetch me my palm
!eat fan. It's right hot on this
veranda today. Hand me my
footstool. After my snack I
might just take a little nap.'
"I die fall into a dooze. But
do you know," said Simple,
"soon as I went to sleep, I
woke up — and found out it
was all a dream. Negroes had
not taken over the South. All I
heard outside my window was
them New York garbage trucks
going by and the buses rum-
bling down Lenox Avenue. Some
jcker in the street was yelling,
'Girl, wait for me!' And the
girl yelled back. 'Can't wait!
I'm late to work now!' It were
daybreak in Harlem, and I
woke up to the same old night-
mare."
LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data
The late beloved James Wel-
don Johnson in his autobiogra-
phy, "Along This Way," made
a reference at one point to the
mess the world was in and said
in effect that things couldn't be
worse even if colored people
were running it. It was a hu-
morous aside but there was
good reason in the period in
which he wrote to question the
wisdom of those who were run-
ning the world.
Anyway, we seem to be in a
mess again. This is painfully
Obvious to anyone who has
trieci to follow the fantastic
course of events in Paris last
week where Mr. K. blew his
top and all the hopes for the
Summit conference were dump-
ed into a verbal garbage can.
Now the repercussions of the
explosion in Paris have started
more political fireworks in do-
mestic politics in our country.
The Democrats are going on the
offensive and the Republicans
have their back up.
A joirt statement by Adlai
Stevenson, Lyndon Johnson,
Sam Rayburn and Senator Full-
bright came first and it warn-
ed Mr. K that the Democrats
would stand by Ike despite par-
ty differences. Then Adlai Stev-
enson came out on his own in
his Chicago speech and openly
accused Ike of blunders.
On the Republican side, the
anti- Nixog forces quickly eon-
eluded that the time had come
to start a new draft for Gover-
nor Nelson Rockefeller. They
felt that Nixon is an the spot,
and a very hot one, because he
cannot very well disassociate
himself from Ike's handling of
the spy plane issue.
Mr. K and his boys are not
content with wrecking the Paris
meeting and last week they
planned to raise more hell in
the United Nations. The air is
going to be full of sound and
fury and we cannot tell yet just
what real significance there
may be in it.
Despite all the divided opin-
ion and political fireworks in
our country, practically all the
responsible national leaders rec-
ognize that we Americans are
going to have to stand together
and close ranks as never be-
fore. This unity cannot be
reached, however, until the is-
sues are resolved through na-
tional debate. We have to be
intellectually as well as emo-
tionally united. This calls f o r
full discussion.
I hope that some of our Ne-
gro Leaders will join in this de-
bate. We have just as much at
stake in world peace as anyone
else and some of our leaders
are just as wise and knowl-
edgeable as any others One
thinks itnmediately of Ralph
Bunche and there are others
who can make a contribution
to the clarification of, the is-
sues before us. I hope they
speak out.
Despite all the color nonsense
which we have to endure, we
are Americans and we must
help to shape the country's
present and future. I am more
convinced than ever of this fact
since I returned recently from
a year in Nigeria.
They say, of course, that trav-
el is "broadening" and I ca.
attest to the validity of tha
state .-ent Si nply because we
are jim crowed and isolated
from the mainstream, it does
not follow that we must segre-
gate our minds and keep quiet
on all issues except those label-
ed civil rights.
In a larger sense we may
get more civil rights by show-
ing 4ome leadership on the
basic national issues which af-
fect all Americans irrespective
of color. If war should come,
there will be no segregated
missiles nor lily-white rockets.
Further in the demand for
unity which this crisis is bring-
ing, it will become self-evident
that artificial color barriers
which impede true unity must
fall. The overwhelming major-
ity of Americans, including mil-
lions of southerners, know this,
however reluctant some of them
may he to give up the luxu
of racial discrimination.
Mr. K and his cohorts will
try to exploit all of our weak.
nemes and we have nothing to
gain in the long run by MUNI
•theca get away with it.
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°Congo To Be Richest
Free African Nation
At the end of June, the Bel-
gian Congo is scheduled to
emerge as the newest and rich-
est of Africa's independent na-
tions.
It is about one-third the size
of the US, and its mines are
the world's biggest suppliers of
cobalt, second largest suppliers
if copper, producers of tin and
.nanganese, and vast but se-
cret supplies of uranium.
Under the Belgians for 75
years, its administration was
praised as a model of colonial
rule. In 1958, it was described
as a region unique in its effi-
ciency and tranquility.
NATIONALISM
But in the intervening years,
the nationalistic fires sweeping
all of Africa reached the Con-
go.
the pains which accompanied
the birth of other African na-
tions may be especially severe
in the Congo. Nationalist lead-
ers rebuffed Belgian attempts
151 Get Ford
*Fund Grants
to slow the march toward in-
dependence until native admin-
istrators could be trained.
They are divided among
themselves as to whether an in-
dependent Congo should be a
federation of states or a cen-
trally controlled nation with a
president elected on a nation-
wide basis.
JUNGLE WARFARE
Under Belgian rule, troops
preserved the peace among the
tribes, but as Belgian rule has
slipped so jungle warefare has
increased. In January, Belgian
col mial troops were flown to
Kasai province to prevent a
"war of extermination" be-
tween the Lulus and Baluba
NtW YORK — The Ford
Foundation has announced 151
fellowship awards in business
administration and economics
to graduate students and pro-
fessors at 43 universities for
the 1960-61 academic year.
The fellowships, the fifth an-
nual series financed by the
Foundation, are part of a
Foundation program to in-
crease the number of college
and university teachers in
business and economics and to
encourage research on signifi-
cant problems in these fields.
The fellows were selected
from nominations submitted by
14 participating institutions
and with the assistance of
advisory committees of faculty
members in businei: admin-
istration a n d economics.
Awards are made through
grants by the Foundation to the
universities with which the fel-
lows are associated.
tribes.
Scarcely a day passes with-
out new reports of violence,
and without new evidence that
the Belgian Congo is far from
ready for independence.
Last week returns were com-
ing in from voting for a nation-
al government and provincial
councils.
They climaxed weeks of cam-
paigning in mud hut villages
and along crocodile-infested
rivers.
PATRICE LUMUMBA
Among the campaigners none
was more active than a reed-
like man more than six feet
tall named Patrice Emergy Lu
mumbo.
AFRICAN INDUSTRIAL
leaders from five countries
are shown here with mem-
bers of the Foreign Affairs
Committee of the U. S. House
of Representatives. The Afri-
can Leaders were in the U. S.
for a series of talks with
American foreign aid and
technical assistance officials.
From left to right standing
are Hassan Mahomed Has-
san, Somalia; Becher Ben
Njime. Tunisia; Mr. Rous-
sell; Joseph Morakinya Beck-
ley, Nigeria; David Olatunde
Agbeja, Nigeria; Samuel
The Belgians released h I m
from jail so he could attend a
recent Brussels conference
which finally determined Juue
30 as the independence date.
He and his leftist National
Congolese movement are the
unquestioned masters of two of
the Congo's six provinces and
he has sold himself to his
followers as the Messiah of
Congo freedom.
So strong is his hold that he
is ablc with impunity to show
his contempt for Belgian ad-
ministrators even before the in-
dependence date, and even
countermand successfully the
orders of Belgian officers to
their native troops.
Kulubya, Uganda; Serge I.
Guetta, Tunisia; Frederick
R. J. Williams, Uganda; and
Fred K. Reitman, and Mr.
Murphy of ICA. Seated from
left to right are U. S. Con-
gressman Thomas E. Morgan
(Pa.), chairman of the
rn,4
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like to meet a young lady who S. Wabash,
Dear Mme. Chante: I would in Chicago CBhillicyagSot. 1J9o.hnii,I.11641 50 LADitS...014 A NARROW Sttk.wlikL,K,.fipiE
is interested in the finer things
in life and is capable of aiding
me in molding a happy future.
Age isn' important. I am ambi-
tious with a definite purpose in
life believing in the "Golden
Rule" and expect the same of
those I associate with. I am
not perfect and do not expect
others to be so. I am from
Cuba, completed one year of
college and at present I am a
salesman All letters will be an-
swered. Carlos Arynenta, 357 E.
60th St , Chicago 37, Ill.
VezeiN;s0 (9‘ ProEDoodle
• • •
Dear Mme, Chante: I have
been reading your column for
sometimc and enjoyed every
moment of it. I do hope that
you can help me as you have
others I would like to meet a
man (color doesn't matte r)
born on or between the dates
of December 23 and January
19: February 19 and March 20:
May 21 and June 20: July 22
and August 21. weighing be.
tween 150 and 200 lbs.. between
43 and 58 years of age. He must
be industrious, intelligent and a
Christian. I am 42, 186 lbs.,
healthy well built, light brown
complexion, 5 feet 7 inches tall.
If not interested, please do not
write. Send photo in first let-
ter. All letters will be answer-
ed. Johnie Mae Fairbanks, 3247
Fords Rd, Memphis 9, Tenn.
• • •
Dear Mme, Chante I would
like Very much to meet a real
nice young lady. I have been
in Chicago a year and I do
not know any girls. I am from
Merrick, N.Y., I am a young
man of 25, 5 feet, 101/2 inches
tall, 165 lbs., black hair, black
eyes and said to be nice look-
ing. I. work at the postoffice.
Would like to meet a young
lady between the ages of 20 and
23 aboth 5 feet, 3 inches tall,
weighine between 120 and 130
lbs. I would like for her to live
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: 1 have
been reading your column for
some time and hope you can
help me like you have others.
I am a lonely lady of 33, 5
feet, 11/2 inches tall, weigh 166
lbs., brown skin, sandy hair,
brown eyes. I have two years
of high school. Would like to
meet a lonely man who is in-
terested in a good woman. He
must have a good income and
like children. I have one child,
21/2 years of age. My hobbies
are cooking, sewing, canning,
watching TV, reading and writ-
ing. If not sincere, please do
not waste your time and stamp.
If possible enclose photo in first
letter and I shall answer all
mail. Miss Mary Lee Ballard,
316 S. Church St., Jackson,
Tenn.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am
seeking a mate. I am 42, 6 feet,
21/2 inches tall, 175 lbs., light
complexion. I want someone
who will help me get ahead.
Would like for her to be 5 feet,
1 inch tall, between 19 and 35. If
not sincere please do not write.
W. G. Burney, 6043 Champlain
ave., Chicago, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme, Chante: I am a
weekly reader of your column
and have tried answering some
of the letters that appear in
your column but have had no
success. So will you please print
my letter. I am a widow, 34
years of age, 5 feet, 5 inches
tall, 150 lbs. I would like to
correspond with gentlemen be-
tween 34 and 40 who are seri-
ous minded and sincere a n d
would like to have something
worthwhile in life. I will try
to answer all letters. If not sin-
cere please do not reply. Helen
Jacksoz., 1109 E. Tugg ave.,
Memphis, Tenn,
Say Stress Aids
Heart Diseases
WASHINGTON, D. C.—High-
ly emotional stress or extreme,
prolonged tension often raises
the cholesterol level in the
blood despite diet, proper exer-
cise and rest, doctors at the
Oklahoma City Veterans Ad-
ministration hospital have
found.
Foreign Affairs Committee;
Besweri K. Mulyanti, Ugan-
da; Illinois Democratic Con-
gressman Barrett O'Hara,
chairman of the African sub-
committee; William T. Mur-
phy of Illinois, and Harlan A.
A. Ejueyitchle of Nigeria.
Cholesterol, a fatty-type sub-
stance found in certain foods,
notably eggs, animal fat or fat-
ty fishes, normally is found in
the blood, bile and other parts
of the body.
Cholesterol also appears to be
related to certain diseases of
the arteries and heart. Many
doctors believe that cholesterol
directly influences arterio-
sclerosis and Other arterial
diseases.
In the study at the VA hospi-
tal at Oklahoma City, patients
with artery diseaie were kept
on a strict diet and the amount
of their exercise was kept con-
stant from day to day.
Cholesterol in their blood still
went up occasionally, but only
during periods of stress and
tension.
The doctors found that emo-
tional tension alone can in-
crease cholesterol 35 percent
within an hour.
The diets of the patients
were ''average American" with
approximately 40 percent of
the caloric content in fat.
Phychological data were gath-
ered through daily interviews,
repeated psychological testing
and direct obserVation of be-
havior on the ward.
The study at the VA hospital
is part of a heart research
program that is being done by
the Veterans Administration in
collaboration with the Okla-
homa Medical Center.
e0.
NINE NURSES, all members
of the Elks, resplendent in
white uniforms with the pur-
ple cross on the shoulder,
were the focai point of inter-
est when they received their
Caps and Diplomas at an in-
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Shriner Urges
Economic Unity
DETROIT — The economic
factor must become of more
concern to Negroes for achieve-
ment of the goals of freedom,
Shriners have been advised in
a proclamation issued here by
Booker T. Alexander, imperial
potentate of the Ancient Egyp-
tian Arabic Order Nobles of the
Mystic Shrine.
The proclamation, which calls
attention to the second annual
observance of "A Salute to
Negro Business" points out
that Shriners will observe this
event during the week of June
12-18. The Imperial Potentate's
message has been delivered to
the 156th Temples in as many
cities. The organization's mem-
bership and its auxiliary mem-
bers are being urged to spend
$20.00 during the week with
Negro business organizations
in their community.
Additionally Shriners are
further requested to pledge for
the future a minimum of five
dollars weekly to be spent in
Negro business institutions.
The proclamation also point-
ed out the appointment of a
new director of economic edu-
cation for the Shriners. The
Rev. John Henry Hester of
Atlantic City, N. J. is the new
committee chairman. He suc-
ceeds the deceased project
founder, Rudolph Stewart of
Washington, D. C.
The Rev. Hester said, "The
Negro in America must step
down deep into the river of
economics to win all the free-
dom we have been seeking so
ardently. We believe profoundly
in our fight for educational,
social equality and political
advancement, but the hour is
now at hand when we must
concentrate and crystalize all
of our energies in the area of
financial recognition.
Talking further on .the pro-
ject of economic strength, Re'.'
Hester called for a cooperael
tive, unified front as the key
to real, sincere independence.
He stressed the fact the New
market has an income of roe"
than 17 1-2 billion dollars an-
nually.
Liberia Honors
U. S. Investors
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Top-
ranking members of the Ameri-
can government and business
community attended a Liberian
Embassy dinner honoring a
segment of American investors
In Liberia.
Among those hosted by Liber-
ian Ambassador to the U. S.,
George A. Padmore were U. S.
Atty. Gen. William P. Rogers;
U.S. Supreme Court Justice Pot-
ter Stewart; John H. Johnson,
publisher of Johnson Publishing
company; and Alfred Friend-
ly, managing editor of the Wash-
ington Post and Times Herald.
Expected also were Assistant
Secretary For African Affairs
Joseph C. Satterthwaite of the
U. S. State Department; C.
•
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Vaughn Ferguson, jr., director
of the U. S. State Department's
Office of Middle and Southern
African Affairs; White House
Administrative Officer E. Fred-
eric Morrow; Val J. Washing-
tion of the Republican National
Committee: George E. C. Hayes
of the Washington, D. C., Pub-
lic Utilities Commission; Dr.
Frank M. Snowden, dean of
Howard university's College of
Liberal Arts: Dr. Carl J. Mur-
phy, president of the Afro-
American Newspaper com-
pany; Roy Garvin, vice presi-
dent of the D. C. Friends of
Liberia; Executive Vice Presi-
dent Harold E. Gray of Pan
American World Airways; Vice
President Luis F. Corea of
Riggs National Bank.
1
augeratian ceremony in Mon-
treal. The event signalled the
completion of a three • month
course, under hospital super-
vision, In preparation for thr
forthcoming New England
State Convention. The n e w
aides are (back row, left to
41
right) Lometa Tully, Elsie
Hogan. Winnie Stevens. win-
nie Jones. Ines Grant. Front
(left t4, right) June Jones,
Ethel Madison. Josephine
Thornhill and Hazel Ander-
SOIL
•
All-American
BENNY BEARSKIN, whose family was recently the
target of racists because they are Indians, plays foot-
ball with his son, Benny. jr., seven. The boy, one of the
five Bearskin children, hopes to be a professional foot-
ball player.
Of
AK Hails 'Courageous
Campaign' Of Sit-Ins
NEW YORK — Among res-
olutions adopted by the Amer-
ican Jewish Congress Monday
one particular move hailed the
"courageous campaign" of the
Negro student sit-in movement
in the South and urged all
business enterprises to end ra-
cial discrimination in tfreir
Southern branches "as both un-
democratic and outdated."
Dr. Joachim Prinz, rabbi of
Temple B'nai Abraham in
Newark, N. J., was reelected
national president of the AJC.
Prinz was elected to serve
a second two-year term at the
concluding session of the AJ'C's
national biennial convention.
Nathan L. Edelstein, of Phil-
adelphia, chairman of the Phil-
adelphia Commission on Hu-
man Relations, was elected
chairman of the newly-formed
Governing Council, which will
be the AJC's policy-making
body.
In a number of resolutions
adopted at the final session,
the AJC:
—Asked that political candi-
dates be judged not on the basis
of their religious belief or
church affiliation but on their
positions regarding major is-
sues "including the separation
Joe To Continue
Tourist Work
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Ex-
heavyweight champion Joe Lou-
is said Sunday night that he and
his public relations associates
would continue to promote
American Negro tourist travel
to Cuba until ordered to stop by
the United States government.
As guest on the "Metropoli-
tan Probe" 1'V program, Louis
was questioned by Rep. Emanu-
el Celler (D-N.Y.) and New
York State GOP Senator Mac-
Neil Mitchell.
Louis denied that efforts of
his public relations firm would
encourage Fidel Castro's hos-
tility to the United States by
bolstering the Cuban dictator's
economy.
The ex-champion stressed that
his firm had been hired by tie
not by Castro, just as another
agency had been hired by the
Cuban commission to stimulate
white tourist trade. And his out-
fit had no connection with Cu-
ban politics, he stressed.
Concerning current boxing,
Louis said he favored a nation-
al commissioner to achieve uni-
ty in enforcing rules.
As advisor to ex-heavyweight
champion Floyd Patterson, he
picked Floyd to be the first
heavyweight in history to recap-
ture the crown in his June 20,
return fight with Champion In-
gemar Johansson,
He added, "But I saw Johans•
son in camp last week and he
looked so good, I've got to
change the knockout roundCuban Tourist Commission and,from the seventh to the 11th."
Gunmen Shoot Up Cuban Newspaper Site
HAVANA — (UPI) — Unidentified gunmen in a speeding
car shot up the building where the pro-government newspaper,Re/olucion, is published Monday causing some damage but
no casualties.
A policeman in the entrance to the building returned the
attackers' fire, but there was no indication that he hit eithertba-car or any of its occupants.
e"!The gun fusillade was, the second attack on the RevolucionBIOntling this month. An unexploded bomb was found on theises on May Day.
,Earlier, the pro-government newspaper. La Calle, had sug-goaded that Field Marshal Viscount Montgomery. who has criti-
cised U.S. leadership in Western affairs, might be a "usefulpreMagandist" for Fidel Castro's Cuba.
Red China Demonstrates Against Ike
TOKYO 
— The commonist new China news agencyclaimed today that more than 30 million persons have demon-strated throughout Communist China against President Eisen-hower — "No. 1 warmonger!"
The agency said the demonstrations protested the U. S.spy plane flights which were described as "sabotaging" theParis summit conference.
The Peiping government meanwhile claimed that anAmerican military plane had violated Red Chinese air spaceSunday night and said it would issue "a strong warning in re-lation to this military provocation."
Pion More Shake-Ups In Korean Army
SAOUL (UPI) — Acting president Huh Chung shook upthe South Korean army command and promised further chang-
es because of army complicity in the March 15 presidentialelection irregularities.
He named Lt. Gen. Choi Yung Hi as chief of staff andmartial law commander and LL Gen. Choi Kyung as vice chief
of staff following demands by junior officers that the top brassbe purged.
Huh's government also arrested three high officials of form-
' er President Syngman Rhee's Liberal Party on charges ofhelping rig the general elections.
Strike Threatens Broadway, Halt Plans
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Broadway producers have called
off activity on all future productions because of a threatened
actors' strike that could bring down the curtain on all Broad-
way shows after May 31.
The decision to suspend all planning on 20 new shows, in-cluding three big musicals, was reached at an emergency
meeting of the League of New York Theaters, which includesBroadway producers and theater owners.
Actor's Equity has threatened to call a strike after May 31
unless the league meets its demands for a new contract. Bothsides admit they are far apart. In past years, however, nego-tiations have continued beyond the contract expiration dead-line without a strike.
Portugal Plans Warm Greeting For Ike
LISBON — (UPI) — President Eisenhower is heading foran enthusiastic reception in Portugal today.
Portuguese officials said that the exact program for Eisen-hower's arrival and 24 hour stay in Lisbon had not yet beencompleted. But Portuguese newspapers were certain Eisen-hower would arrive here today.
Diario Da Martha, official organ of Prime Minister OliveriaSalazar's National Union movement, said: "When PresidentEisenhower advanced the date of his voyage to Portugal be-cause of the failure of the Summit conference, we advancedpreparations to receive the chief of a great and friendly na-tion. He is not only chief of one of the greatest powers onearth, but he is a true friend."
Skipper Says Triton Did No Spying
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Capt. Edward L. Beach saysthe submarine Triton did no spying as it went around the world
underwater, but would have if the Navy had ordered it.Beach, skipper of the Triton, said the sub was in interna-tional waters at all times during its 84-day 41,000-mile under-
water journey and saw nothing that any other ship could nothave seen from the surface .
"We did no !Tying of any kind," Beach told a NationalPress Club luncheon "But if Adm. Arleigh Burke. Chief ofNaval Operations, told me to do some spying. I would havedone it and I wouldn't be telling you."
New Aid For Aged Plan Angers Dems
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Liberal Democrats on theHouse Ways and Means Committee were angry Wednesday
with their Democratic chairman for proposing a medical careplan for the aged similar to the one riccimmended by theadministration.
Says World's Future Hinges On U.S.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — A distinguished scientist saidWednesday the U. S. must supply wise leadership or the worldwill disintegrate "with no one but the Russians to pick up thepieces."
The scientist, Prof. Isidor I. Rabi of Columbia university,said the world expects far higher standards of conduct of theUnited States than it does of Russia.
NEW.?
of church and state."
—Expressed concern at the
"continuing deficiencies in Ger-
man public life," including the
role of ex-Nazis in positions of
influence and the "essential
failure" of the German educa-
tional system to promote an
understanding among German
youth of the brutality of the
Nazi regime.
—Urged President Eisenhower
to exercise the authority re-
cently granted in the Douglas
amendment to the Mutual Se-
curity Act to withhold U. S.
aid to any country that ob.
structs the Use of international
waterways to countries friend-
ly to the United States.
—Appealed to the Soviet
Union to reinstate "full cul-
tural and religious facilities"
to Russia's three million Jews,
to end anti-Jewish discrimina-
tion in education and profession-
al advancement, and to re-
move all restrictions on emigra-
tion "for the purpose of re-
uniting broken families."
Fight To Get
Paper Towels
Caterpillar workers at the
Aurora plant will take their
demand for paper towels in
the factory employe's wash-
rooms to the public, Rod Hack-
er, president of Local 145 UAW
has announced. ,
"We will dramatize our re-
quest through the distribution
of a single paper towel to all
visitors at the Open House
sponsored by the Caterpillar
company on May 24, 25, 26, 27,
Soviets Help Indonesia Build Highway
BALIKPANA, East Borneo — (UPI) — Seventeen Russianexperts are helping Indonesia build a 400-mile highway acrossBorneo's dense jungles to link Balikpapan on the east coastwith Handjarmasin on the south coast of Indonesia's biggestisland.
The highway, part of the Russian aid program to Indonesia,is scheduled for completion in three years.
Say Unmarked Plane Enters E. Germany
BERLIN — (UPI) — The Soviet military commander inEast Germany has charged that an unmarked plane flew 60miles into Red territory May 5, ignoring Soviet fighter planeswhich signaled it to land, it was disclosed Sunday.
Taxes Swallow 1 Of Every 4 Dollars
WASHINGTON — (UPI) Tax Foundation, Inc., reportsthat taxation swallows up one out of every four dollars incomeof persons earning less than $15,000 a year.
The non-profit private research organization in New Yorksaid yesterday that the 25 per cent tax bite applies to fourout of five American families. Figures were based on the1958 national product, the latest complete data.
The federal income tax still ranks as the major tax on allincomes above 14,000, it said, and the Federal Governmentcontinued to take the major share of the total intake.
Tycoons, Moslems, Pay Respect To Aly
PARIS — (UPI) — Businessmen, sportsmen and white-sariedwomen of the Ismailia Moslem sect flocked to Aly Khan's villaSunday to pay their last respects to the playboy-diplomat, kill-ed in an auto crash last week.
Aly's body will lie in state at the villa until Wednesday,when it will be shipped to his Rivera borne and then, thefollowing day, to Switzerland for temporary burialFuneral services will be held at Paris's Grand Mosque nextMonday.
Red Space Feat Called Minor Advance
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — U. S. scientists have viewedRussia's launching of a five-ton "space ship" as only a minor
advance and said they would not speed up America's programfor putting a man into space.
The U. S. timetable calls for an attempt late in 1961 to orbita one-ton manned satelite under the Project M ercury pro-gram. This country also expects to have a rocket ready nextyear that could duplicate the Soviet feat.
Dr. John P. Hagen, former director of the Vanguard EarthSatellite program, said the latest Russian launching represent-
ed only a minor step forward because "the real problem is toget the vehicle safely back to earth."
President's Losing Prestige-Symington
AUBURN, N. Y. — (UPI) — Presidential hopeful StuartSymington (D-Mo.) said Sunday it was "absolutely necessaryfor the Democrats to get control of the government and get itquick."
The former Air Force secretary, the endorsed presiden-tial candidate of former President Truman, said the office ofthe Presidency of the United States was losing prestige.
"No longer are the people asking "what is the Presidentdoing or saying," he said. "What they want to know now is
what Khrushchev is doing and saying."
Hint East Germans To Get 9 Americans
BERLIN — (UPI) — A Soviet spokesman said Monday a
statement will be issued "soon" on the U. S. army transportplane forced down Friday by Soviet fighters. He hinted the
nine Americans aboard may be turned over to the East Ger-
mans,
The United States does not recognize East Germany and
refuses to deal with it. In the last few years the Soviets alwayshave turned over to the East Germans any Americans wander-ing into East Germany. The Americans were released after
weeks of negmtaticms between the Americans and East Ger-
man Red Cross.
The possibility existed that East Germany no longer would
accept Red Cross negotiations, but would insist on govern-mental talks.
Kennedy Carries Battle To New Jersey
NEWARK, N. J. — (UPI) — Sen. John F. Kennedy (D.Mass 1 follows in the footsteps of other Democratic presidentialhopefuls tody/ when he brings his campaign into New Jerseyfor a °nerdastand.
What A Catch!
DR. FIDEL CASTRO gets a few pointers on sport fishing from 17-
year-old Yolanda Zamora of Havana, International Queen of the
Angler's World Series. Castro was to compete in the Havana rounds
of the tournament. (UPI Telephoto)
Hawaiian City Hit By Seismic Waves
HONOLULU — (UPI) — A series of seismic waves generat-
ed by the Chile earthquakes struck the Hawaiian Islands early
Monday and police reported "many injuries' in the costal port
city of Hilo, Hawaii.
A witness said the third in the series of waves forced
water into downtown Hilo, breaking store fronts and sweeping
cars into buildings.
Hilo resident, E. Ehgledow, described the situation as a
"terrible, terrible thing" and said there was a threat of resi-dents being trapped in the second Stories of downtown hotels.
View Henry Cabot Lodge As Nixon Mate
NEW YOR K —(UPI) — Ambassador to the United Nations
Henry Cabot Lodge jr., could wind up with the Republican
vice presidential nomination as a result of new emphasis on
the U. N., Sen. Jacob K. Javils said.
The New York Republican, himself mentioned as a running
mate for Vice President Richard M. Nixon, said he believed
one way the Republicans could be helped in the campaign
would be for the administration to rely on the U. N. to fill the
void left by the summit conference breakup.
"And that may very well. . . bring Cabot Lodge to the fore
as a possibility for vice president," said Javits in a local tele-
vision appearance.
Montgomery To Confer With Chou
HONG KONG — (UPI) J— Field Marshall Viscount Mont-
gomery crossed into Red China Monday on another venture
of personal diplomacy into the Communist world.
The doughty World War II British commander posed on
the Communist side of the border for photographers standing
on the British side.
Germans Doubt U. S. Story of Plane
BERLIN — (UPI) — The East German Communists castdoubt on an American explanation that a U.S. transport forceddown in East Germany merely strayed from its route.
The Communist party newspaper Neues Deutschland quot-
ed East German Deputy Premier Heinrich Rau as saying, "It
appears remarkable that the aircraft could not find its wayfrom Denmark to Hamburg."
Rau said an investigation into the incident was underwaybut he did not say whether the Soviets or East Germans werehandling it.
Pasternak Suffers Set Back In Recovery
MOSCOW — (UPI) — Soviet author Boris Pasternak had
another setback. in his recovery from two heart attacks,friends said Tuesday.
The 70-year old Nobel prize winner was reported slightlyimproved Monday and given a better chance of "survival."
Two of the Kremlin hospital's top heart specialistirsare attend-ing him.
Pasternak, who lives in seclusion in a writers' colony out-
side Moscow, had two heart attacks within a two-week period
recently. His family said he regained consciousness sixdays ago.
Say Benson Out-Spent All Predecessors
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Farm belt Democrats said
Tuesday that Agriculture Secretary Ezra T. Benson has spent
more Government money than all his predecessors put together.
The charge came in a House agriculture committee report
on a new Democratic bill aimed at cutting grain surpluses.
The majority report said that from the formation of the
Agriculture Department in 1862 through 1952, the departmnethad spent $35,843,085,296. From 1953 through July 1, 1960, un-der Benson's administration, it added, department spending
was estimated at $37,017,500,000.
Leftists Warn Ike Not To Visit Japan
TOKYO — (UPI) — The opposition Socialists warned Pres-ident Eisenhower not to come here next month and made it
clear that he may be mobbed if he does so.
A rightwing independent joined the leftists in urging the
President to cancel his visit.
The warnings were issued shortly before new demonstra-
tions protesting the U.S.-Japanese security treaty got under
way outside the national capitol. About 4.000 persons, most of
them socialists or communists, took part in Tuesday's protest.
There was no violence.
Convict Bands Threaten Chilean Area
SANTIAGO, Chile — (UPI) — Looting and terror were re-
ported Tuesday in the lake country of southern Chile, where
earthquakes and tidal waves may have killed as many as
1,009 persons in the past three days.
A state of emergency amounting to virtual martial law wasproclaimed in the city ^!- Ywirlivia, 470 miles south of here, toprotect residents against hands of criminals released or
escaf,d from jails in the area.
Governor Asks Federal Aid For Hawaii
HONOLULU — (UPI) — Gov. William F. Quinn, who pro-
claimed Hawaii a state disaster area, said he has sought t,he
aid of President Eisenhower.
Quinn said he sent his request for federal disaster funds
after an inspection tour of the tidal wave ruins in Hilo and
other parts of the Hawaiian island chain.
Forty-three persons were killed and 20 are missing.
Plan Naval Move Around South America
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The U. S. and nine other
western hemisphere nations will confer next week at Key West,
Fla., of effective naval operations around South America.
A prime subject of the meeting will be anti-submarine war-fare concepts and plans. Represented in addition to the U. S.
will be Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico,
Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela.
Charge UN Hampering Freedom of Press
UNITED NATIONS, N. Y. — (UPI) — The International
Federation of Newspaper Publishers says the United Nations.is being used to hamper press freedom.
Jacques Bourquin, of Lausanne, Switzerland, the organiza-
tions delegate to the U. N. Economic and Social Council, hinted
the group may make a formal complaint during its current
annual convention in New York.
Bourquin said he detected signs of "regression" of pressfreedom in the General Assembly's third committee, which dis-
cussed whether newsmen had the right "to seek" or "to ga-
ther" news.
275-Mile Race To Save Child Futile
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — A 215-mile race against time
prove futile Friday when a two-day-old baby died at children'shospital from an acute respiratory ailment.
Kenneth Eugene Brown, son of a Bishop, Calif., couple,
died several hours after he was rushed here by a police-es-
corted ambulance on a four-hour mercy errand at speeds up
to 80 miles per hour.
Doctors blamed a respiratory failure for severe convulsions
which caused the infant's death,
World Publishers Set For 13th Meet
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The International Federation ofNewspaper Publishers begins its 13th annual congress here
Monday, marking the first time the 18-nation organization has
met in the U. S.
More than 100 publishers and editors from 12 nations are
expected to attend.
The federation, founded in Paris in 1948, is meeting here
on invitation from the Amercian Newspaper Ppblishers Asso-
ciation and the American Society of Newspaper Editors.
Reds Boost Jamming Of Broadcasts
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Voice of America said itsRussian language news broadcasts were almost completely
"blotted out" by a combination of "heavy jamming" and poor
atmospheric conditions.
Officials said Soviet jammers appeared to have crackeddown even harder since Monday. when only the first nine
minutes of 15 minute broadcasts were jammed.
Radio Free Europe also reported that Communist jamming
of its broadcasts continued without let-up. RFE said too thatCommunist stations were distor'ing the news out of Paris and
other world capitals about the Summit conference collapse.As a "typical" example. RFE said radio Sofia falsely quotedAdlai Stevenson as saying: "If we want to safeguard peace,the Americans must leave Europe and Berlin."
Storms Belt Midwest, Plain States
A storm system belted the Midwest and Plains States
with tornadoes, high winds, hail and torrential rains last night.The storm caused widespread damage but no serious injuries.Winds of 80 miles an hour lashed Keokuk, Iowa. Tornadoesdestroyed farm buildings in Illinois, Kansas and Missouri.Flash flood warnings were issued for southwest Wisconsin.The Keokuk storm uprooted trees, knocked down a radiotower, capsized 75 private boats moored on the MississippiRiver, and tore the roof off an industrial plant.
Kennedy Criticizes Stuart Symington
• PORTLAND, Ore. — (UPI) — Sen. John F. Kennedy (D.Mass.) criticized Sen. Stuart Symington of Missouri Sunday foravoiding an Oregon primary campaign and said any arrange-ment by Symington to turn his support over to Sen. Wayne L.Morse of Oregon "defeats the purpose of the Oregon Primary."Kennedy, nearly voiceless with a sore throat, wrote hiscAment on a pad of yellow paper while waiting to throw outhe first ball at the opening of the Riverside Little Baseballseason.
Symington had said in a statement issued in Washingtonthat Oregon voters next Friday' should support Morse as afavorite son. and denied that the primary would be a test oistrength between himself and Kennedy.
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WEDDING
Prior to the wedding recep-
tion honoring the marriage of
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius House
last Saturday, the bride, the
logmer Miss Martha Anderson
was feted with two lovely par-
ties given by three of her life-
long friends earlier the same
- week.
' Mrs. C. C. Sawyer entertain-
ed with a kitchen shower last
Thursday night at her lovely
contemporary home on So.
Parkway, to which was invit-
ed about thirty of Martha's
former classmates and friends.
With the background of the
distinctive home and its smart
appointments, pink champagne
and buffet supper service add-
ed a festive note to the gather-
ing of ladies whose sole intent
was to introuduce the honoree
to the intricacies of the assort-
ment of kitchen appointments
provided for the new bride's
household duties.
Assisting Mrs. Sawyer was
her mother, Mrs. Minnie Smith
• . . and among the participants
were Almazine Davis, Grace
Collins, Marion Flowers, Juan-
ta Brewster Boston, Juanita
Arnold, Louis Hargraves, Ann
Hall Weathers, Pauline Bowden,
Lena Fouche, Rubye H. Gadison,
Estelle Walter, Cynthia Gray,
Patricia Hooks, Mrs. Gates, an
old family friend of the honoree,
and several others.
1:COCKTAIL PARTY
The next night, Mrs. Allan
illLois) Hargraves and Mrs.
igiubye H. Gadison teamed up
to give an intimate cocktail
party feteing the newly weds
at the lovely Quinn avenue
home of Mrs. Hargraves. The
setting was in the panelled base-
ment family room, where glitter.
ed pink cupids piled their darts
from white backgrounds and
the bar was highlighted with
cut-out pink champagne glas-
ses and tended by host Allan
Hargraves.
I „
Delicious hors d'ouevres and
canapes were served from a
'Ode table covered with a linen
'iiidsroided tablecloth. T h e
to:Anne was a beautiful picture
in an embroidered silk organza
sheath dress that was sprinkl-
ed with rhinestones and its
s';irt highlighted with a beauti-
ful blue French long-stemmed
rose. Mrs. Hargraves receiv-
ed in a black cocktail dress,
while Mrs. Gadison chose a
navy beige embroided linen
sheath cocktail dress.
Enjoying the interesting con-
-versations and ensuing fun
were Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
Sawyer, Miss Jewel Gentry,
Miss Almazine Davis, Mr. and
Mrs. Norris Waiter the hono-
ree's sister and brother-in-law,
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Arnold,
Mrs. Henry Hooks, Mr. and
Mrs. Martin Gray, Thaddeus
b!ockes and 'your scribe'.
The following day, Saturday,
found scores of Memphians
wending their way to the loka
S reet home of the Mr. and
Yrs. Walter, who were hosts at
t brilliant reception which
'ired the wedding of Martha
r ! Cornelius House, which will
I covered by your columnist
t week.
*I LNG DOWN TO RIO
When the Baptist World
ance meets in Rio De Jani-
er_i, Brazil, this summer, the
Rev. Eddie L. Currie will be
engaged in the schedule of iti-
nerary, that is indeed interest-
ing. He will visit Brazil, Uru-
guay, Argentina, Chile (earth-
q.lakes subsiding), Peru, Inca
Land, Ecuador. Colombia and
Panama. He will leave from
Miami. Fla. by plane, flying
over the West Indies and stop.
ping in Rio for the Alliance
meet before continuing on the
remainder of the trip. At Rio
sights to see will include the
National Museum, Sugar Loaf
Mt. the Botoantcal Gardens,
famous be ache 1, Carovdo
Mountain (where there is a
gigantic image of Christ the
Redeemer) . . . from Rio the
next leg of the trip will take in
Sao Paulo, the second largest
city in Brazil and center of
coffee trade and scene of the
Butanta Snake Farm. All of
which sounds mighty interest-
ing to us.
WHO'S WHO
Many local organizations
hereabouts have held elections
of officers . . . and a round of
the following includes the rec-
ent meeting of the Memphis
chapter of Jack and Jill of
America, held a the spacious
home of Mrs. Arthur E. Horne
M,1964 South Parkway. Five
new members were inducted
into the organization, Mrs.
Joyce Pinkston, Mrs. Alice
Kilpatrick, Mrs. Maxine Smith,
Mrs. Evelyn Iles and Mrs.
Mary Braswell.
Presiding at the last meeting
of the year was Mrs. Melba
Briscoe, who is also the South
Central Regional Director of
the organization. Mrs. Emma
Tom Johnson was elected presi-
dent of the group, along with
other officers, Mrs. Harriet
Davis, Mrs. Ophelia Byas, Mrs.
Sallie Bartholomew, Mrs. Clara
Hobson, Mrs. Katherine John-
son, Mrs. Lois Hargraves and
Mrs. Leola Gilliam.
The year's program will close
out with the annual celebra-
tion and picnic of the group on
national Jack and Jill Day next
month—which is always a gala
family affair.
Attending the interesting
meeting was Ann Weathers,
Alma Booth, Erdyne Corley,
Georgia Lynom, Virgie Sawyer,
Minnie Woods, Mine Lowe,
Thelma Harris, Addie Owen,
Louis Whittaker, Othella Shan-
non, Helen Hooks, Lois Har-
graves, Leola Gilliam, Sallie
Bartholomew, Marietta Letting,
Thema Davidson, Mary Alice
McWilliams, Ann Fouche, Jes-
sie McNeely, Bertha Ray and
'your scribe.'
DELTAS ELECT
At the last meeting of grad-
uate Deltas, Mrs. Maxine Smith
was re-elected president, along
with Mrs. Geraldine Pope
Smith, vice president . . . and
secretary, Miss Maggie Mc-
Dowell. Other officers elected
were Mrs. Patsey Witherspoon,
Mrs. Dorothy Evans, and Mrs.
Bernice Abron, Mrs. Smith
was elected as delegate to the
forthcoming convention of Del-
ta Sigma Theta which will be
held in Chicago, Ill, at the Pal-
mer House in August. Miss Mc-
Dowell was elected alternate
delegate.
AKA'S OFFICERS
At the last meeting of Beta
Epsilon Omega chapter of Al-
pha Kappa Alpha Sorority, the
following were elected to of-
ficer positions in the chapter:
Basilues, Mrs. Marjorie Ulen,
1st antinasileus, Miss Velma
Lois Jones, 2nd Anti Basileus,
Mrs. Mary H. Porter; gram-
mateus, Mrs. Annie B. Saund-
ers; anti-grammateus, Miss
Cynthia C. Winfrey; Epistoleus,
Miss Elms Mardis, Anti-epi-
stoleus, Mrs. Lillian Crowder,
Tamiochus, Mrs. Ruby Spight;
Ivy Leaf Reporter, Mrs. Ale
Mae Roberts; and parliamen-
tarian, Miss Dora E. Toad.
Miss Lily Patricia Walker,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A.
Maceo Walker has earned the
enviable record of achieving a
4 point average in her studies
as a business administration
major at Fisk University, which
has earned her a $1,200 scholar-
ship to the University of Chi-
cago for graduate study. Miss
Walker, a popular member of
the young social set and a
Fisk senior, will receive her
degree in August.
Christopher Booth will grad-
uate from Milford Academy at
Milford, Connecticut on June
3, following a brilliant display
of athletic prowess in basket-
ball and football contests which
earned him several handsome
trophies and awards, including
special honors in being named
"most valuable player" for
two years. Mrs. Alma Booth
will fly to Connecticut to see
the graduation of her son, who
will return with her following
the commencement ceremon-
ies. He plans to attend the Uni-
versity of Southern Illinois.
Xavier Discontinues
College Comnetition
NEW ORLEANS, La. — An-
nouncement was made this
week that Xavier University of
New Orleeans had decided to
discontinue intercolledate com-
petition. This decision, they
said, was the result of some
years of study and because of
the great expenses connected
with games, etc., with other col-
leges.
There are some students in
Xavier who have received
athletic scholarships. These
scholarships aid will continue
in force as long as the students
maintain their academic stand-
ings. Xavier for years was
high among the leaders in col-
lege competition. Interamural
competition will continue at the
school.
As control tower operators
at a United States Army ava-
tion field, members of the
Women's Army Corps direct
plaaes and helicopters on take-
offs and landings.
THE 16 EBONETTES Social
club presented a tea at Foote
Homes auditorium, which also
featured a baby contest and
Predict
Atlanta
NEW YORK — (UPI) —
Ralph McGill, Pultizer Prize
winner and publisher of the At-
lanta Constitution, said Friday
that there "almost certainly
will be agitation and attempts
at agitation" if public schools
in Atlanta are integrated next
year.
McGill was one of many
speakers on a special hour-long
CBS report entitled "Who
Speaks For The South?" The
symposium included two pub-
lic hearings on school :ntegra-
tion in Georgia, one in Atlanta
and the outher in rural Moul-
trie.
Among those appearing on
the program were both whites
and Negroes, clergymen, state
officials, plain citizens and
housewives,
Asked if he expected trouble
should the public schools
in Atlanta be integrated in
September, 1961, as ordered by
U. S. District Judge Frank
Hooper, McGill said:
TROUBLE PERHAPS
"There might be some, sir,
and there probably, and almost
certainly, will be agitation and
attempts at agitation. But we
have a very fine Mayor, a won-
derful Chief of Police, a fine
staff of police which will do
their duty."
McGill, added however, that
with help from the Sheriff's
office, "and if other neighbor-
ing fanatic elements or ex-
tremist elements don't send in
people from outside, we'll get
along without any trouble."
Judge Hooper's school inte-
gration ruling runs head on
fashion show. Club members
shown (from left) are Mes-
dames: Bessk M. Mitchell,
business manager; Marie
Hardrick, sergeant-at-arms;
Marie Chambers, treasurer;
Frankie Gregory, president;
Ossie Rattier, chaplain; Jim-
Agitation Over
Desegregation
voted to the two hearings on
school integration in Atlanta
and Moultrie, a small rural
community. The hearings were
presided over by Atlanta Bank-
er John A. Sibley, who heads
a school study committee set
up by the 1960 state legislature,
which refused to change the
state laws designed to close
any integrated school.
The study committee asked
residents of Georgia's 10 con-
gressional districts which of
two options they preferred.
Option one would continue seg-
regated public schools in ac-
cordance with state regulations,
even if this let: to integration.
and the substitution of a system
of private education. Option two
would permit local commun-
ities to decide their own school
policy free from state control,
tven if this led to integration.
Vandiver also said that the New Officers
people of Georgia both white
and colored, feel that separate
educational facilities "are best
for both races."
McGill said that one of the
South's chief troubles stemmed
from the "industrial revolution"
it is undergoing. He said as
the South becomes industria-
lized, people are pouring into
the cities from rural areas who
lack education and feel inse-
cure. These people not only
overload the school systems but
"they fall pretty easy prey to
all sorts of demagogic asser-
tions.
Most
into state law, which provides
that any schoo which integrat-
ed must close.
McGill also criticized t h e
Georgia "county unit" voting
system which gives great pow-
er to rural areas in state-wide
balloting. He described it as "a
very frustrating thing tha t
keeps us in political bondage."
Georgia Gov. s. Ernest Van-
diver defended the county unit
system, however, describing it
as "in the best tradition of rep-
resentative government." He
said it assured "a diffusion of
political initiative over the en-
tire state" and prevented the
possibility of a "Tammany
Hall" or a "Prendergast Ma-
chine."
Vandiver also opposed the
integration of Atlanta schools
which he said would have "bad
consequences."
"Certainly where integration
is forced, a lot of difficulties
ensue," Vandiver said.
of the program was de-
Baptist Group
In Big Decision
By LOUIS CASSELS relations, foreign policy,
Northern Baptists face a mo- socia, welfare, and other public
--enizus decision on a move to issues.
withdraw their 1,500,000- mem- The other factor — which
ber denomination from the Na- many Baptists consider by far
tionai Council of Churches, the most important — is a de-
nte showdown will come at sire for closer relations with the
the annual meeting of the 9,000;000-member Southern Bap-
American Baptist Convention at tist convention.
Rochester, N. Y., this week. The Southern Baptist Con-
Denominational leaders are vention has always held aloof
privately predicting that the from the National Council and
convention will vote by a sub- all other movements toward
stantial margin to retain its pan-Protestant unity. It takes
counci ties. :he position that Baptists have
But they acknowledge that a a distinctive "witness" to give,
sharp contest is likely, and that to the world and that they must;
some locai churches, mainly in not risk submerging their iden-
the Midwest may secede tram tity in any ecumenical organs-,
the convention if it refuses to num,
pull out of the National Council. The Southern Baptist conven
The largest congregation in tion is already six times larg-
the detumination, the 4,300- er than the A m e ri c a n Baptist
meraber First Baptist church iC, Ivention. and is growing rep-
ot Wichita Kans.. already haslidly in all areas, including the
cut off its financial support of nor..h-2rn and western states
the c, nvention because of theiS o m e American Bap t i st
council membership controversy churches now hold a "dual
The National Council is the rneinb•-rship" in the Southern
biles, cooperative church bodY:Baptist Convention.
in Swedes. It is composed of Tae yen to bring the t w o
34 major Protestant and Ortho-igroups together in some sort
mix denominations with an ag-l0f dose working relationship if
gregate membership of nearlyinot in organic union, is strong.
40100,000 persons. The Ameri-
can Baptist Convention was a
charte • member, and one of its
pastors the Rev. Dr. Edwin T.
Dahlberg of St. Louis, is cur-
rently president of the council.
Demands that American Bap-
And the Southern Baptists have
made clear that American Bap-
tist membership in the National
Council of Churches is a major
barrier to Baptist union.
If it were the only barrier,
the odds would probably favor
tists withdraw from the council American Baptist withdrawal
have been sparked by two large- from the council.
ly unrelated factors.
One is the so-called A I r
Force menus: controversy,
which earlier this year gave
nationwiot publicity to charges
that some officials of the Na-
tionai Council have pro-Commu-
nist leanings. These charges
have been labeled ridiculous by
the leaders of most major de-
nominations, including the Bap-
tista mid the manual has been
withdrawn But the allegations
um:twistedly disturbed som e
Baptists. At the minimum, they
provided a rallying point In r
political and theological conser-
vative who /weedy disliked the
Naaonal Council because of the
liberal stands it has taken on
•
Installedt
PTA Social
GARY—Mrs. Geneva Echols
was elected president of the
Bethune School Parent-Teach-
er's Association at a recent
meeting at which time, a re-
port of the year's accomplish-
ments were given by Mrs. Her-
bert Carman, incumbent presi-
dent.
Other officers elected and
who were installed Friday at
the Parent-Teacher Social night
included Mrs. Maxine Thomas,
vice president; Mrs. Dorothy
Cowherd, secretary; Mrs. Susie
Mc:Aints, assistant secretary;
Mrs Bernice Lewis, treasurer,
and J. Tony Sanders, chaplain.
Highlights of the Social Night
were games, dancing and re-
freshments.
Among the accomplishments
of Bethune P.T.A., in the report
of Mrs Carman, were a rum-
mage sale and free clothing die-
tributioa, the sale of 300 tooth
brush kits at cost, five pro-
grams demonstrating and dis-
cussing subjects taught i n
school, a panel on citizenship, a
carnival to raise funds, hosts to
all day Kindergarten-Elemen-
tary Council meeting and af-
filiation with city, state, and
national Parent-Teacher or-
ganizations.
Clement C. Watkins, principal
of Bethune stated that the PTA
has been well supported, but
should look forward to serving
in wider and improved ways
next year, and every year to
But somebody is sure to point
cut tha there are other differ-
ences which can't be resolved
by such a step.
Ont oi the big ones concerns
rac- relations.
The American Baptist Co n•
ventio, has committed Itself un-
equivocally to racial integre
(ion, ano has been working
hard tower( that goal. T h e
Southern Baptist Convention in
1956 adopted a resolution con-
demning "racial discrimination
as unChristian But it stirred
an uproar of protest from deep
south congregations, andtbe
con.ention has subsequently
treaci softly on the race issue.
come
Chicago Army
Man Speaker
For Frontiers
GARY—"Power for Peace"
is the motto for Armed Forces
Week according to Col. Marcus
Ray who was the speaker at the
Gary-East Chicago Chapter of
FT-tattlers Club, which met May
18. Col. Ray is stationed in Chi-
cago at Fifth Army Head-
mi. Lee Hooks, secretary;
and Evelyn Givehand, report-
er.
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By Grace Williams
June is dairy month. The
time of the year when Bossy
is at her productive best. Did
y o u ever wonder ho wour
gentle cow got her nickname?
Not because she is bossy, but
from the words Bos Tarurus.
That is the name scientists
have given the family of cows
of the type we know. This
family includes the cows of
different breeds that live in the
parts of the world which have
a mild climate.
Did you ever wonder aboutl
the color of milk? Why the milk
of the Jersey is yellower than
that of the Holstein' The yel-
low, pigment or color is caro-
tene, it is the same element
that makes carrots yellow.
Carotene is converted to vita-
min A in the body of animals.
However, animals and people
differ in their ability to convert
it into the vitamin. Animals
with great ability to convert
carotene to vitamin A produce
white or yellow milk. Those
that are not so efficient put
more carotene and less vitamin
A into their milk.
How Bossy got her nickname
and how milk got its color
make interesting conversation
topics, but are not nearly as
important to you, the home-
maker, as what happens to
your milk after it is left on
your doorstep. Actually, the
first five minutes very little
happens to it. After thirty min-
utes, milk in a clear glass bot-
tle and exposed to the sun has
lost ten per cent of its ribofla-
vin. After two hours about forty
per cent of the riboflavin is
lost.
The size and type of the con-
tainer are related to retention
of riboflavin. Paper containers
provide several times as much
protection to riboflavin as
clear glass.
Milk should be stored in its
own container to prevent con-
tamination. Adding old milk to
fresh will hasten the spoilage
of the fresh, and should only
be done if the entire amount is
to be used at once. Developing
the habit of placing the new
fresh milkk behind cartons of
older milk will assure the use
of the older before It has a
chance to spoil.
Lastly, it is important to
every homemaker that each
member of her family gets his
full quota of milk. This may
take a bit of clever scheming
and manuevering but warm
weather demands lots of cool
refreshing liquid. Bossy is in
full production, and we are of-
fering you some recipes for
milk drinks that are sure to
make dad and the youngsters
reach for second servings,
These receipes are in our
booklet "Prize Dairy Dishes."
For your free copy send a card
to Memphis Dairy Council, 135
North Pauline, Memphis 5,
Tenn.
"A Guide To Good Eating" is
a service provided to the read-
ers of the Tri-State Defender
through the cooperation of the
Memphis Dairy Council. Mrs.
Willitms is a teacher of Home
Economics at Manassas high
school.
A road of opportunity
streaches long and wide for
American women in the Wom-
en's Army Corps — and it be-
quarters. gins with the United States
Army Retruiters located in
cities all over the United
States.
According to Col. Ray, the
equipment used in World War
II is antiquated and is being
replaced by much better and
more modern equipment. He
estimated that approximately
$6,000,000,000 per year is being ,
spent for defense.
President Dr. E. L.
Broome., announced that plans l
for the Pancake Festival to be
held Saturday, May 2$, from
S am. to 6 p.m. at Balser
Youth Center, are now com-
plete and It appears that this
event will be a success. The
public is invited to attend.
Freeze fruit right in the can.
At servving time, open both
ends of the can and push out
the roll. Slice, top each slice
with a little whipped cream,
and sprinkle with coconut.
Commencement time in Jack-
son has come to a close with
grads from Lane college. Stu-
dents in the class along with
alumni and faculty attended a
banquet in the college dinning
hall last Saturday evening
when Mr. Julia Bronaugh Mor-
rison, class of 1930, was the
guest speaker. Honored classes
were 1910-30-30-40 and 50.
Presiding was Mrs.' Edna
Whfte, president of the local
alumni.
Atty. Donald Hollowell of At-
lanta, Ga., National president
could not be present but sent
his best wishes with a $100
check. The presence of Miss
Darlene Hutson, past president
of the National Alumni was
greatly welcomed. Receiving
awards for service in the field
of education were Mesdames
Bronaugh and Jarrett of Paris,
Tenn.
A delicious menu, centered
around fried chicken, was serv-
ed and the evening came to a
close with the business meet-
ing conducted by Dr. C. A.
Kirkendoll. President of the
college, in the absence of the
national president.
PILGRIMAGE
Earlier in the day the an-
nual pilgrimage to the grave of
the founder, Bishop Isaac Lane,
was made by the alumni.
Baccalureate service was
held Sunday with Rev. C. D.
Coleman of Chicago, Ill., Gen-
eral Secretary, General Board
of Christian Education of the
CME Church, delivering the
message.
The president's reception was
Sunday afternoon followed by
the presentation of the college
choir in concert.
Monday, the thirty-three
graduates received Bachelors
degrees with the address being
delivered by Dr. Arron Brown,
Project Director of the Phelps
Stokes Fund in New York.
Many parents of graduates
were present from various
points of the United States,
From Chicago, Ill, was the mo-
ther and grandmother of Arthur
David, from Detroit, the mother
of William Graves and also
from Chicago the parents, aunt
and uncle of Hamilton Person.
I'm sure there were many more
I was unable to become ac-
quainted with.
MERRY HAS 116
GRADUATES
At Merry activities began for
the 116 member class on Sun-
day afternoon with Vesper
Service in the School gymnas-
ium, Rev. R. L. Page delivered
the sermon. Classnight exer-
cises were Monday and awards
day on Tuesday.
The Athletic banquet honor-
ing alumni, present athletes
and friends was Tuesday night
in the school cafeteria. Guest
speaker for the occasion was
Attorney J. F. Estes of Mem-
phis, Tenn. who is a graduate
of Merry and an outstanding
football player during his tinue
there. Special honored guest
for the evening was Miss Just-
ine Burt, an alumnus of Merry
who is said to have been one of
Merry's best basketball play-
ers in its history. Present
athletes receiving awards were
Misses Dwan Gilmore, Celia
Mae Chrisp, Carolyn Davis
Willie George Shaw.
Wednesday night in the
school gymnasium, diplomas
were awarded with addresses
being given by Valedictorian
Westley McClure; Salutatorian,
Mary A. Gilstrap with the state-
ment of the theme "After High
School, What??" Given by
Fontella Y. Mallory.
And so another year passes
when our youth go out into the
world to make a place for
themselves.
CLUB DOINGS
Another fiscal year closes
for the City Federation of Col-
ored Women's Clubs. Mrs. M. B.
Davis, retiring president, did a
wonderful job during oer ad-
ministration and made an ex-
cellent report of the activities
carried out and finances spent
during her two years in office
at the last regular meeting.
The financial report included
$1,155.85 taken in, leaving a
balance of $461.89 to begin the
y e a r. Among outstanding
charitable work, $100 was con-
tributed to needy children at
Christmas, $25.00 to Mrs. Daisy
Bates of Uttle Rock, $50.06 to
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the Jones family of Brownsville
and the adoption of a ward at
Western State Mental Hospital
at Bolivar, Tenn. of which $76.-
$76.00 has been contributed.
The newly elected officers
who were announced at this
meeting are: Mrs. Marie Penn,
president, Mrs. Rosetta Mc-
Kissake, vice president; Miss
Claudine Bledsoe. secretary;
Mrs. Alice Kirkendoll, asst.
secy.; Mrs. Myrtle Monroe,
treasurer; and Mrs. Getrude
Perine, chaplain. Delegates
elected to attend the state
meeting in Dyersburg, Tenn.,
June 7-9 are: Mesdames Sarah
Gibbs, Georgia Kelly, and
Hurst.
SOCIALLY
Spring seems to be the dance
season; especially around
Jackson. Last Friday night
was the annual Peppermint
Ball, sponsored by Jackson
Alumnae Chapter of Delta Sig- op
ma Theta Sorority. As you en-
tered the Merry High School
gymnasium, catching your eye
was the hugh peppermint stick
in the middle of the floor elu-
minated with red lights. Each
corner of the gym has pepper-
mint sticks and guests were
given candy peppermint sticks
and you can imagine how beau-
tiful it must have been to see
the red and white dresses worn
by the ladies as they danced to
the music of Phillip Reynolds.
Monday night in the Gym-
nasium of Cjibson County Train-
ing School Greek and friends
entertained with a dance by
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity.
Several out of town guest were
greeted by old friends. They
included Dr. Frederick Spann,
guest of Mr. and Mrs. V. J.
Gilmore, Mr. and Mrs. James
Porter, nee Cyril Cage, Mrs.
Norman Nourse, nee Martha
Cage, and Mrs. Eunice Coes-
ton, Dr. Span, Mrs. Gilmore's
brother, is visiting in the home
of his parents Mr. and Mrs.
James Spann. Dr. now lives in
Los Angeles. Mr. and Mrs.
Porter and Mrs. Nourse were
in Jackson to attend the grad-
uating evercises of Merry high
school where Mrs. Pc -tees
daughter, Fontella, was grad-
uated Wednesday night. The
Porters live in Cleveland while
Mrs. Nourse lives in Detroit.
Congrats were in order for
Mr. and Mrs. Alansan Porter,
nee Alfreda Martin, who were
making their first public ap-
pearance since their marriage.
The Day Nusery of Berean
Baptist church presented the
wedding of Tom Thumb and
Jenny June last Monday night
at 7:30. The occasion was
largely attended and thorough-
ly enjoyable.
Merry High School Vespei
Services were held last Sunda)
afternoon. The Rev. R. J. Page
of Macedonia Baptist was the
speaker. The Commencement
exercises were held Wednes-
day night in the school auditor-
The Heaven Bound Junior
Singers rendered a program at
Blairs Chapel CME Church of
which the Rev. N. Davis is
pastor, Sunday afternoon at 3
p. m. The occasion was spon-
sored by Sister Raymond Reid.
;hrinks Hemorrhoids
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Six Pearl Seniors
Get Fisk Grants
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Fisk
university presented Joseph A.
Johnson, III, as guest and
scholarships to six seniors of
Pearl high school at the "Dis-
tinction Day program" at Pearl
high school, last weak
Joseph A. Johnson, III of
Nashville, and an alumnus of
Pearl, entered Fisk as an early
entrant (sophomore year of
high school). He has maintain-
ed an "A" average for his five
years of college. He became
the second Fisk student to be
elected to Phi Beta Kappa (Na-
tional Honor Society) at the
end of his junior year. He has
been awarded $2,200 fellowship
by the National Science Foun-
dation to study Physics, Yale
University, New Haven, Conn.
Johnson will graduate with
Departmental Honors a n d
Suma Cum Laude of the 1960
Fisk Graduating Class.
In his address last week,
Johnson spoke on "Excel-
lence." He urged the students
!to accept the responsibility of
seeking excellence to give pur-
pose of our lives. He said,
"each one of us has a definite
obligation to contribute to the
advancement of mankind by
constantly making our best ef-
forts, by untiringly using our
complete talents, by consci-
entuously exploiting every op-
portunity to excell and exceed
the meager and the mediocre.
Full tuition scholarships were
awarded to Robert C. Wing-
field, Jr., Salutatorian, Ka-
theryn Beard, Esther P. Rob-
erts, Marian P. Walker, Willie
Alton Lewis, and Marguerite
Thompson.
The J. A. Galloway Scholar-
ship, tuition and fees, provided
by Fisk in honor of the dis-
tinguished alumnus, J. A. Gal-
loway, and former principal of
Pearl high school was announc-
ed. A Theresa Whittaker, Vale-
dictorian, is the recipient of
this award.
MARRIED — Miss Dorothy
Ewell became Mrs. Doro-
thy Saulsberry last Sunday,
May 29 at the Beulah Bap-
tist church, 2409 Douglass ave.
Johnson Earl Saulsberry of
1478 Eloise rd. is the groom.
The marriage vows im-
mediately followed the 11 a.
m. services. Rev. W. C. Hol-
mes officiated. Mrs. Saals-
berry is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Arthhur Ewell of
3839 Fixer rd. Mr. Saulsberry
is employed at the U. S.
Army depot while his new
bride is a teacher at Magnolia
elementary school.
JOSEPH A. JOHNSON, III,
2nd from left, Fisk university
honor student, spoke at the
Distinction Day program at
Pearl high school last week.
James R. Smothers, left,
Fisk registrar presented tui-
tion scholarships to Pearl
- —
High seniors, Esther P. Rob-
erts and Marguerite Thomp-
son, respectively. Both pro-
spective college students are
daughters of Fisk staff mem-
bers, Dr. S. 0. Roberts,
chairman of Psychology De-
partment and Herbert B.
Thompson, chairman of Phy-
sical Education Department.
Others receiving scholarships
to Fisk are: %. Theresa
Whittaker, Robert C. Wing-
field, Katheryn Beard, Mar-
ian P. Walker, and Willie
Alton. j
Fisk Grads To
Hear Ministers
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — The
Rev. Dr. Wesley A. Hotchkiss
and the Rev. Dr. William Lloyd
Imes will highlight the 86th an-
nual commencement at Fisk
university.
Dr. Hotchkiss will speak at
the Commencent Exercises,
Monday, June 6, 10 a. m.
A member of the Fisk Board
of Trustees, Dr. Hotchkiss of
Halesite, New York, is general
secretary of the Board of
Home Missions of the Congrega-
tional Christian Churches, hav-
ing been elected in 1958. He
heads the Board's Division of
Higher Education and the
American Missionary Associa-
tion.
As a part of the educational
work among Negroes, the Board
helps to maintain six accredited
colleges: Dillard university,
New Orleans; Fisk university,
Nashville, HustonTillotston col-
lege, Austin, Texas; LeMoyne
college, Memphis, Tenn.; Tal-
ladega college, Talladega, Ala.;
and Tougaloo Southern Chris-
tian college, Tougaloo, Miss.
While these schools were es-
tablished and are operated pri-
marily for Negroes, there are
no racial restrictions on enroll-
ment.
Fete 2nd Group
Of U.S. Investors
WASHINGTON, D. C. — A
second group of distinguished
Americans Friday attended the
last of two dinners honoring
segments of American investors
in Liberia.
The dinners followed closely
the recent return of a U. S.
Trade Mission from Liberia and
three other West African coun-
tries.
The Trade Mission reported
s "favorable investment clim-
ate" in Liberia and attributed
it to President William V. S.
Tubman's "open-door" invest-
ment policy with the "absence
of trade restrictions of any
kind," the use of the U. S. dol-
lar as legal tender . . . the
presence of large, established
U. S.investments, and the "close
and cordial ties between the
U. S. and Liberia."
Illustrative of these close ties
is the amount of commerce car-
ried on between the two coun-
tries.
Of Liberia's total 1958 ex-
ports of $40,300,000, $29,700,000
were to the United States, and
of its $28 million worth of im-
ports, $15,600,000 were from the
United States.
Friday's dinner, like the one
of May 18, honored American
firms whose investments have
helped boost Liberia's net an-
nual revenues from a pre-war
level of less than $1 million to
an all-time high in 1959 of $24
million. It is expected to reach
$70 million within the next few
years.
Slate UNCF Choirs
For June Broadcasts
NEW YORK—Choirs of four
members of the United Negro
College Fund are scheduled
for June broadcasts on the
ABC Radio Network's weekly
series, "Negro College Choirs."
The series, originating in
New York City, features choirs
of the 33 member institutions
of the College Fund. The pro-
grams are carried by ABC af-
filiates throughout the country
on varying days and at differ-
ent hours. Check newspapers
for local time.
The Knoxville College Choir
(Knoxville, Tenn.), directed by
Roger Hodson, will open the
month's programs the week of
June 5. St. Augustine's College
Choir (Raleigh, N. C.) will be
beard the week of June 12. The
choir is directed by John C.
Moore.
Johnson C. Smith University
Choir (Charlotte, N. C.) will
present the program the week
of June 19. Director is Chris-
topher W. Kemp. St. Paul's
College Choir (Lawrenceville,
Va.), directed by Roland L.
Allison, will close the month's
broadcasting the week of June
26.
kr-tirna for "Negro College
Choirs" over New York City's
WABC is Sunday, 11:05-11:30
P. M.
Carter Captures
Pro Bowling Meet
PARAMUS, N. J. — (UPI) —
Don Carter of St. Louis came
from behind to win the second
annual Paramus Eastern Open
b ow I in g championship spon-
sored by the Professional Bowl-
ers Association.
Carter, 32, the world invita-
tion champion, won the $3,000
first prize in the $17,000 tourna-
ment. Carter edged Sean Mar-
chut of Paramus, 216-214, in
the final match to take the vic-
tory.
In third place was Ed Luban-
ski of Oak Park, Mich., fol-
lowed by Earl Johnson of Chi-
cago, Glen Allison of St. Louis,
Ralph Eagan of Yongera, N. Y.
Bill Bunetta of Chicago, Ray
Bouth of St. Louis, Torn Hen-
nessey of St. Louis and Jay Wil-
bert Simms of Chicago.
Aerial photography — another
example of the many excit-
ing, worthwhile careers in the
Wousen's Army t °rim-
DR. HOACHKISS
Dr. Hotchkiss was born in
Sponsoner, Wis., in 1919 and
spent his boyhood and early
youth on a farm. His early edu-
cation was in a one - room
schoolhouse. He received his B.
A. degree from Northland col-
lege, Ashland, Wis. While at-
tending college he served three
rural churches as student pas-
tor.
In 1944 he entered Chicago
Theological Seminary but his
studies were interrupted by a
period in the armed forces.
From 1945 to 1947 he served as
an army chaplain on troop
transport ships in both the
Atlantic and Pacific theatres.
After this duty he returned to
the University of Chicago, re-
ceiving his Ph. D. degree in
1950.
Dr. Hotchkiss is married to
the former Mary Ellen Fink of
Fond du Lac, Winsconsin. They
have one daughter, Tannia.
The family lives in Halesite,
New York.
Dr. William Lloyd Imes, an
alumnus of Fisk university,
will speak at the Baccalaureate
Service, Sunday, June 5, 11 a.
m.
Integrity
Tougaloo
Tougaloo Southern Christian
college is seeking to provide
those educational opportunities
for its students which will en-
able the development of physi-
cal and mental abilities, emo-
tional and spiritual maturity
and basic integrity.
The college attempts to pro-
vide an environment in which
may be cultivated the "inner
control" of Christian personal
life organization, good taste in
music, art, literature and grac-
iousness in social life. It seeks
to develop good sportsmanship
and fair play, the spirit of true
brotherhood, good will and a
sense of justice.
The college today emphasizes
the liberal arts program with
opportunities for courses basic
to careers in law, medicine,
dentistry, the ministry, educa-
tion, engineering, journalism,
social service, nursing, indus-
try, agriculture and business.
Tougaloo Southern Christian
Barricades
Self, Wounded
Wife On Farm
FORT COLLINS, Colo., —
(UPI) — A missile base worker
who shot and wounded his es-
tranged wife Saturday then bar-
ricaded himself with her in a
farm house holding officers at
bay for three hours, was held
here Monday, but police were
uncertain what charges to file
against him.
James Gordon Hyams, 31,
employed by ronvair at an At-
las missile site at Warren Air
Force base at Cheyenne, Wy-
oming, shot his wife three times
in the stomach at her home in
Loveland, Colo., officers said.
He then drove to Mead, Colo.,
and took refuge in a farm house
The owner was not at home.
After Hymens was sized, his
wife, Dorothy, 27, was rushed
to a Longmont, Colo., hospital.
Her condition was reported as
serious.
More than 15 sheriff's depu-
ties and state patrol officers
surrounded the house and ex-
changed shots with Hyams, who
shouted that he. would not be
taken alive.
Key Of
Program
Alabama OK
Of Kennedy
Gets Blast
college is seeking to relate basic
general education to a student's
interest in occupation, profes-
sion or career.
The greatest need of our time
is leadership for community
life. This leadership may be
found in any of the occupations.
All over the world people with-
out privileges and opportunities
of the good life are being awak-
ened. There needs to be leader-
ship with intellectual ability
and breadth of vision, with
christian discipline and good
will toward all men.
The small college of the artsf
and the sciences is a possible
opportunity for such growth and
discipline. The key to such de-
velopment rests in a college fac-
ulty and staff of intelligence,
educational maturity and Chris-
tian dedication.
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This Thief Escaped
Without A Solitary
Scratch—Thus Far
CAPE TOWN, South Africa
—(UPI) — A thief stole a
Bushrnan's arrow so deadly it
could inflict death at the
slightest scratch, museum of
finals reported Thursday.
The arrow, treated with a
vegetable poison, was taken
from a collection in the mu-
seum The poison can remain
dangerous as long as 90 years,
museum officials said.
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ST HANNIVERSARY—Si,,( la
and Wade celebrated their
6th anniversary- recently by
giving a party for their em-
ployees at the Hotta of Wis.
Meharry To
Graduate
123 June 6
NASHVILLE—Meharry Medi-
cal college's three schools of
medicine, dentistry and nursing
will graduate 123 students at
commencement exercises, Mon-
day, June 6. 5 p. m.
Dr. Shailer Peterson, assist-
ant secretary of edu c a tio n,
American Dental Association,
Chicago, will deliver the com-
mencement address. Secretary,
Council on Dental Education.
A. D. A. and guest lecturer in
dental history at the Chicago
College of Dental Surgery,
Loyola University in Chicago,
Dr. Peterson holds the B. A.
and M. A. degrees from the
University of Oregon and the
Ph. D. degree from the Univer-
sity of Minnesota.
Baccalaureate services. sche-
duled for Sunday. June 5. 6 p.
m., will feature Dr. Benjamin
E. Mays, president, Morehouse
College, Atlanta, Ga.
Dynamic speaker as well as
author, educator and world
traveler, Dr. Mays was one of
19 persons who received the
Dinstinguished Service Award
for effectiveness in public
speech given by Delta Sigma
Rho at its 50th Golden Jubilee
in 1956.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Ne-
gro Leader Roy Wilkins has
expressed concern over Ala-
bama support for Democratic
Presidential Candidate Sen.
John F. Kennedy (Mass.).
Wilkins, executive secretary of
the NAACP, praised the civil
rights records of Vice President
Richard M. Nixon and "all
the senator-candidates" for the
presidential nomination" ex-
cept Sen. Lyndon B. Johnson
(D-Tex.)."
But he added - "It is very dif-
ficult for thoughtful Negro vot-
ers to feel at ease over the en-
doreement of Sen. Kennedy by
Gov. John Patterson of Ala-
bama. Anything with an Ala-
bama odor does not arouse
much enthusiasm among Negro
citizens."
RIGHTS BANQUET
Wilkins spoke at a civil rights
banquet of the American Jew-
ish Congress National Biennial
Convention.
He accepted the AJC Civil
Rights Award "for his vigorous,
informed and wise leadership
in the struggle to bring to all
Americans the full enjoyment of
their constitutional rights to
equality, free from the blight of
racial discrimination and seg-
regation "
Atty. Gen. William P. Rogers
also received an AJC Civil
Rights Award for his efforts to
enforce the rights of all citizens
to equality guaranteed by the
U. S. Constitution.
TWO AWARDS
Medallions for leadership in
civil rights legislation were pre-
sented to Sen. Jacob K. Javits
(R-N.Y.) and Rep. Emanuel Cel-
ler (D-N.Y.).
Wilkins called In his address
for both major parties to write
strong civil rights planks into
their election platforms design-
ed to give "first-class citizen-
ship" to Negroes.
Mobile Employs
Negro Drivers
MOBILE, Ala.—History was
made this week when the first
two Negro city bus drivers ever
employed here were assigned to
the extra board afte rcomplet-
ing a four-week period of stu-
dent training for the position.
The men, Robert W. Washing-
ton and Percy Jones, were se-
lected from a list of more than
40 Negro applicants who sought
employment as Mobile Cit y
Lines bus drivers.
The jobs were opened to Ne-
groes through efforts of a com-
mittee of citizens led by J. L.
LeFlore, veteran civil rights
leader. The company also
agreed to employ Negro me-
chanics.
Washington began his proba-
tionary training on April 19
and Jones on April 26.
Lauderdale's
Top Spellers
The Lauderdale County Ne-
gro Education Association rec-
ently sponsored its Fifth An-
nual WDIA Spelling Tourney at
Lauderdale high school audi-
torium.
Among the 27 contestants, the
w i nn e r s were: Jeanette
Yanders and Emma Jean
Flemings, eighth grade stu-
dents of Palmer-Turner school;
Mrs. Rosa B. Bonds and Miss
Ladye M. Carter, respective
teachers, Robert F. Jacox, Jr.,
principal; Marva L. Stocklin
and Will Lee Shaw, eighth
grade students of Rosenwald
school, Allen Y. Searcy, teach-
er and Mrs. Laura C. Taylor,
principal.
These contestants will repre-
sent Lauderdale County at the
Tri-State Fair in Memphis,
Tennessee in October.
DEDICATED TO DELTA
Dr. Jeanne L. Noble, left, na-
tional president of Delta Sig-
ma Theta Sorority, and Con-
cert Pianist Philippa Schuyler
look at the book "Adventures
Black and White," written by
otos
4
the young artist about her
tours to 64 countries. Publish-
ed by Speller & Sons of New
York City, it is dedicated to
the Deltas, Miss Schuyler is
an honorary member of the
public service Sorority.
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Mr. and Mrs. Edward L.
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WILE
Th
By MARGARET SIMMS
NASHVILLE, Tenn.—This is
indeed a very busy season.
Hardly anyone is at leisure.
You can hardly find anyone at
home in the evenings. All of
the programs incidental to
closing of Public Schools, Col-
leges and also many of the
social clubs. Well, this means
we are about to have vacation.
COMMENCEMENT: I have
receiveo invitations from Pearl
hig.. school graduates for their
Commencement exercises to
be held at 6 p. m., Thursday,
June 2 in the Galloway stad-
ium. Two of my very special
little friends are in the graduat-
ing class, Marguerite Thomp-
son and Esther Roberts.
A and I State University's
impressive invitations include
a long list of activities. I
checked to see if I was really
invited to all of them and I was
told yes indeed. Meharry also
sent me an invitation to some
very interesting a f f a i r
including tickets for Bac-
calaureate on Sunday, June 5
and Graduating exercises on
Monday June 6, Alumni Ban-
quet and Alumni Dance. I shall
try to make all of these.
Fisk university has announc-
ed its Commencement program
including Baccalaureate on
Sunday morning, June 5 at
which time Rev. Wm. Lloyd
Imes will speak and Com-
mencement on Monday, June
6 at 10 a. m. in the Grove (if
it does not rain), introducing
one of their new and distin-
guished Board Members, Mr.
Hotchkiss, a New Jersey Indus-
trialist.
OUT DOOR PARTIES AND
PICNICS are quite in the vogue
now that we are having such
delightful weather. I was un-
fortunate in not getting a
chance to go to one on Satur-
day past which was given by
The Fisk Student Union but I
hear it was very enjoyable.
This goes without saying since
Coach Stephens and Mrs. Davie
were in charge with their busy
corps of volunteers.
THE McALPIN GARDEN—
well, Ruth called it a Backyard
Dinner when she called up
and asked me to come but I
want to tell you it is not just
a backyard. Of course we ex-
pect them to have beautiful
shrubbery and flowers since
husband Neal is a Horticultur-
ist but this one is "Way Out."
When we went out from the im-
pressivs living room through
the DEN OF MEN, and I
mean just that because it
seems men will congregate to-
gether at any party and all of
the men present at The Mc-
Alpins were in THE DEN for
refreshments before dinner and
we had to pass through to get
to The Garden and The Patio
where The charming daughters
of The McAlpins had spread a
most sumptuous Buffet Table
laden with all kinds of good
food—we assembled around
tables for four amongst Palms,
Shrubbery and Flowers.
Guest of honor was Mrs. C.
Blythe Andrews of Tampa, Fla.
who has a son in Residence
at Meharry and a daughter-in-
law with three charming
grands I have known Mrs.
Andrews for some time and
was so pleased to be among
those present.
PATIO—in the lovely Garden
of The Wm. Forts of Meharry
Blvd. three charming hostesses
really outdid themselves — I
mentioned this party before it
was given, in my last week's
Column but I just must say
that the red and black shadow
plaid table cloths with embank-
ments of red running roses and
the heavily laden table of
food and Punch along with
such a bevy of beautiful young
people, really made a striking
picture. The honorees were
Carol Kean, Phyllis Crowder
and Constance Bontemps. The
Hostesses, Mesdames, Fort,
Creswell and Hemphill.
BABY SHOWER for the new
son of Dr. and Mrs. Horace
Frasier. This was a most un-
usual gestere but well deserv-
ed by Elise because she is such
a good citizen and a wonderful
person. The little Anthony Rob-
bert Frasier is a real lucky
fellow and my he is now well
dressed by all of his well wish-
ers. The shower was given by
Mrs. Joan Elliot, Harriet Peter-
son, Rosemary Lewis and Mrs.
Julia Rollins and there were
about forty guests present with
as man useful and attractive
gifts. Refreshments were tasty
an appropriate. Here is the
surprise of the evening—I WON
A PRIZE THIS TIME.
Actually, I have won two
prizes at showers recently—
could this be silgnificant may.
el .Sams
be something like catching The
Bride's Bouquet. Certainly one
can wish, can't one?
PROGRESSIVE MATRONS
met with Miss Natalie RSV-
rence who presented a verVb-
teresting program with
H. Walker as speaker. 110'is
The Financial Secretary. of
'Renville Christian Leadership
Cote -rsnce and gave vital in-
formation on The Student Pro-
test Movement, The Progress
we have made with opening up
Lunch Counters and what is be-
ing done with the money donat-
ed by Citizens to assist in the
defense of students who had
bonds to make and fines to
pay. Mrs. John Hull, who stat-
ed it was her first time out
since being confined in the
hospital for a while, spoke about
NAACP and the need for con-
tinued support.
She was particularly Interest-
ed in clearing away any thought
that NAACP was not involved
legally in The Student Prdteat
Movement and would not need
as much money as ever. NA-
ACP has more than one battle
to fight.
Mrs. A. D. Kelly announced
that Mrs. Hazel Thompson
could not be present to speak
on behalf of YWCA, the larg-
est and most effective Women's
Organization in the world. Mrs.
Thompson had lost her bus-
ham; the same morning."We
all grieve for Hazel and shall
certainly miss the delightful
smile and easy manner ()tsar
friend, Mr. Thompson.
NATIONAL COUNCIL '- OF
NEGRO WOMEN should con-
graulate themselves on elect-
ing Miss Pearlie Gassaway as
next President of the Council.
She is a loyal Council member
and has contributed so much
to the organization since be-
coming a member three years
ago.
BEAUTIFULLY DRESSED:
Mrs. Audrey Martiny Wqffell
when she was co-hostese rifqr
a shower given for Consteesge
Bontemps, Mrs. Rhea Tarel.
ton, as always but particular's;
pretty in a lovely summer...cot
ton the occasion of 'Oa
Frasier Baby Shower, Wis. C.
H. Walker in a sheer black
creation at Progressive Ma-
tron' Club Meeting and Natalie
Lawrence at her own club
meeting.
MY THOUGHT FOR THR
WEEK: "Call Him what you
may; discredit His power, Au
thority, and Existence as goo
please; but you cannot briny
the fact that there is a univet
'sal consensus of the tern
GOD." This thought is taker
from the Spring edition re
Fisk Herald in a an articli
writtea by Negil McPherson 01
The Existence of GOD.
Words of the Wise
Honest differences of views
and honest debate are not
disunity. They are the vital
process of policy- making
among free men.
—(Herbert Hoover)
ACHING MUSCLES
Quickly relieve tired, sore, aching
muscles with STANBACK Pow-
ders or Tablets. STANBACK'S
S. A. (Synergistic Action) brings
faster, more complete relief from
pain. Remember.. .Snap badll
with STANBACK!
Get Complete
Pictorial
Coverage-,,,,
In The --•
TRI-STATE
DEFENDER
On
Weddings
Anniversaries
Churches
Club Events
Banquets
Call: JA. 6-8397
And Ask For
The Pictuce Editor
ese
So, 2."4'79E6R:AkinsMovesUpi A Welterweight Champion
FAM Clinic In Ring Ratings
Offers Top
Coaches
S. (Jake) Gaither, clinic direc-
tor, said the 16th annual Flori-
da A and M university Coach-
ing Clinic to be held here June
6-10, will feature some of the
nation's outstanding coaches
and authorities in the field of
physical education.
"Emphasis will be placed
upon practice organization,
fundamentals of offensive and
defensive football teaching and
coaching methods, and recent
trends in the game. Varying of-
fenses, adapting defenses to
mat<Tial, basketball drills and
demonstrations, and tourna-
ment preparation will be dis-
cussed during the basketball
section," revealed Gaither.
The consultants will include
Bill Peterson, Florida State uni-
versity, Frank Howard, Clem-
son, Floyd Schwartzwalder, Sy-
racuse, Charles Engle, Penn-
sylvania State, Sid Gilman, Los
Angele.i Chargers, Frank
Broyles, Arkansas, Charlie
Tate, Georgia Tech, John Eib-
ner, University of Florida, Neal
Baisi, West Virginia Tech, Sam
Lankford, University of Florida
sal Charlie Waller, Clemson.
For further information
write: Coach A. S. Gaither,
Clink Director, Florida A and
NI university, Tallahassee.
Fayeffeville
Eonors Stars
FAYETTEVILLE, N. C. - It
was a lively affair-that athletic
banquet at Fayetteville State
Teachers college recenly as Dr.
William B. Bradley,Chairman
of the Area of Health and Physi-
cal 'Education, made the main
address Football and baseball
coach Herbert "Hubie" Doub a-
warded letter sto 19 football
players including co-captains
Charles Johnson and Frederick
A. Rodgers and 14 baseball
players led this year by Captain
Wilbert Jenkins.
President Rudolph Jones was
loud in his praise for coaches
and athletes who were both gen-
tleiiihn and scholars.
Einketball Coach Page P.
Satinders handed out letters to
10 -men who qualified in this
sport, and Harold "Scottie"
Soft, Athletic Director a n d
c 4*-h of the track team, award-
ed fitters to 10 participants and
or manager.
Willie Woodard, a freshman,
received honorable mention for
his fine work in baseball and
Alfonso Morehead was selected
as nex. year's Bronco football
captain.
fins Grabbing
Fucker Tickets
Paolo Rosi dropped four
notches and ex-champion Virgil
Akins of St. Louis returned to
the top 10 in the welterweight
rankings in significant changes
in the monthly boxing ratings
of the Ring Magazine.
Rosi, who was upset by un-
ranked Eddie Perkins, w a a
NEW YORK-(UPI)-Italy's Johnsen. 2. Erich Schoppner.
3. Mike Holt. 4. Chic Calder-
wood. 5. Germinal Ballaein. 6.
Johnny Halafihi. 7. Giluilo Fi-
naldi. 8. WWie Pastrano. 9.
Doug Jones. 10. Sixto Rodrig-
uez.
Middleweight - Champion,
Paul Fender. 1 Ray Robinson.
2. Gene Fullmer. 3. Joey Giar-
dropped from second to sixth in i dello. 4 Gustav Scholz. 5. Hen-
the lightweight class while ry Hank 6. Spider Webb. 7.
Akins' victory over Charley Dick Tiger 8. Joey Giambra.
1 Scott of Philadelphia moved 9. Hank Casey. 10 Ralph Jones.
him from an unranked catego- Welterweight - Champion,i nt to No. 0 on the welterweight Don Jordan. 1. Luis Rodriguez.
list. 2. Benny Paret. 3. Federico
Alex Miteff of Argentina drop- Thompson. 4. Ralph Dupes. 5.
Rudell Stitch. 6. Denny Moyer.
7. Fiorentino Fernandez. 8.
Charley Scott. 9. Virgil Akins.
10. Sugar Hart. 1Lightweight - Champion, Joel
Brown. 1. Carlos Ortiz. 2. Dave
Charnley. 3. Len Matthews. 4.
Battling Torres. 5, Carlos Her-
nandez 6. Paolo Rosi. 7. Flash
Elorde. 8. Doug Vaillant. 9. Ed-
die Perkins. 10. Gene Gresham.
Featherweight - Champion,
Davey Moore. 1. Ricardo Gon-
zakz. 2. Gracieux Lamperti. 3.
Sergio Caprari. 4. Percy Lewis.
5. Raflu King G. Harold Comes
7. Ike Chestnut. 8. Sugar Ram-
os. 9. Kazuo Takayama. 10. Ma-
n lo Garcia
ped one notch to No. 7 in the
heavyweight ratings as a result
of his loss to Eddie Machen of
Redding, Calif. Machen remain-
ed in the No. 4 slot.
Willie Pastrano of ali a m
Fla., who has withdrawn from
heavyweight ranks, was rated
the No. 8 light heavyweight
contender; Hank Casey of Rich-
Live Carmen Basilo as the No.
9 middleweight contender; Ser-
gio Caparari of Italy jumped
from fourth to third in the fea-
therweight division and Ignacio
Pina of Mexico moved from
eighth to sixth in the bantam-
weight class.
Ring Magazine also selected
Joe Becerra of Mexico, who re-
tained the world bantamweight
title by outpointing Kenji Yone-
kura of Japan, as its "Fighter
of the Month."
The ratings by division:
Heavyweight - Champion, In-
gemar Johansson. 1. Sonny Lis-
ton. 2. Zora Folley. 3. Floyd
Patterson. 4. Eddie Machen 5.
Henry Cooper, G. Billy Hunter
7. Alex Miteff. 8. Mike DeJohn.
9. Dick Richardson. 10. R o y
Harris.
Light heavyweight - Cham-
pion, Archie Moore 1. Harold
Bantamweight - Champion,
Joe Becerra. 1. Alphonse Bali-
mi. 2. Eder Jofre. 3. Kenji Yo-
nekura. 4. Pedro Rollo. 5. Fred-
die Gilroy. 6. Ignacio Pina 7.
Ernesto Miranda 8. Leo Espel
nose. 9. Joe Medel. 10 Jose Lo-
pez.
Flyweight - Champion, Pone
Kingpetch. 1. Pascual Perez.
2. Sadao Yaoita. 3. Mimurie
Ben Ali. 4. Hiram Bacallao. 5.
Johnny Caldwell 6. Ramon Ar-
ias 7. Dommy Ursua. 8. Risto
Luukkonen. 9. Ray Pacheco. 10.
Mario Deleon.
25TH ANNIVERSARY - hi
his famous record-break-
ing performances in the Big
Ten track meet at Ann
Arbor May 26, 1935, Jesse
Owens proves there is still
plenty of psing in the old
legs as he hurdles over a
street barricade. On the
famous date, Owens set three
world records and tied a
fourth in what is recognized
as the outstanding individual
performance in track and
field annals. (UPI Telephoto)GREEN BAY, Wis.---(UP11-
ne Green Bay Packers, al-
connollys May MissT.-1(1y having set a record for 401a:Ivance sale of season tickets.may wind up selling as many as
30,900 of their 32,000 seats in t
new City Stadium on a season' omebasis. Olympic Games
*HARD FOR "KILLER"
/Pink "The Killer" Smith,
left, a senior, from Rich-
rod, Va., majoring in tech•
mangy at Hampton Institute,
was awarded the Townsend
Itophy by ths Richmond
ClIsipter of the National
Hampton Alumni Association,
during the annual athletic
awards assembly held recent-
the campus. The Tro-
t
has been given annually
since i946 to the football play-
er judged most valuabe te
the team and who meets more
of the standard:- of scholar-
ship, leadership, phys;cal con-
ditioning, knowledge of t h e
game, offensive and defensive
skill, and good sportsmanship.
David 0. Williams, right,
winner of the 1954 Trophy,
made the pr er ntation.
Phy
SANTA MONICA, Calif. -
(UPI) - Hal and Olga Con-
nolly, America's Olympic
hopes couple in the weights,
may miss the Rome Olympic
games because of lack of mon-
ey, the Santa Monica Outlook
said.
In a front page copyrighted
story, the paper said the cou-
ple who fell in love - at the
1956 Games said they didn't
have enough money to give up
their nibs to practice and go
to Rome.
"We want to go," said
Czech-born Olga, "but it will
cost us everything we have.
We just don't know yet."
Mrs. Connolly, mother of a
new baby, was representing
her homeland when she met
Connolly, world hammer
throw champion, now a junior
high school English teacher.
"This cannot happen in Eu-
rope," she sail. "The govern.
ment takes all the Athletes to
the training camp. They con-
tinue to receive their regular
checks from employers-after
all their families have to eat.
The government sometimes
reimburses their employers."
Mrs. Connolly has passed
her citizenship examination,
and has only to be sworn in
before becoming eligible for
the U. S. team.
She said the Amateur Ath-
letic Union (AAU) refused to
pay her husband's way hack
to the qualifying meet In New
York. A campaign by the
Chamber of Commerce and
the Outlook raised the money
La send him to the meet.
BE CERTAIN IT'S DRY
Never immerse the electrical
mechanisms of appliances to
water. If water happens to
splash into the electrical unit,
don't begin operating the ap-
pliance until you're certain it's
dry.
CHAMPION TOOLS - New-
ly crowned weuterweight
champion Benny (Kid) Paret
shows off the busy fists that
worked effectively in whip-
ping Don Jordan for the title
at Las Vegas. Paret won a
unanimous decision. Right
photo shows Paret (left) and
Jordan mixing it up in the
sixth round of battle for
championship. The new cham-
pion is booked heavy
the coming months with non-
title bouts and a title de-
fense but he has given little
Indication that he will respect
the return bout contract that
Unfrocked
for would allow Jordan to have
a chance at regaining his lost
laurels. A guarantee of $85,-
000 is the big hitch in a Jot--
clan return match. This was
Jordan Loses Title,
LAS VEGAS, Nev. - (UPI)
- Benny (Kid) Paret, brand
new welterweight champion
accepted a non-title bout at
Madison Square Garden on
July 12; and from the quart-
ers of ex-champion Don Jor-
dan came the disclosure that
one of his managers had disap-
peared with $83,000 of his
purse.
The "disappearance" of co-
manager Don Nesseth, flout-
ing various process servers,
was perfectly legal and ap-
proved by the Nevada State
athletic commission.
Muscular Paret of Cuba,
wrestled the 147-pound crown
from Los Angeles Don on a
lopsided 15-round decision an-
noinced that the July 12 fight
would be the first of three or
,four non-title bouts before his
defense, probably at New
York on Oct. 15 against Fed-
erico Thompson of Argentina.
The happy champion then
flew to New York.
Matchmaker Teddy Bren-
ner of the Madison Square
Garden Boxing Club came to
terms with Paret and mana-
ger Manuel Alfaro for the July
12 non-title bout, which will
not be televised.
Benny's opponent will be
one of four contenders: Emile
Griffith of New York, Sugar
Hart of Philadelphia, Denny
Moyer of Portland, Ore., and
DON JORDAN
George Fernandez of Argen-
tina.
Griffith and Fernandez are
slated for a nationally tele-
vised 10rounder at St. Nich-
olas arena in New York.
Promoters Mel Greb and
Doyle of the Silver Sports
Club, announced they had lost
money on Nevada's first world
title fight in half a century.
without disclosing how much
red ink there was, Doyle said
"Just let's say it was a com-
munity service."
Their official figures were:
3,692 cash spectators, a gross
gate of $38,930 and a net gate
of $34,906. Paret's purse was
$7,700. Jordan was guaranteed
a flat $85,000. All in televis-
ion money.
Jordan's official fight con-
tract provided that co-manager
Nesseth pick up his entire
purse immediately after the
fight if the Newela Commis-
sion approved the performanc-
es of both fighters in the bout.
the amount that Jordan sign-
ed for and the new champion
wants the same amount for
the return bout. (UPI Tele-
photo)
Purse
Jim Deskins, Boxing Com-
missioner for Southern Neva-
da, approved their fight and
released the purse to Nesseth
immediately after the decision
was announced. He had de-
ducted $2,000 from the purse
to defray Jordan's Las Vegas
expenses.
Jordan refused to go into the
ring until he had a check for
$2,000.
Nesseth left the arena of the
Las Vegas Convention Center
the instant he got the $83,000,
thereby thwarting process
servers who were trying to
attach the purse on behalf of
Jordan's estranged wife, Stel-
la.
Jordan had agreed to give
most of his purse to co-mana-
gers Nesseth and Jackie Mc-
Coy. with whom he had been
feuding. In order to buy up
their managerial contracts so
he could be a free agent. But
it was the contention of his
wife's attorney that the purse,
under California law, was
community property and that
Don had no right to assign any
of it to Nesseth and McCoy.
Jordan has a return bout
contract with Paret that calls
for another title fight within
90 days, But Manager Alfaro
said Paret would honor the
contract only on condition that
the new champion gets a
guarantee of $85,000 the same
as Jordan was guaranteed.
Because Don suffered his
third straight defeat, it's un-
likely that any promoter would
guarantee Paret's $85,000 in a
bout with Jordan as the op-
ponent. Consequently, the re-
ttu-n document probably will
expire in August.
In addition, the National
Boxing Association has for-
bidden the return bout and ord-
ered Paret to defend against
Thompson of Argentina after
which that winner would de-
fend against Luis Rodriguez
of Cuba.
Clowns 'Color'
Still Popular
A sports scribe writing about
the Negro league of yesterday
musi have gazed into a crystal
ball when he cited as the ex-
ception that may one day trig-
ger the lucrative return of col-
ored baseball the still popular
Indianapolis Clowns, winners of
game honors for the past 30
years.
Jack Park, of the Londoa
Free Press, once wrote: "This
touring sports troupe w a
waukee Braves, and comic like
King Tut, who though no long-
er with the Clown sstill ranks
as one of the top laugh • pro.
among the first to realize you
have to have 2 lot of color to
sell such an attraction." T h e
"color" he meant would include
a blend of talent such as Hank
Aaron, top • seeded graduate of
the Clowns system now making
baseball history with the Mil-
waukee Braves, and comig like
King Tut, who though no long-
er with the Clowns stil 'ranks
as one of the top laugh. • pro-
ducers in the game.
include three big dates: Sun-
day afternoon, May 29, Munici-
pal Stadium, Omaha, Neb.
(also playing Monday nigh t,
May 30 - Memorial Day);
June 5, Jets Stadium, Colum-
bus, Ohic and Sunday afternoon,
June 12 at Fairground Stadium,
Louisville, Ky. (double - head-
er).
The Clowns again feature
their mammoth funshow includ-
equally fine array of base- ing the fabulous Rock 'n' Roll
ball players and mirth-makers
.an
Dance, shadowball exhibition,
pantomime and sideline antics.is touring this season under the
Clowns banner. An impressive
lineup ano laugh department
make the 31st edition compare
favorably with other greet
teams of the past.
Touring with the independent
•
•
Paunchy Archie Moore Victor,
May Have 3 Million Tax Date .
By ED SAINSBURY
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind.-(UPI)
-first - fight Archie Moore in-
timated he wouldn't mind going
panthers with Uncle Sam.
Moore fought himself into a
Eric Schoefner Defense Next
chance to pay one of the high-
est income taxes on record
when he battled himself into
condition in two rounds a nd
then outsmarted and out scrap-
ed Willie Besmanoff to score a
technical knockout win at 1;32
of the 10th.
May and early June schedules 
The victory, for which Moore
was paid $25,000, left him ready
New York Royals, their tate
to begin the final training rou-
tine for a defense about July
18 of the light heavyweight
championship won in 1952, and
a win then would set him up
for a heavyweight title chance
against Sweden's Ingemar Jo-
hansson in September.
If he should go through with
both bouts, and both had been
offered to him and tentatively
accepted, he could pay taxes
on as much as $3,000,000 for
1960.
Moore was impressive
Producing the laughs is a riot- broke out in sweat from every
ous lineup including Natureboy against Besmanoff. Once he
Williams, first baseman; ambi. pore after he formed a slow
dextrous Ulysses Grant Greene, target for two rounds. B u t
pitcher; The Great yogi, a equally impressive was Jack
top-notch contortionist, and oth- 
Fugazy of Feature Sports, Inc.,
promoters of Johansson's title
ers, defense against Floyd Patter-
CR 1CK RELAY T E A M-
The formidable 1960 edition
of the Morgan State college
mils relay team Is abowlb
above. Lett to right Are
Nick Ellis, Lawson Smart,
Bob Ridley, and Paul Wind-
er, The lourSoilla wen the
4
CI AA one mile champion-
ship with a nifty 1:11.5 el*
fort
son next month, have stopped the fight. A little
"We've guaranteed Moore 'bit of blood and they had to$200.000 for a defense against
Eric Schoefner," he said. "It'll
be on a Monday night about
July 18. Then if Johansson
bests Patterson, Moore gets the
next title chance. And we've
got Johansson under contract to
make his next defense for us."
Moore, never lacking in confi-
dence in 208 fights in 24 pro
years, hadn't changed after his
win. "I fought myself into con
dition," he said, "and then I
say I fought at 80 percent of
peak efficiency,"
"But now I can make the 175
pound weight easily. Once I
get in condition, and I am now,
I can take off weight. What's
hard is to get in condition and
lose weight at the same time.
I'd weigh about 182 for Johans-
son."
Moore was floored by Bes-
manoff, dropped briefly to his
right knee by a right hook in
the second round. But in t h e
fifth Moore landed a right up-
per cut which put Besmanoff
on the seat of his trunks on
the canvas and left him shak-
ing his head.
But the deciding blow was an
overhand right in the ninth
which left Besmanoff bleeding
profusely from the nose a n d
sitting on the canvas. But the
bell rang at the count of six
and referee Frank Gilmer stop-
ped the match mid-way through
the next round.
Besmanoff was to receive$6,000 for his performance, but
it was tied up temporarily by
an attachment filed by Mil-
waukee promoter Phil Valley.
It was Moore's 178th win and
Besmanoff's 20th loss. Moore
was well ahead on points at
the finish. Both judges, Tony
Coppi and Kelse McClure, gave
him a 43-38 margin, Gilmer
had It 43-37 and the United
Press International card was
42-37 for the winner.
Besmanoff, who lost a Bola
decision to Moore May 2, ipse,
complained "they never should
TANGY SAUCE
Givve special tang to green
beans by serving them with
vinegar-butter sauce. Heat 1-4
cup of butter until deep golden
brown. Add 2 tablespoons of
vinegar, stir together and pour
over hot green beans. Serves
S.
/*
stop it. It wasn't fair."
Moore weighed 2061/2
 pounds,
the second heaviest ever in his
career, and Besmanoff came ir
at 198'2. But once Moore wa.
ready to go, the fat overhang
ing his trunks was unimportant.
He was faster and smarter,
and, even at 43, had much too
much for his 27-year-old oppa
nent.
Honor 130
Athletes At
Howard U•
WASHINGTON, D. C. 
-Vat;
sity monograms, emblematic of
outstanding participation in in-
tercollegiate sports, were pre-
sented to 130 Howard university
athletes during the school's an-
nual All - Sports Banquet.
The awards went to members
of Howard's 12 varsity teams,including 35 athletes from eightforeign countries. The lattergroup included residents of Ber-
muda, British Guiana, Haiti,
India. Iran, Greece, Turkey
and the West Indies.
Championship awards went to
members of two Howard teams,
swimming and soccer. T h e
swimmers won their third con-
secutive Central Intercollegiate
Athletic Association champoin.
ship, while the soccer team suc-
cessfully defended its D. C. Col-
legiate Soccer Association
crown. The Howard hooters also
gained third-place honors in the
National Association of Intercol-
legiate Athletics championship
tournament.
The cricket team, which had
gone undefeated in 1958 and
1950, suffered its first setback
this year, a 105-54 loss to the
Carlisle Cricket Club of N e w
York City. The cricketers fin-
ished with a 6 and 1 record, in-
cluding wins over Ilaverford,
Penn State, Yale. Philadelphia
Textile and two cricket clubw
Edward Peeples of 703 N. Ina
Street, Camden, N. J., a Col-
lege of Liberal Arts senior, was
top award winner with mono-
grams in three sports, football,
track and wrestling.
•
•
• s.
pMars Happening in
Ili there,
Have a seat and take a read
cause what we got this week is
Vlore to please.
tVHIJRCH NOTES
The pastor and church of New
Philadelphia Baptist is invited
to be present and participate
on the Golden Leaf Baptist
program which will be Sunday,
June 10, at Golden Leaf at 3
P.m.
 IFOUATGLE3it SET 
MABLE YOUNG
REBECCA DAVIS A
sons' Baseball team are John
Coger, Gary Tatum, William
Allen, Zamack Jones, Robert
Walls, John Wilburn, Tommy
Walker, Calvin Louellyn and
James Burkina. The boys are
coached by Mr. Mack Devlin,
Michael Larry coached the Lin-
coln team; and the score
stands: Lincoln 8, Patterson 14.
Following the Lincoln - Pat-
terson game which consisted of
Reverend Hamilton is pastor all boys was an interesting soft
of Golden Leaf and Reverend ball game played by girls at-
Dumas, who will deliver the tending Patterson. A few of the
sermon is pastor of New Phila-outstanding players in that
delphia.
BIG DAY
Recently the Patterson Junior
high school celebrated its May
Day program. Other students
seen on the campus were made
up of some of the boys and girls
who attend Washington, Hyde
Park, Melrose, Lester and Doug-
lass high schools.
The program was made up of
various games. Richard Coger
rid Gladys Puryear were crown-
"King and Queen" of May
ay.
A few players on the Patter-
game was Verdell Bolden, Ruth
Patrick, Celia McKinney, Ma-
dalene Garrett and Lovie Flem-
ming.
Refreshments were sold and
music and dancing also played
Its part.
Professor Chastene Thomp-
son is principal of beautiful and
newly built Patterson and we
think the day was a wonderful
success.
WEEK'S PARENTS
Mr. and Mrs. Moses Gaines
and Mr. and Mrs. John Garrett,
Sr.
By CAROL JOHNSON
The Honorable Acharya J. B.
Kripalani, member of the Indi-
an Parliament, will deliver the
principal address at HOWARD
university's 92nd annual Com-
mencement Friday, June 10.
Following the address by Mr.
Kripalani, some 650 degrees
will be conferred upon gradu-
Ss of Howard's 10 schools andieges. 
Frederick A. Rodgers of Wil-
liamston, N. C., who graduat-
ed with high honors on May 29
at the FAYETTEVILLE State
Teachers college recently noti-
fied that he had won the Wall
Street Journal Student Achieve-
ment Award.
Baccalaureate services at
SOUTHERN university w a s
held on Sunday, May 29 and
Commencement exercises on
Istmday, May 30.
Baccalaureate speaker w a s
IL% George KAsey, professor,
christian Ethics, Drew Univer-
sity and Dr. James S. Peters,
Bureau Chief, Bureau of Voca-
tional Rehabilitation, State of
Connecticut, the commence-
ment speaker.
PRAIRIE VIEW A&M col-
, ege seniors Edison R. Fowlks
errell) and Olivia M. Gray
' Dallas) received the top col-
lege awards to graduating sen-
iors during the annual Honors
Day convocation hold la st
Thursday.
Speaking to an overflow audi-
ence in excess of 2,000 listen
ers, who crowded down the cen-
ter aisle and lined the walls of
the University Auditorium was
Dr. Rufus E. Clement, Atlanta
university head and to 187 grad-
uates of TEXAS SOUTHERN
university.
Three outstanding personages
spoke to Fort Valley audiences
on the occasion of the FORT
VALLEY STATE college's 65th
commencement season June 4-6.
They are Atty. A. T. Walden,
Bishop W. H. Wilkes and Dr.
Helen G. Edmons.
Calvin McDonald, incoming
alunior at FAYETTEVILLE
.,TATE TEACHERS college
rolled up a substantial lead
over Thomas Council, his near-
est rival, to be ushered by stu-
dent vote into the office of
President of the Fayetteville
State Teachers college student
council McDonald has made a
strong scholastic record a't the
College and he was recently
listed in Who's Who Among
Students in American Colleges
and Universities.
The main speaker for in e
fourth observance of DURHAM
BUSINESS college's Awards
day, Friday May 20 was Alex-
ander Barnes, Director of Pub-
lic Relations for the African
Methodist Episcopal Zion
church.
The Nation's top authority on
Communism and governments
of the world was the com-
mencement speaker at GIBBS
dib JUNIOR college Thursday,
vf,June 2. He was Inspector Wil-
liam C. Sullivan, chief of the
research and domestic Mtelli-
genet division of the Federal
, Bureau of Investigation, of
Washington, D. C.
A record class of 140 gradu-'
ates received the two-year As-
sociate of Arts degree, which
was conferred by Superintend-
ent of Schools Floyd T. Chris-
tian.
Miss Dorothy Jean Miller,
senior piano major at Jackson
State college won first place in
the piano scholarship competi-
lion sponsored by the Southern
Region of the National Associa-
tion of Negro Musicians, Inc.,
held at Owen college, Mem-
phis, Tenn , recently. She rep-
resented Harmonia Music club
of Jackson and the Beethoven
Music Club of which she is a
member.
MARY ALLEN college grad-
uates hear Dr. Simpson.
Dr. L. H. Simpson, pastor of
Pleasant Hill Baptist church of
Houston, has delivered the Bac-
calaureate Sermon to Mary
Allen graduates Monday, May
23.
Dr. Joseph H. Taylor, Direc-
tor of theNORTH CAROLINA
college Summer School, an-
nounced a change in the open-
ing date from Monday, June G
to Thursday, June 9.
Dr. Gardner C. Taylor, pas-
tor of the Concord Ba p t is t
church of Christ, Brooklyn, N.
Y., will deliver the final ad-
dress to some 400 candidates
for undergraduate, graduate
and professional degrees at 3
p.m., Sunday
The Honorable Bert Combs,
Governor of Kentucky, was one
of the speakers at the com-
mencement exercises at LIN-
COLN INSTITUTE on June 1.
The Governor also presented
the diplomas and certificates to
the young people who graduat-
ed. Ninety - seven young peo-
ple received diplomas and cer-
tificates.
Dr. John Hope Franklin,
Chairman, Department of His-
tory, Brooklyn college, Brook-
lyn, N. Y., delivered the grad-
uation address at commence-
ment exercises held at SOUTH
CAROLINA STATE college on
Monday, May 30.
The Rev. James H. Robinson,
pastor, Church of the Master,
New York, N. Y., preached
the baccalaureate sermon at
services held on Sunday, May
29.
Pre - Commencement a n d
Commencement activities at
MARYLAND STATE college
represented Mecca for Players,
Art Addicts, Music Lovers and
the general public.
The Ninth Student's Art Ex-
hibit, May 15-June 20; was the
most comprehensive display of
its kind ever attempted by the
shore college.
The Delaware State Players,
May HI staged the highly en-
tertaining "Caught in the Spid-
ers Web." A college exchange
production.
Miss Maureen Grant, pianist,
of New York City and a SPEL-
MAN college senior, was pre-
sented in senior recital on Sun-
three o'clock in Sisters Chapel.
On Thursday, June 2, the 5th
Annyfil Commencement e x e
•
ORCHETTES--One Club that
has been striving for good
citizenship ever since it origi-
nated two years ago is the
Orchettes Social club, rom-
p osed of well-mannered
young ladies of Memphis.
\
The club, pictured above
members, from left, front,
Norish Trueman, vice presi-
dent; Rosanna Quinn, Billie
Gale Baker, Thressa Thomp-
son, Betty Bowen and Clan-
dette Green. Rear, from left,
Juanita Robinson, Jacqueline,
Gibson, Patricia Hooks, Doris
Thompson, president; Ida
Smith and Sereta Patton.
Members not pictured are
Barbara Ray, Modena Tho-
mas, George Emma Thomas,
Andrea Rill and Earnestine
Stroud, Miss Eurline Couch
Is the advisor. Miss Couch is
a physical education instruc-
tor at Porter high school.
Does It Have To Be
Juvenile Delinquency?
The Orchettes answer NO,
emphatically NO. —Being
decent come easy for us.
The Orchettes, a club with a
purpose, tells you how it's done.
Two years ago a group of
girls with similar interests met
to organize a club. They had
as their objective, "To pro-
mote a better young lady for
society." Membership require-
ment were established. They
included the following: Un-
questionable character, regular
attendance in school, average
intelLgence, talent and leader-
ship ability preferred. Demo-
cratic procedures were estab-
lished for selecting members.
Members must go through an
iniatiog period.
With these objectives in mind
the club has grown steadily
and, today, includes girls from
four high schools. The Orchet-
tes, one of Memphis' most pop-
ular teenage clubs, stands a
shining example that whole-
some recreation can still be
fun .
PLACE TO GO
This congenial group holds
its meetings every other Sun-
day. This gives them some
place to go and also allows
eaca gir! a chance to serve as
hostess which displays and de-
velopes good home making. Al-
though no elaborate serving is
allowed, they mix business with
pdeasure as they plan activi-
ties.
Realizing that a successful
club is also servicable, the
group pet aside their Christ-
mas party to sing carols
through the corridors and
wards of the Marine hospital.
They also served as ushers at
a play sponsored by a local
fraternity and were models for
Delta Sigma Theta's Breakfast
for Mi'Lady.
The Orchettes spent many
enjoyable recreational hours to-
gether and with friends. They
enjoyed splash, slumber and
house parties. A picnic and
lawn party is being planned for
prospective members. Being a-
ware of the need for spiritual
guidance, the club will close
this year's activities with a
joint worship.
Because the club is not a pro-
fit making organization, all ac-
tivities are invitational.
Knowing that "An idle mind
is the devil's workshop" mem-
bers must, also, belong to
school organizations. Their
school memberships include
honor society, band, glee club,
debutantes, student council,
NHA, NDCC, pep squad, ma-
jorettes, science club and dra-
matic club.
Every teenager wants to be-
long so why not join some
worthwhile group. Combating
nivenile delinquency is every-
body's job.
cises was held in the Roger
Williams Auditorium of OWEN
college.
Dr. Ramsey Pollard, Presi-
dent of the Southern Baptist
Convention and more recently,
pastor of Belivue B apt i s t
church, was the speaker.
A closed faculty reception for
graduates and parents was held
in the Presidential Suite of
Howe Hall at 7 p.m.
Miss Nancy J. Kirby of Had-
donfield, N. J., a senior psychol-
ogy major at BENNETT col-
lege, has just been notified that
she has been awarded a John
Hay Whitney fellowship f o r
graduate study next year.
Miss Helena Howell, a biolo-
gy major from Concord, N. C.,
was elected president of the
1961 senior class at Bennett col-
lege in balloting concluded last
week.
The annual spring fashion
show sponsored by the clothing
department at Bennett college
was held on Thursday night, in
the Little Theatre and featured
the "Continental Look."
"Hecuba," a tragedy by Euri-
pedes, was selected as the an-
nual spring theater production
at Bennett college and present-
ed on May 27.
Miss Esther Alexander, a jun-
ior from Wise, N. C., has been
cast as Hecuba and Joan Did-
ier, a senior from Jamaica, Bri-
tish West Indies as Polygena.
Other members of the cast
include: Misses Hiawatha Fos-
ter, Sylvania Black, Norma
Hampton, Carolyn Davis, Re-
becca Farris, Nancy Lowe, Des-
retta McAllister, and Roslyn
Smith.
Fred Eady, director of dra-
matics, directed the production.
Paul G. Blazer, oil executive,
and a director of the American
Petroleum Institute, delivered
the address to the 1960 graduat-
ing class at KENTUCKY
STATE college last Sunday.
The Commencement weekend
will begin on Friday, June 3,
when the Dean of Women is
hostess at a lawn party f o r
graduates.
A Woodrow Wilson National
Fellowship has been awarded to
Louis M. Adams, a senior.
The traditional Dean of Wom-
en and Staff Breakfast for Par-
ents of Graduates, was recently
held.
Commencement Exercises of
the 3rd session of Morgan State
college will be held on June 6.
The 124th annual Commence-
ment Exercises of UNION THE-
OLOGICAL Seminary w a s
held in the Riverside Church
on Tuesday evening. May 24.1
The Rev. Dr. Paul Scherer, who
is retiring as Brown Professor of
Homiletics will deliver the prin-
cipal address.
Degrees were conferred on
170 Seminary students in the
fields of theology, religious edu-
cation, and sacred music. Twen-
ty-four students wpere recom-
mended for degrees to be
awarded by Columbia universi-
ty on June 1st on completion of
courses taken under the joint
program of the University and
Union Seminary.
Members of the graduating
class will be guests of the Alum-
ni Association at the luncheon
following the morning meeting
when representatives of three
reunion classes will speak. Dr.
William A. Hudnut of the Class
of '90 will give the Invocation,
and greetings from the graduat-
ing class will be extended by
Carl L. Cooper.
Four hundred and seventy
persons received degrees a n d
certificates at the EIGth annual
commencement exercises f o r
A&T college on Sunday, May 29.
A single program, combining'
baccalaureate and commence-
ment activities, was held in the l
auditorium of the Greensborol
War Memorial Coliseum.
The commencement program,
confined to two days, calls for
the presidents reception f o r
graduates, alumni and friends
at The Oaks, a joint concert by
the A&T college choir and Sym-
phony Band at 7:30 p.m., and
an Art Exhibit.
Walter T. Johnson, jr.,
Greensboro, won out easily as
president of the Student Gov-
ernment, defeating James Blue
of Southern Pines and Theodore
Bunch of Williamston.
A rising senior last week was
named editor of the A&T col-
lege Register, the student news-
paper.
Cleveland M. Black, an Eng-
lish major, was elevated to
the high student post at the an-
nual dinner meeting for t h e
staff celebrating the 67th anni-
versary of the newspaper, held
on Friday, May 13.
Unlucky 13 proved lucky for
attractive Dorothy Juanita Ta-
tum, a rising senior f t om
Greensboro, who won out by
that figure in the balloting for
"Miss A&T" here last week.
Albert Boxier, retiring editor,
was presented with the Star
Award for excellence in per-
formance during
The A&T college Alumni As-
sociation at its annual national
meeting last Saturday, called
the admission of the college to
full membership in the South-
ern Association of Colleges and
Secondary schools the outstand-
ing achievement of the 1959-60
school term.
Leviticus Roberts and Ernest
Hester were elected to the top
offices at ALBANY STATE col-
lege for the 1969-C1 school year.
Roberts and Hester won a
landslide victory as President
and Vice President of the Stu-
dent Government and Miss
Hardeman won a much more
closely contested battle with An-
nette Jones and Julia Banks.
Ethel Hardeman was elected
by the students of Albany State
college to reign as queen for
the next school year.
Miss Hardeman won a closely-
contested battle with Annette
Jones and Julia Banks, who will
be attendants.
The election of six FISK uni-
versity seniors to Phi Be ta
Kappa and the announcement
of the Woodrow Wilson and Dan-
forth Fellowships won by De-
witt Dykes of Knoxville, Tenn.,
highlighted the annual Honorsi
Convocation at Fisk last week.'
Inducted to Phi Beta Kappa
were Carmen V. Dennison of
Brickdam Georgetown, British
Guiana, Dewitt S. Dykes, jr.,
Knoxville, Tenn., Janie C.
Greenwood of Winston Salem,
N. C., Carol A. Hubbard of For-
syth, Ga., Ella E. Beck of
Greenville, S. C., and Sylvester
Barrington of Sanford, Fla.
Last week's honors parade
was by Tennesseans, who re-
ceived seven of the 10 fellow-
ships and assistantships award-
ed to seniors for g.aduate study.
Two fellowships, The Woodrow
Wilson and the Danforth, an
approximate total of $12,000,
was awarded to Dewitt Dykes
to study History at the Univer-
sity of Michigan. Five o the r
Tennesseans received approxi-
mately $7,900 collectively—Mar-
lon Shepicouk, Joseph Andrew
Johnson, III, Major Robinson
League, Mary George Newborn
and Lily Patricia Walker.
Other Fisk students who re-
ceived awards were Carmen V.
Dennison, Raymond Edward
John Encions and Mildred Syn-
etta Robertson.
Fifty - seven students were
cited for various achievements.
Nineteen students received
ranking under the listing "The
Ten Ranking Students," First
Semester, 1959-1960 (six of the
19 with 4.0 averages).
The FLORIDA A&M univer-
sity music department recently
presented Curtis King, tenor,
assistant professor of music,
and Mamon Morrison, assistant
professor of piano, in a song re-
cital held in Lee Hall Auditor-
ium.
M. G. Miles, director of stu-
dent activities, Florida A&M
university recently attended the
American Personnel and Guid-
ance Association held in Phila-
delphia, Pa., and the National
Student Union Association held
in Bloomington, Ind.
The eminent scholar, educa-
tor, author and lecturer Benja-
min E. Mays will deliver the
commencement address to
some 245 graduates here at
Florida A&M university, Satur-
day.
Dr. Clarence H. Faust of New
York, president of the Ford
Foundation's Fund for the Ad-
vancement of Education, will
speak at commencement exer-
cises Monday, June 6, at VIR-
GINIA UNION university.
Diplomas will be given to 104
candidates for bachelor of arts
degrees, 71 for bachelor of sci-
ence degrees and 11 for bache-
lor of divinity.
Patricia A. Carter of Rich-
mond received the Garnett By:
land Prize for excellence in
Chemistry and Physics.
Wilma Strauss Alexander
Award for the outstanding stu-
dent in sociology and race re-
lations went to Jeanette Lou-
jeaner Stallings of Richmond.
Phyllis B. Doran of Norfolk,
Helen Virginia Epps of Rich-
mond and Elnora C. Olivis of
Gloucester were admitted to Al-
pha Kappa Mu honor society for
scholarship.
Memberships in Beta Kappa
Chi, honorary scientific society,
went to Miss Dogan, Miss Oli-
vis, Sandra Eloise Reese of
Richmond, Frank S. Royal of
Whitehead of Richmond.
The Virginia Union choir pre-
sented a concert last Saturday.
Virginia Union university
has been selected along with 10
other member colleges of the
United Negro College Fund to
receive the second group of
scholarships from the Reader's
Digest Foundation. These schol-
arships, totaling $11,000 are part
of a three year program dur-
ing which all 33 member col-
leges of the Fund will benefit.
Dr. Mordecai Johnson, presi-
dent of Howard university, de-
livered the commencement ad-
dress at ATLANTA university
on Monday, May 30. Approxi-
mately 75 degrees were award-
ed by President Rufus E. Clem-
ent at the 91st Commencement
Convocation.
Speaker for the Baccalaure-
ate service on Sunday May 22
held jointly by Atlanta univer-
sity, Morehouse college a n d
Spelman college was Dr. Ver-
non Johns. formerly of Mont-
gomery, Ala., now a pastor in
Farmville, Va.
Bo a
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DOUGLASS HIGH
SCHOOL ROUNDUP
By ARNETTA RAINEY
The Flashwriters' Annual
Award Program: The Flash -
writers of Douglass presented
Its Annual Awards Program,
Wednesday, May 25, 1960 in the
school auditorium.
After assembyl prelude by
Mr. Robinson, Martha Wiley
conducted the devotion. The
purpose of this program was
given by Earline Nickols, the
president. The Boys' Chorus
rendered "Stouthearted Men"
and "Tell Me Why."
The purpose of this program
was to play tribute to outstand-
ing students in the Junior high
and Senior high departments.
Students presenting these hon-
ors were: Danforth Foundation
and American Legion Awards,
Joyce Hobson, Betty Crocker
and Owen College, Joyce Nibley.
Presentation—Mrs. Pocahontas
Boykin, secretary of the Doug-
lass PTA, Departmental Hon-
ors: Mathematics, Sherry Car-
ter; English, Everlean Billups,
Business Education, Barbara
Demire.
Science, Alberta Smith;
Music, Arnetta Rainey. Library
Service and Mechanical, Janie
VanBuren; Physical Education
and Art, Ethel Stirgus; Home
Economics and Social Studies,
Betty Sandridge, Football and
Baskketball Distinctions, Gus-
sic Ford; Grade Distinstions,
Pearl James. We Promise To
Remember, Mack Jackson;
For Excellence. Earline Nic-
kola, Scholarships, Kathryn
VanBuren.
Officers of Flashwriters:
President, Earline NickoIs;
Vice-President, Joyce Hobson;
Secretary, Barbara DeMire;
Assistant Secretary, Alberta
Smith; Tresurer, Charles.
Hampton; Business Manager,
Mack Jackson; Chaplain, Gus-
sic Ford;
CLUB MEMBERS
Everlen Billups, Shirley;
Knox, Arnetta Rainey, Janie
VanBuren, Katherine Van-
Buren, Martha Wiley, Ethel
Stirgus, Sherry Carter, Joyce
Nibley, Betty Sandridge. Mrs.
Emma Tom Johnson is our
wonderful advisor.
GRATITUDE
I would personally like to
give thanks to the following
people: Mrs. G. A. Little for
consenting to correct my col-
umn for grammical errors.
Mrs. Emma Tom Johnson for
inspiring me to write this
column. I have enjoyed every
minute of it. Mr. Little, Mr.
Miller, and Mr. Wilson for giv-
ing wholesome comments con-
cerning this column.
And to the students at Doug-
lass high school, I would like
also to thank you for making
suggestions and offering con-
structive criticism. To the
whole Douglass Family, I am
most grateful for this opportune
ity to have written for this
school. I have counted each
column as a "Tribute" to the
school I love most dearly to
my heart. Again may I say
thanks to all of you for being
so nice to me.
To the person or persons re-
sponsible for this column next
year, may you enjoy all of the
happy moments I have witness.-
ed. At any time, you may need
any assistance, please call on
me. Thank You! May I close
with this THOUGHT:
"Be nice to people and they
will not forget you."
Manassas High News
By BEN LANIER
CLASS DAY
With this school year slow-
ly coming to an end, all eyes
are focused on the Seniors.
They are, of course, the best of
MANASSAS. Our Seniors have
illustrated and exemplified an
excellent example for all lower
classmen to follow with pride
and fortitude.
These Seniors observed their
traditional Class Day just rec-
ently and also presented an in-
spirational chapel program in
the spacious Cora P. Taylor's
Auditorium. The program was
as follows: Devotion, Effie Eu-
banks; Song, Audience; Greet-
ings, Suretha Toy; Presenta-
tion of the Class, Carlos Har-
ris; Our Class Day, Freddie
Williams; Class History, Fran-
kie Coleman; Music, "The
Halls of Ivy"; Joyce Gatlin,
Edna Madison, and Ernestine
Harris, Advice to Juniors, Al-
bert Thompson, Response from
Juniors, Robert Simpson, Class
Prophecy, Oliver Haney, Solo,
Joyce Vaulx; Class Will, Velma
Wallace; Who's Who, Rosa
Wilks, Class Giftorian, Mag-
gie Hankins; Class Poem, Hat-
tie Smith; Farwell, Edna Madi-
son and Class Song, "I'll See
You Again," Senior Class.
The Senior Class Officers
are: John Carlos Harris, presi-
dent; Ernest Withers, vice-
president; Georgia Bohanner.
secretary; Lucy Barbara, as-
sistant secretary; M a ggie
Hankkins, treasurer; Oliver
Ha ne y, business manager;
Veola Trueheart, chaplain, and
Magnolia Clark and Cleophus
Owens. reporters.
SPOTLIGHT
Stepping into the cool lime-
"N.
light this week is none other
than Miss Bobbie Hayes, one.
of Manassas' most popular
seniors. Bobbie resides with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. It.
S Hayes at 946 Lewis Street,
She is a member of the 12-3
homeroom in which Miss R.
Eddins is teacher.
Around the campus Bobbie
is secretary of the Quill and
Scroll, assistant secretary ofthe
Student Council, writer on the
Newsette Staff, member of the
FBLA, and a member of the
Mixed Chorus.
Bobbie is perhaps bettes
known as the Manassas Foot.
ball Queen for the year 1940:
60. To show that she has brains
well as beauty, Bobbie has won
a scholarship to Philander
Smith college in the field of
Business Education.
In religious life Bobbie is t
member of the Bellevue Bap-
tist church in which Rev. C
Price is pastor. Hats off to thii
charming and versatile youns
lady!
Readers, as you know, al
good things must come to at
end, so must my position ai
Manassas News Reporter. NI
matter where I go I'll alwar
remember you, readers as Ilea
persons standing in my corner'
cheering me on the way whih
writing this column. I only
wish I had longer to write.
I'm turning my column ove
to a young lady who will b
able to bring you the news fro'
Manassas much better than
did. She is Gwendolyn Johnson
a sophomore. I'm hoping tha
you will receive her as yoi
have received me. So unt
some other time when we wil
meet again, I'll BCNU . . .
" Sat junT4'11)9E4, Co p Kills Man; Widow Wins $17,50RIPLEY
Qt
NEWS
My Dear readers! The time
La here again. That commence-
ment time! Here, there, and
everywhere, are caps, growns,
tassels, all colors, flowing
down flower decked isled with
nervous youngsters filled with
anticipation of receiving their
high school diplomas. Or may-
be it's a college degree.
And parents have their share
of joy too. Who knows better
than they the high cost of edu-
cation these days? Maybe we
should form a third proces-
sional, after the teachers and
students, or before, as the case
may be, and put caps and
gowns on the mothers and fath-
ers, as the case may be, and
and who might be responsible.
Not a bad idea. They need
some recognition too.
Speaking of degrees, several
Interested parties went over to
Lane College last Sunday to
what has been said was a most
beautiful and a bit sacred,
commencement sermon. Miss
Isabel Nelson and Mr. James
Currie, held us motionless in
our seats for a moment, as
they strolled by in perfect step
with the line of procession.
Looking back over their col-
lege years, and looking for-
ward to what the future holds,
they had only a faint smile for
those whom the: recognized as
the recessional filed by, out
into the much needed air. Yes,
the music is over, but the
melody lingers on. Their de-
grees were conferred last Mon-
day at 10:00 o'clock.
Attending from Ripley: Mr.
and Mrs. G. Lake, Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. Brent, Mr. and Mrs.
William Manns, Rev. and Mrs.
L. Nelson, Mrs. M. M. John-
son, Miss Jo Ann Bursey, Mr.
Verlon Wheeler, The Curries,
D. C. Johnson and Robert Rus-
sell Brent.
The Gillespies, Jarrets, Whee-
lers, Pierces and Johnson at-
tended the Alpha Dance in
Milan, Tennessee last Monday
night.
A lovely afternoon was spent
In the W. G. L. Rice park last
Saturday. The picnic, official-
ly opening the park season
for the summer, was sponsored
by the park board with Mr.
L. 0. Gillespie as chairman.
Music, rides, good barbecue
and fish was there for all.
Mrs. Robbie H. Brent ad-
dressed the picnickers from the
park platform at 4:30 p. m.
We are anxiously looking for-
ward to many more Saturdays
like it.
Accident
Figure Near
370 Mark
By United Press International
Late-reported accidents push-
ed the Memorial Day weekend
traffic death figure toward the
370 mark Tuesday and safety
workers praised press and ra-
dio and traffic officials for keep-
ing it from going higher.
The National Safety Council
had estimated that 375 persons
would die in traffic accidents
during the weekend which be-
4 Dead, 3 Hurt,
In Bus Crash
• EVANSTON, Wyo. — (UPI)
— A westbound Greyhound bus
rammed into the rear of a
parked semi-trailer 28 miles
east of here Monday night kill-
ing four women and critically
injuring three other bus pass-
engers, including the driver.
The Wyoming Highway Patrol
said the accident happened
eight miles west of Bridger on
a section of Interstate Highway
80, a straight, four lane, divid-
ed highway.
Names of the dead and in-
injured were withheld pending
notification of relatives. There
were 23 passengers on the bus.
The Patrol said the truck was
stopped on the highway. One
of the drivers, Jeff Mathews,
40, of Bountiful, Utah, w a s
assisting a motorist change a
tire. A second truck driver,
Eugene Brush, 35, of Salt Lake
City, was in the truck's sleeper
and suffered a slight cut on the
head.
Harlem Chauffeur
Ski Iii Squabble
NEW YORK — A Harlem
widow whose husband was shot
to death by a white cop seven
years ago was paid $17,500 for
the loss she suffered, Supreme
Court Justice Frank Gulotta
revealed last week as the trial
was halted in the midst of the
policeman's testimony.
She is Mrs. Frederick North.
The victim, employed as a but-
ler-chauffeur in a Great Neck
millionaire family when the
tragedy occurred, was slain
during a traffic squabble. One
bullet entered his read — an-
other pierced his heart.
Through her lawyer, Law-
rence R. Bailey, Mrs. North has
sued both the cop and Nassau
County because the policeman,
Charles Wermelinger, worked
for the township of East Wil-
liston. The original suit de-
manded $150,000.
It was a unique victory for
the widow because Nassau Co.,
once infamous for its Ku Klux
r. 
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SNAPSHOT T
and sponsors
for a picture.
are, Master
Ryan, Miss
1adi.
DIE — Cadets
take time out
Left to right
Sgt. Willie
Bonnie Mc-
Clough, U. 'Thelmus Rhodes
and Miss Lee Jean Barnett,
being photographed by Col.
Robert Shaw, the Battle
Group Commander.
'All Around Towne'
By Gloria Haley
and
Betty Cunigan
By Gloria Haley and Betty
Hi there, here we are again,
one more time with the latest
and the biggest happenings
that are in the making around
our town.
COMLNG ATTRACTIONS
The Five Royals' Fan Club
is giving a lawn admission
dance every week. You will be
notified on the time, place, and
date, Admission will be 15
cents per person, and 25 cents
per couple. So be checking
with us on this affair, huh?
ON THE SPOT
The spotlight turns to the
very popular Bobbie Jean Rob-
inson, 17-year-old daughter of
gan at 6 p. m. Friday and by Mr. and Mrs. Major Robinson,
midday Monday. a United Press who resides at 2111 Hubert St.
International count showed that She attends Douglas high and
1.66 died between Friday night is in the 12-2A class of which
and midnight Monday. IMr. G. McFall is the homeroom
Drownings, many of them the instructor. She is majoring in
result of boating accidents, took ,social studies. Miss Robinson121 lives, plane crashes two, plans to attend Tennesseeend other accidents 83, for an 
'State university, where she willoverall total of 572. 
major in elementary educationOhio. which saw six service-;land minor in social studies.men die in one headon collision 
with a truck, led the list of
states in traffic deaths with nois 20. Alabama. and North
27. California showed 23. New Carolina. 18, Michigan 17, and
Her hobby is dancing. She is
a member of the band and is
a majorette. She attends St.
Luke Baptist church. At school
she is a member of such organi-
zations as the English Club, N.
H. A., and Club 12. So hats off
to you, Bobbie Jean
THREE CHEERS FOR
SPRING
It's that time again. The
sweet fragrance of the spring
air, the coolness of the gentle
breezes, the tranquillity of the
long and hot melancholy days,
and the cramming of last min-
ute information is a sure sign
of the closing of school and the
eve of summer vacations.
Lurking in the shadows of the
gyms, halls, and also on the
shady campuses of the various
high schools, the scene turns to
the seniors bidding farewell to
their beloved schools. Guys
like William Higgins, Spencer
McGhee, Tyrone Patterson,
Joe Johnson, and the many oth-
ers can hardly wait for that
unforgettable moment (but who
can blame them. huh?). And
as we close, we salute and con-
gratulate the gradutes of '59-
York and Pennsylvania 22. Illi• Indiana 16, among the leaders '60.
Klan cross-burnings on the
lawns of Negro home-owners,
has been labelled "a bad clim-
ate" for Negro lawyers with
oases of this kind. Also because
county officials predicted that
not a dime would be paid to
settle the North case.
But Bailey's re!.,ntless cross-
examination of the cop, a cli•
max ot three days of testimony,
turned the tide unexpectedly.
At the time Wermelinger had
enmeshed himself in a web of
contradictions, much to the
embarrassment of Deputy
County Attorney Edwards.
North and his wife, Lenora,
were employed in the home of
Jack Liebowitz; the comics
book publisher, when the trag-
edy occurred on June 25, 1953.
It was Frederick's day off and
he had gone to Harlem to pal
around with an old friend, Fred
Johnson.
Admittedly, the two men had
been drinking. On their return
to Great Neck, North sped past
another vehicle driven by the
white policeman who was oft
duty and on his way to Jones
Beach with a young woman and
two male friends.
Wermelinger soon caught up
with North and ordered him to
pull aside. Angry words follow.
ed and the cop pulled his gun.
There was no evidence that
North was carrying a weapon.
Even after the shooting, wit-
nesses said, the cop continued
the attack by beating North in-
to unconsciousness.
Bailey, who was also chair-
man of the Jamacia Branch
NAACP's legal redress commit-
tee at the time, initiated a seri-
es of protest meetings in the
hope that Queens County au-
thorities would take some ac-
tion against the policeman or
give the grand jury an oppor-
tunity to decide where the
fault lay.
But nothing happened. Police
officials in Long Island insist-
ed that North was drunk at the
time and that the cop was pro-
tecting himself. All the time
ad to Bailey that Wermelinger
had not acted in defense of
himself.
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Shoots Mate Who
Gaye Her Penny
To Buy Food
PACOIMA, Calif. — (LTPI)—
Mrs. Joseph H. Smith, 45,
told police she shot her hus-
band in the foot Monday be•
cause he threw a penny to
her after she asked for money
to buy food.
Police charged her with as-
sault with a deadly weapon.
111111111111111111111111011111111111111111111111111111111111111'
Ala. Dems Fight
To Protect
Segregation
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — (UPI)
— Alabama Democrats went to
the polls Tuesday to decide
whether to make a last-ditch
stand to protect southern seg-
regation.
The issue is a simple one:
Whether to elect 10 states
righters or 10 loyalists as pres-
idential electors.
The State Righters are pledg-
ed to withhold their support
from any national party candi-
date who would promote in-
tegration in Dixie. The Loyal-
ists are pledged to vote for the
candidates selected by the Na-
tional Democratic Convention in
Los Angeles in July.
FORESTRY PIONEER
Yale has the oldest school
forestry in the U. S.
LOOKING PRETTY
"fowl" are the children of
Mr. and Mrs. William D.
Wallace of Pittsburgh.
Five-year-old Pat brought
chicken-pox home from
kindergarten a -td within
24 hours the other chil-
Pasternak Dies
Near Red Glory
MOSCOW — Non
-conformist
Poet Boris Pasternak, 70, died
Monday night in his sleep in a
Communist Russia that was re-
luctantly beginning to acknuwl-
edge his greatness.
The gaunt, white-haired man
of letters, born of a father who
was a wealthy celebrated paint-
er, was awarded the Nobel
Prize in 1958 for his book "Dr.
Zhivago," but renounced it un-
der political pressure. Paster-
nak's death came after a three-
weeks struggle against the com-
bined ravages of two heart at-
tacks, a bleeding stomach and
lung cancer.
Poetry made Pasternak fam-
ous in the literary world dur-
ing the 1920's but during the
Stalin regime he nearly fell into
literary oblivion because major
Soviet publishing companies did
not print his works. "Dr. Zhi-
vago" became an instant hit in
Europe and America, but was
not published in Russia.
Row Over Suspended
Sit-In Demonstrator
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — When
handsome, young James Law-
son, a Divinity student at Van-
derbilt university, was jailed
last March for participating in
sit-in demonstations, members
of the Vanderbilt Divinity
school faculty chipped in and
posted his b o n d, and the
school's dean personally escort-
ed him out of his cell.
On Tuesday, Dean J. Robert
Nelson and nine members of
the faculty blew up an academ-
ic storm when they resigned
and turned in their scholarly
robes because the University
refused to re-admit the sus-
pended Rev. Lawson.
What prompted this unprece-
dented situation which saw one
of the nation's most eminent
theologians and nine other pro-
fessors quit their jobs over a
Negro?
In Dean Nelsons' word s,
Chancellor Harvie Branscomb's
decision to veto the Divinity
School's recommendation to re-
admit Rev. Lawson is "a dis-
crepancy of gross proportion
applied to a man widely
recognized moral character be-
cause of an accusation which
he has never admitted—namely
that his was a campaign of civil
of I disobedience.
SINCE VINDICATED
The Golden Rule ILLUSTRATED SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON By Affnad 3. Buipschar
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A lawyer came to Jesus and asked
IFfint, to tempt Him, what he should
do to inherit eternal life. Christ
ssIced him. "What is written in the
law? How read eat thour—Luks
' 10=-27.
His answer was, "Thou shalt love the
Lord thy God with all thy heart, and
with all thy soul. a-nd with an thy
strength, and with all thy mend; and
thy neighbor as throat." —Luke
IA:2741.
Jesus said. "Thou hest answered
right: this do, and thou shalt uve "
'The man aske& to justify himself.
And who I. my naghbec?" and
‘leano answered by telltng tdzs
patabiak—Liake 10:21)40.
The parable was the story of the
good Samaritan, who proved a good
neighbor to one who was wounded
and madly In need of help.--Licke
10:30-3T.
OOLD11:31,TIXT—Miatthew TaL
"It was tactically a condem-
nation of non-violent demon-
strators who have since been
vindicated by achievement of
immediate service."
Rev. Lawson, a devoted
disciple of the non-violent re-
sistance philosophy, was sus-
pended from the Divinity school
shortly after his arrest. Gradu-
ation for the former missionary
to India was only months away.
He had been charged with being
a "leader" of the Nashville sit-
down demonstrations which
have brought integrated lunch
counters to Tennessee's capital
city.
Actually, the charge that he
was a "leader" grow out of an
inaccurate news report, al-
though Rev. Lawson was active
in giving non-violence instruc-
tions to Nashville students and
others throughout the South.
WEALTHY SCHOOL
The Divinity School faculty
at Vanderbilt, a well known and
wealthy institution, apparently
recognizes the religious over-
tones of the South-wide sit-down
protests and refused to accept
the ultimatum of the adminis-
tration that the young Negro
who preaches "resistance in
love" is an unfit student.
Dean Nelson was obviously
irked because Chancellor
Branscomb refused to allow
"the dean and the faculty to
admit a student who is well
known and endorsed by them,"
dren had it. They are left eight; Brian, two; Clara.
to rig h t): Christie, six,
holding Beth, three
mon th s; Mary Theresa,
who resigned are James E.
Sellers, Ronald E. Sleeth,
James Glass, Lagdon Bilkey,
Lou H. Silberman, Gordon
Kauffman, Arthur Forrester,
Bard Thompson and Leander
Keck. All said they would com-
plete the present semester.
three; Ann, four, holding
Margaret, one. Pat is over
the disease.
KINCHELOE SCIENCE HALL
at Tougaloo Southern Chris-
tian college was dedicated
Oct. 28, 1959. It is a 2.story
brick and concrete structure
housing classes in biology,
chemistry, physics and pre.
engineering. The building also
includes an air • conditioned
lecture ball and a green-house
f o r experimentation with
plant growth.
FOR
QUICKER
RESULTS
TO PLACE YOUR
WANT AD
CALL
"MISS
RESULTS"
JA, 6-8391
-Corresp, Clubs
LONELY? FIND Happiness.
send two 4c stamps for list of
members and details, HEZE-
KIAH CLUB, 1310 Fifth, Chi-
cago Hts., Ill.
Services
ELROD AND SON
SERVICE STATION
843 Miss. at Crump Blvd.
Day & Night Service
Experienced Mechanics
JUNE SALE — BIG REDUCTION
ON ALL ROYAL MASTER TIRES
For a good tire sal* ask for Elrod.
TELEPHONE JA. 5-9482
Male and Female Help
t6.5 TO $00 MEEKLY
Classified jobs in Cincinnati, Northern
KY . Male or Female. Classified list
Si 10. Other large cities on request fa 10
WOMEN $65 00 WEEKLY AND UP
Must have telephone Pleagant voice.
Detail be full Information 41.10
CANDY JAMISON AGENCY
585 Armory — Cincinnati 14. Ohio
Rent Office Space
OFF/CS SPACE P'OR RENNT TN THE
Tri-State Defender building. Reasonable
rent. 336 South Wellington Street.
JActson 8-8397
Spiritual Adviser
BRING TOUR MARRIAGE PROBLEMS
to MILLER'S MARRIAGE COUNS
ING service 13S0 E. McLemere
Office hours will be from COO a m.
til 7.00 p. m. Monday thru Saturday.
IF YOU ARE BICE. need advice. I Ina
willing to hell, you I have been touch-
with the devine power of God.
a
„9-.014=7t. Leen JA. 5-1924 or come IA
He charged that Branscomb
and the board of trustees, "who
have never met Rev. Lawson",
have condemned the young
minister."
The' chancellor said "that to
readmit him (Rev. Lawson)
would initiate a conflict as long
as he would be on the campus."
At least 14 of the school's 120
i ministerial students have  
threatened to quit the univer-
sity and three former students
who were graduated only three
days ago said they would return
their degrees.
These three graduates issued
a statement saying: "We were
also involved in those demon-
1 Mations and to an even great-er extent than Lawson." 25The nise faculty members 1
RADIO SALES & SERVICE
TV, Radio Service Center Day Or Night Servic•
ALL WORK GUARANTEED — SERVICE ON ALL MAKES
Matthew Hudson, Jr., Manager
Bus. WH. 6-6313 — R•ii. BR. 4-0229, 936 Miss. Blvd.
Memphis, Tenn.
THOMAS & BLOCKER
UPHOLSTERING SHOP
938 Mississippi Ave.
Years
Nights Call: FA. 4-184
Free Estimate — All work guaranteed
Professional Experience Mrs. Nettie Thornal, Mgr.
)MED
Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In Town ! !
Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death
Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods, Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Fur-
niture You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business?
3 Lines For Two (2) Weeks .70
INSURANCE AGENCIES
AUTO LIABILITY
NOW AVAILABLE
Regardless To Past
Accident Record!
I. If your Olivia, License has
been revoked
IL Il your Insurance has been
cancelled
3. If your application has been
rejected
Call Adkins Insurance Ageno7-3A. 6-5385. A Representative will
call at your home with full details
NOW AVAILABLE FOR
THE FIRST TIME!
HOSPITAL AND SICKNESS IN-
SURANCE FOR PEOPLE WHO
HAVE HAD cANcra. DIABETES,
HEART DISEASE AND OTHER
BRIM'S ILLNESS.
FOR MORE DEM.! CALL
ADKINS INSURANCE AGENCY
GENERAL AOENT - Duman.-
ITY DIV. - CONTINENTAL CAS-
UALTY CO. 734 VANCE AVE .
MEMPHIS, TENN.
PRONE - JA. 6-5365
•
11115.413AL EUTAW MI SALE
DEFENDER
Sat., Juni 4, 1960
15
PHONES JAckson 6-8397
JAckson 6-8398
YOU WILL GET RESULTS
CASH TALKS!
WILL PAY CASH for property or
vacant lot. If priced right
EL 3-1140 IL 7-7726
I. 111 GODWIN • COMPANY
INS Modem* Amami
1061 CUMMINGS lit-ROOM
FRAME DUPLEX - $750 Caals
Ing Meanie Avenue
$4601 Meath
W ORR BE. 2-1746
BE. s-rtss
It N. GODWIN A COMPANY
184* Menet* A 
NEW BRICK DUPLEX
1063 Calvert, Only 0500 Down$75 Monthly - Note, Flat
J. W ORR BR 2-1140
OR. 5-rrits
E. S. oeowiN COMPANY
PAISCELLANZOUS FOR SALE
1,0t0 NAME h ADDRESS LABILE II 00
Pocket Rubber 'Stamp SIASSRC Book Company, Sox No. 3233
Naeheillo 3. Tenn.
"U. & corne soccurr-
Send Coins. Will lend Chick. Not Pleased.
Return Check
Sought
COINS Sold Serious laq. Invited
Appraised
PAVATA'S COIN EXCHANGE
43-44 195th St, Flushing IA LI.. N. T.
Member A.N.A.
BUICK - 1964
ROADMASTERRIVIERA
Air Cond-power equip New paint-big
luxury car for fraction of cost.
$795.00
R. L REITZ-PH. MU 2-2157
Memphis Business
Service Directory
REMODELING, ADDITIONS
12x12 Rooms $995 - 12x20 Garage $435
E. Hunter Construction
Company
FA. 7-3966 Anytime Bank Terms
ELECTRO-
WARMTH
Bed Warmer For
Pains - Aches.
BLOMBERG
Burt Lake 1, Mich.
WRECKS
REBUILT
Automehile Body
Work end Painting
Dewey's Auto Service
475 Linslen Ave. /A 7-0328
re YOU WANT TO 1112 
BEAVINLvisit PRIEKDLT BEAUTY IS T 1311
ThOgaaa; addle Grant Mgr - (HasteMostar, OP. rs tor
MARTIN'S FISH MARKET
1020 MISSISSIPPI BLVD
Fresh Seafood Daily
FREE PARKING IN REAR
Henrietta
Martin
Owner &
Operator
DAV. MORT SUNDAY
TV Seems.
21" Cila•s Picture Tub•
'I" Gime Picture Tube  
Installed
Clew Wide TV ferries
3101M Caelelea
01... LIEN
  $31•116
$17.54
TIRE SERVICE CO
319 UNION AVE. MEMPHIS
RETREADING SPECIALISTS
PHONE JA. 64118
TRI -STATE DEFENDER WANTS
MEN AND WOMEN
Who Con Sell CLASSIFIED And
DISPLAY ADVERTISING
Men and Women with salts ability to sell advertising..
We need men and women for year round, full time
repeat sales Permanent connection, protected leads.
Salary, bonus plus commission.
Act promptly. Give three references. Write:
TRI - STATE DEFENDER
Post Office Box 311 Memphis, Tennessee
Misc. For Salo
SHOP AT BOB'S
FOR THE BEST IN INFANT'S
- CHILDREN'S WEAR
SPECIALS
LAYETTES $7.95
DIAPERS $1.57 Doz.
THIS AD WORTH $1.00
CASH FOR PURCHASE
OF $5.00 OR MORE.
Bob's Juvenile
Shop
3206 W. Roosevelt Rood
SA. 2-9622
SAN Stamps With Purchase
2-BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
ISZAUTIPTILLY POLDIHXD baroque mix-
ture of tigereys. amethyst. obsidium,
agate other $3 95 pound postpaid V
Brubaker. 531$ W 1,-12, Lancaster Calif.
JAMER8ON'S BARBER SHOP
1355 Park Avenue
FA 4-9141
LOIS BEAUTY SHOP
2355 Park Avenue
Appointment FA. 4414$
BROWN'S PIANO CO.
1381 Se. Third St. EX 7-0525
000D PRACTICE PIANOS 175
$7.50 down and Easy Terms
EX. 7-6780 Kites & &nadirs
MARRIAGE
CERTIFICATE
LEGAL, Printed Forms. GUARANTEED!
Any State Narnes Dates, Omitted Used
as Orivi,mie Duplicate, copies or gifts.
$3 each ithreei $5 Prompt Confidential
Pretintid Service
NATIONAL FORMS
P.O. Box 7072, Miami 55, Fla.
3-REMOD-El. REPAIR PAINT -
ROOFING, roofs repaired Stop a07
leak Carpets ar work, floors leveled.
Chimneys. Fitters cleaned, repaired,
stucco. concrete, plaster do my own work.
Free est fissionable price.
T C. Spencer BR $4643 BR 6-2030.
 - 
4-SPECIAL SERVICE
INQUIRES WANTED RHEA FIRE AND
burglar alarm .yetem EMeient aad In-
•xp.nhive. For borne and business Shelton
Distributing Co. 1199 Linden Office No 1011.
Phone BR 1141MIL
---'1"-4-1:064510;f0A.IN
I 2 Lin ""j
Gil GabrIelli YO. 9-4442
I BET-R PRODUCTS CO.
"A World of Values"
• AUTO 8CHLA riaRld•
.DVERTIEHNO salECIPL 1 bS
• PRINT, MtnNoGRAPHI NO
• RUBBER STAMPS SIA S
• DEC A LS CALEND A RS
790 Yonkers Ave,
CLASSIFIED
Want Ad
RATES
15c per agate line
5 words to a line
2 lines 
•• 
 30c
3 lines .45c
4 lines 
 
60c
lines   ......75c
s% PT. SAME RATE as 1 line
ordinary type
SAME RATE es 1
lines ordieery PIP*
!Opt.
18 PT.
24 PT. 
36 PT.
SAMI RATS se 4
lime ordiesre hes
SAM! RATE AS
S hoes willeare
time
;A Id I
RAT1 AS
1 hoes
winner!
tvire
Cancellations of Want ads can
be given until 12 soon Satur
day Copy cancelled after 12
Boos Saturday will be billed
at regular rates.
DEADLINES
12 Noon Monday
Miscellaneous
No guarantee can be given as
to position in column T F
(Till Forbid) orders subject
to change in rate without
notice.
Trl State Defender box num
hers - the words comprising
the address - whether name
and street or telephone, or
The Tri State Defender box
number - will be charged for
as part of the advertisement
The Tri-State Defender will
forward to nut of town ad
vertIsers mad received id
Creased to our address, but
the excess p(stage is to be
charged to the advertiser.
IN.., Central Ave.) Yonkers, N. T.
REPAIRS ON ALL MAKE
Sewing Machines. NO Service charge
in city. All Work Guaranteed. Call
Reif Home Service
1657 Lamar AVetthe
BR. 44056
NEAT IRONVIS
If mit want your ironing done nice-
ly. call JA 5-0063 at any hour.
BUSINESS SERVICE
13 histruction
ENROLL
NOW
COMPLETE
SECRETARIAL TRAINING
+
Night & Day Classes
Key Punch
Data Processing
Typing & Filing
Shorthand
Accounting
HENDERSON
Business College, Inc.
530 Linden Ave. JA 6-4161
Men, Women, 18-55
To Train For
Civil Service Jobs
No experience necessary. grammar
school education unsay sufficient
Permanent jobs, no layoffs, short
hours high Pay. advancements lend
name, address. phone number and
time home Tri-State Defender. P.O.
Box 31,
11-SPECIAL SERVICES
• Accounting
* Secretarial
* Office Machine
* Refresher Course
* Modern Equipment
Day & Evening
Classes
GRIGGS
Business & Practical
Art College
492 Vance Ave.- JA 7-4917
It Special Services
PIANOS TUNED
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY TUNER
Repairs Estimated Here
24 Tears In Plano Tuning
and Rebuilding
11/EWER JAckson 6 2334
1000 Istsbess•41 Business Cards
St S3.99
Op '1 I Lines-1 color (Black or Slum
Business Cards • Apra. Cards
Personal Cards
Ern •alue at the new lee arise of
$3.95 per 1.000
Write me for saraPle cards and style
chart BUSINESS CARD SPECIALIST
GEORGE PALINKUS
11137-15I East 33rd St Lortin, Ohio
INSTRUCTIONS
ilmilB111114111%. 
1=121=131110
4:10 4C.E:
Distinctfvely serving the Midwest with
Accounting, Beleallee Administration,
busin•es Machines, Soonetoriol, ISM
Kay Punch, Personality Development,
Civil Service, Real Estate and
Court Reporting Cour.«
Sinee 1948
list aid Evielsi Claim
\ Rehabil 
Veterans Apprevol
itation Students WelOOMINI
Oet- ef- town Students Invit•el
Cattleg epee reileit)
Elinor L Hubbard, MA. Dirosto
JE 5-6161
4448 Washington Si.Louis 8, Mo.
SPIRTTUAL ADVISOR
STOP SUFFERING! ! !
Post $1 00 NOW Reply enve1ope brings
POSITIVE moor! Health center. Ade-
laide Road. Dublin. Irelaid (7 hours Air-
mail)
THE AMAZING "MAGIC
POWER" OF NUMBERS!
!Retuning Secret Master Cede, F tie
Numbers end Days • Colabinselea Codm,
1 Digit F1 
 etc. Prim MOIL
VICTORY
7728A Clyde Ave.Chicago IS. 111.
ART LOVERS. NOW IS YOUR CRANCE
TO CALI-ICI UNUSUAL POSTCARDS, II
FOR Iron START YOUR COLLECTION
NOW {INCUR CARD $i CENTS. P. 0.
BOX in, ANSONIA STATION N. T 1/3
N. V
FRES UM oueirrios a ANSWERS TO
plaI terrines lest for drivers license in
NEW YORK STATE lend 15 mate le
cover east et mailing end handling -
plus self addressed C stamped •nevelme.
BET R PRODUTS CO. BOX 123
ANSONIA STATION, NISI YORK U.
N. V.
We will also Include free of *name the
ieelesed Limas' Holder with every (witty
'see i vied.
ROW TO WIN' LOVE, MONEY. ITTO.
Send erirthd ate and dime for information
sealed. KM& 13104th Ave., Chicago
Heights III
Rev. C. W. F. Jefferson
Brings You I Am
MOSES wak• e CHRIST
SINAI dun• ZION
FOR Burnam, AMULET, /ELT MONTT.
UNCROSSED RUSH $3,04 DONATION
NOW!' JOY PEACE MY PEOPLE WE
LOVE 00 MUCK. CHICAGO 53. ILL. .
309 E. 47th ST.
WA 4-2132
ELECTRONIC . HYPNOTIZEh $14.00 -
Translator Radio ill 95 Pocket me GagGun 
- 19.94 - Extra 31 caliber shell's
;
1;15 
50 men Radio ECM,'- Talkie9 - Any Radio TV Tube 11.00 each.
ransworid Siestronics - Post Office ROI155 - Indio California.
SPIRITUAL HELP
Are you worried over money maniere,
strange unnetural evil Influences? Are youskit' risen write Bishop Baker Enclose$1.00 love offering There is help for mawtroub'ed soul. You can be sticeessful Write
BISHOP BAKER
att Prospect Ave.
Suite 109
Cleveland. Ohio
For Sale Misc.
THE LAW OF AVERAGES
"BE JAMMED"
Teas any min nerd Si talls as you
choose-4ov coin! Anytiesei Any Platte
-A %teethe', statement, • ne lees start-ling oedemas nee This easily mestere/tee/Mout iii s eopyrlehted manual seatYee irnmeidta(ely for Si AFRO-FLIP
CRAFT Bel 111111-4. Bridgeport I, Conn.
SPECIAL SERMONS
• tar $1.00 - 10 ter $2.00
Easter Series 9 for 12.00
National Sermon Supply
104 N. Dalrymple
Albion, Michigan
"BY THE NUMBERS"
NUMBER RATINGS Through The
ScienC• Of Numerology. RESULTS
Will AMAZE You With Our Week-
ly NUMBER Card. Daily Vibrations
Fee Any Event - CUBA. RACE
MUTUELS, STOCKS & IIONDS
Relit., att. State Your Choice.
Send $2.00 With Birth Oct., full
Nettie And Your Foverite Method
Of Ploy. (No Checks Please).
VICTORY SERVICE
77261 Se. Clyde Ave.
Oleos. 41.
BUSINESS SERVICE
MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE
Take New atniaToricx And Enloe Life A
dietary preparation RUMTORZX takes up
where nature I 
 off A PHYSICIAN'S
FORMULA Only $500 for • 2-week sup-
ply Money-back it not masted after 3
bottle Send CO D Cheek or Money
Order MORI
THE RUMTOREX CO.
231 1. 115th St. - Be. 17
N1W YORK 21. N. Y.
THE BARGAIN Center. nu
Smith St., Charleston, Nest Va.
Be Wise, send 25 cent for catalog
of 1000 books, 35 cent up today.
APPLIANCE SERVICE
FREE ESTIMATES
ON
• Refrigerators
• Washing Machines
• Freezers
• Dryers
AND
ALL SMALL APPLIANCES
Memphis Refrigerator
Service 1004 Joseph
JA 7-0016
'mulls MAGIC BATTERY rowen
AND MOTOR TUNIC?*
Instant stark In any weather Seep
batteries fully charged in 60 below sire
cold You'll play your radio all
wOter with fear of battery failure Mors
whiter miles per gallon on gas Blaring
new power, pep RIG PROFITS FOR
AGENTS; Send $1.14 for sample and de-
t•ile , And get TREE 30 day wooly
at THAU'S 0El Potency Tablets) A Men-
$51 and Pep Stimulant - the very best.
Than - 6510 Vernon Chicago 37. III.
RESTORE "PEP" wits extra pep formula
$1.00 etetuniteble Ed Rumbols. Messant
Dale Nebritaka
Piano Warehouse Sale
We specialise in 'tool used pianos
$10 down will put a piano in your
home. FREE DELIVERY
Holliday Capri Plano Sales
1199 Linden - SR 5.0356 Also
Nights a Sundays.
BR. I-0355
SUSIE'S BEAUTY SHOP
212. Hernando
Specializes In Nair Styles Of
All IC 1 nd
Tinting Bleaching
Booths For Rent
A mod engines' In downtown 10-
C11301
Suete Walker JA. 6-911117
lit• eldest FA 44004
12 Business Opportunities
MAKE MONEY
FROM THE START
We show you how FREE! to
secure lists of slow pay ac-
counts from doctors, dentists,
grocers, sanitari•ims, lumber
companies, garages, etc. All
you do is send them to us ..
for our experienced collection
service. We pay up to $1.25
a nam• No delay. Write to-
day.
GENERAL FINANCE
304 Pickwick Bldg.
Kansas City 6, Mo.
VALUES OALORti Sales Rook 78e Re-
fundable, with coupon
ALTON WAYMAR1 el. PA
3 WAYS TO MAKE MONEY AT ROME.
where to buy materMil and now to
manufacture cheaply fiend $1.00 Manti-
faathrthe Specialties. sickler.ms. It J
4111)
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This ta her mew office at the Mississippi
State Lis• MADAM SELL Is back ones a
long time of betas away and at last site Is
bark to stay m bee sew hems
Are yon Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
vim lost faith te your husband, wits or sweetheart? Are TOO
in bed health? Are Yea discouraged? if say et these SIPE volts
problems, eons, let MADAM BELL advise you at ones gb•
Will read III. to you lust as she would read an epee book
Tell you why your lob or bustle,. Is wet a pieces. If fell have
tailed in he rest eons see MADAM BILL at once
Located ow Highway 41 South, tom ever Mississippi Riot*
Line. se the wily to Bernie& Her Items Is I biotite below
where she used is stay debt aside the Donate Motel Se sure
to leak her the RED !MD'S HOURk and you'll had her there
at all tinges. (Sits sever sad an ',Mee Lie West Monatfalo )
Catch yellow bus merited Whitebsyte State Use and gel
eft at 9ta,e Line and walk I bleeks aid see MADAM DELI'S
HAND eiteN
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hears II a es to I p.m.
Readings Daily Ogee ee Sundays
I don't main say borne calls or 'newel any 'otters Se sure
to loot ego the right SIP sad the MOS sung-
MISCELLANEOUS
NEW AMAZING "11All POOH GUN
Proteellem Tim earry is Titer Purse
Startle and distract nrosilers. would.
be ris 22 allattaerkers s itch t.his cleverly de-
signed Ball Point
bey Olanki with el.
tr• loud report CA.
be 
tory In Europe. Send 54 it5 calk.
awdenb;"e,at $tr40:75ourrd foraround. leo
Airmailed pestnold
airomPletely led f e•
laoacy order or check so:'
HOLLYWOOD IMPORT (1),
2639 West Peterson - 112
Chicago 43. Illleees
MEXICAN DIVORCE or marriage, valid,
quick, easy Details either one $2
Box 504 Tijuana, BC. Mexico iSit
AMAZINO. LISTED for life for tic. Store
Paying out dimes quarters, dollars for
One time listing. Your name In our files
should keep your box full of interesting
offers, free samples, big mail. etc for
111. Detail.. for self-addressed stamped
envelope Andy's Trading Post, Route 3-1',
in -son City N C. Ell
FOR SALE, JACKS, TOOLS, AND COM-
Pie' e equipment to run • games. Will
rent MUlding to reliable person Jr. eksoes
5-0205
1.000.000 ROOKS 10c nicht Tree Cata-
logs Mailway. Box 124-1. NYC-0
REBUILT I WM electric typewriter still
la factory crate $70.00. Ouaranteed.
&unsaid* !Printing, Box 5491. DT. Hunt-
ington 3, West Va.
BARGAIN MERCHANDISE CATALOO.
Huge discounts. Low wholesale prices.
Big vow-saying catalog Um (refund-
able). 5 • .1 CO Boa 434, Levittown 9.
Pa
ADULTS. OrTERESTINO MAIL. Earnings,
Photos, booklets. catalogs, $1 refunded
49c Gin with order. Alvin - Boa
354-TAD. Hicksville, on; Wand. N. Y.
WE NEED name*. Will Pay roil no Per
name for obtaining them for our mail-
ing list. Complete instructions sent for
III 00. Harry M. Young. 917 Broad Street.
Bristol, Ten 
"Amethyst pendants, earrings, bracelets,
$1.24 each item, postpaid. V. Brubaker,
5.118 W L-12, Lancaster, Calif."
F • CUSTOM MADE
U • REFINISHED
▪ • RESTYLED
K • ANTIQUE
N RESTORED
• REPAIRED
T SPECIAL FOR
u THE WEEK!
R PLATFORM $2995
, ROCKER
E YOUR CHOICE OF
* NYLON OR
* NAUGAHYDE
Moorman's
Upholstering, Inc.
FA 7-0744 1576 Getwell
8. LOANS Ir MORTGAGES
NEED CASH?
Quick Loans-
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
There is a reason why people
like to do business with us.
You, too, will like our cour-
teous treatment and desire to
help you.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P. M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
oleic ritiANci co
Herne awned - Home operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
• W. like I. say ref 16 rim'
loan request"
greireined mad Supervised by the
inet• Department of lesurane• and
Sank's.
2 LOCATIONS
161 main JA. 6-1331
Ill Madison JA. 54111
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
GROUND F10011
STERICK BUILDING
WIMP! IMPS IMO YOU
Gil PREFIRfnillAt
SIR
22 Furnished Rooms
Rea= ter rent furnished or onharniebt
ed WRitehall 5.8218 1342 iesthaa SEW
Cali after $ 30 or before 700 A U.
- - -
ORANGE MOUND
HOTEL
Free Transportation To and From
Airport, Depot, Bus Station, Etc
GOOD FOOD
In Our Madero Restaurant
Harry Holmes, Owner
2401 Park Avenue
FA 7-9253
East-Cosy Many Convert
for Prof woman
Call OL. 2-5547 After 4 p.m.
Suitable
$e Nevins & Hauling
MN MOVERS
MU. 3-0911
Low Rates - Insured Moving
MOVING
For Complete Quality
E-Z STORAGE & VAN CO.
JA. 7-2597 JA, 7-2597
W. P. SHELTON
Lowest Flat Rates In City
Insured Moving
GL. 2-9507 GL. 2-5474
_
Best Deal In Town
CROSSTOWN
BR 4-4550 - BR 4-4551
Local And Long Distance
4 Special Service
ATTENTION!
Diabetic Sufferers
Others Have Gained
Immediate Relief With
Frank Wilson Home
Remedy
Cniesee U. IS.4314 vane Ave.
Phone Li. 111-1243
HELP WANTED, Male, Female
WOMEN SEW EASY READY-CUT
WRAP-A-ROUND APRONS HMO
Earn 136.16 Dozen-Spare Time
Write-Accurate Wire
PR REPORT NEW YORK
We hare openings for salesmen to
sell &tailor Household Appliances. NO
EXPERIENCE NECESSARY. 1587
Lamar - BR. 4-5050.
Female Help Wanted
WONtklN 81W EASY READY-CUT
Wrap-A-Round Aprons Home. Earnin 16 Dozen-Spare Time Write -
ACCURATE MFGR'S
REEPORT. NEW YORK
MAIDS TO $50 WEEK. Guaranteed
jobs, best working conditions. FREE
room, board, uniforms. Tickets sent.
A-1 Agency, 100A Main St., Hempstead,
Long Island. N. Y.
Maids $35-$60 Week
Males needed for better names us
New York, New Jersey, Restos, Mass..
Hartford. Conn.. and Strminghacn.
Ala. Gus ranteed lobs. fres mein and
boaro lays money Tickets sent. Call
Sr write
LUCKY STAR EMPLOYMENT
AGENCY 1830 4th Ave.. N. Birming-
ham Ms FA 3-5746 A SOUTHERN
"teener Garvin. SOUTHERN People.
Situations Wanted
EFFICIENT WOMAN
Desires Job As Typist Or
Secretory. Experienced A s
Switch-Beard Operator. Will
Also Take Typing In My
Home. Call Between $ A. M.
And 12 P. N.
WH. 6-5452
MRS. ELSIE PAYNE
CHILD CARE in my home while par-
ents work. J. Wright, experienced.
4-7611.
TYPING done In my home Snort terra
Patter, and stencil cutting seceptable.
WE, 149057
WOULD LIKE to have five days or lesa
house work, or lob as brihysOkr. Mrs.
Rosemand Williams 2-5060
Wanted For Rent
WANTED: TO SUS-LET
At least a 4-room nouse. preferably In
So. Memphis. But will take any home is
Memphis. Will need home 3 months Ex-
change references. Contact Tri-State
Rouses FOR szprr
ORANGE -MOUND
23A2 Progress At Lamar fibetnidng
Center, Melrose School $ rooms and
bath iletly $5600 - Mud Sell.
1140 MARECHALNEIL
Beautiful. 10 rooms. 3 baths many
crime in this fine home
S UNIT APARTMENT
1067 So Wellington. North of Me-
Lemont Completely furnished.
Mrs 4 Popperrnstmer - GL. 1-1707
'Commons Wilson Realty Co
1743 Lamar - GL. 5-3334
1165 SO WELLINGTON
PEA APPRAISED
This I. a very rifle white etucoo bungalow,
nal moms and tile bath downstate' anti
a eery beautiful paneled den or befiroont
upstairs. Forced air heat In large base-
ment trard•ond floors Fenced rear let.
Garage Pro, $11.000 00 $5,150.10 cash
1ncluding donne cost Shown ny appoint-
ment C W Near) ER II-6370
Wilson Galbreath Co
Realtors SR 11-4515 634 IL censor
Apts For Rent
"OR RENT
1596 Sunset-Douglas Sub-division. One
side of Duplex 3 rms. A bath-hot-cold
water Gas heater In front room. Price:$35 month.
Phone FA. 4-0673
15 Agents Wanted
GUARANTEED HOMEWORK
Mall out dropship catalog Keep SD
cant from orders Proven sellers
tails. sample caulks $2.00 Pailnicos.
TaD z 33rd Lorain. Ohio
per
1630
 
Sc A QUART
Make tt ourssit We snow you now.
Save 90 per cent On each 11.00. Complete
easy Instructions $1 00 FREE with order,
carload of other interesting offers
Brown Cross Country Publications.
300 East nth St New York 111. N
NEED EXTRA =MIT
Men or Women Age 21•76 - Sell Family
Orono Hospital insurance Make Use el
Your ;ontents
W. A Adkins-District Mgr
Continental Casy114., canvass,
J A 
s
6 Correspondence Club
B1OOEST MAIIA eoa ever get. List roue
name 1 year tic World's Mail Tried
16 W 441115 Radio Cite 36 PI T a.
Dept re
IT YOU WANT A HUS1AND, wife,
rettreert or pen-pal limn $1.00 for
a lir of mimes to 0 R King, P 0.
Itox 15361 MeK4111111 1111$•tion. Memphis
11. TODD
-
16 DEFENDER
Sat., June 4, 1960 . •F
Humboldt, Tenn. ..;:1,
The Annual Wciman's Day
was observed at Morning Star
Baptist church Sunday, May
El. The theme for.- the day
was, "Woman Serving the
Church." The Pastor, Rev. W.
A. Owens preached an excel-
lent sermon at the 11 o'clock
hour, using for a text "Han-
nah prayed" 1st Samuel 2:1-7.
For the special program at
3:00 p. m. Mrs. W. G. Terry
wife of Rev. W. G. Terry pas-
tor First Baptist church, Jack-
son, Tenn. as guest speaker.
Mrs. Terry used fo rher sub-
ject, "Women Working Togeth-
er Etfetiveiy." Her address
was delivered with grace and
charm. Everyone present
seemed to have beeninformed
and inspiried.
The joint choirs of Lane
Chapel CME church and
'Morning Star Baptist rendered
music, with Mrs. Nelda Wit-
hams as soloist. The music
Lovers, a newly organized
group rendered music also.
Mrs. Addie B. Roe, member of
Lane Chapel was mistress of
ceremony. Mrs. Inez Bryson
gave the welcome and Miss
Ethel Seets of Parker's Chapel's
Gibson, Tenn responded. Mrs.
S. H. McVay, Milan, Tenn. ac-
knowledged the visitors.
There were visitors from
Jackson. Milan, Trenton, Gib-
son and Dyer. The day was a
success The women of Morn-
ing Star reached their goal. We
extend thanks to everyone for
helping us make this day a
success Our special thanks to
The pastor, members of the Lane
Chapel CME church for co-
operating whole heartedly with
us. Mrs. Lena Lyons was
General Chairman. Rev. W. A.
Owens is Pastor.
Members of the Baskerville
family and their families went
to Belmont CME church, Ma-
son, Tenn. for the Annual
Home-coming celebration. Mr.
and Mrs William H. Basker-
ville and children Chehster, Wil-
liam (Billy) and Marva, Mr.
and Mrs. Chester Bryson and
daughters, Myrtle, Ernestine,
and Virginia (Baby Sister),
Mrs. Lucy A. Collier and her
daughter, (Your scribe), at-
tended.
The program at 3 p. m. was
a family affair so no comment
since I am a member of the
Baskerville family.
Mrs Lucile Robinson and
twins Dorothy and Martha and
FORTUNE'S
TV SERVICE
545 1 Mallory at Lauderdale
WH 6-71'33
Deoutdabie TV Service
SERVICE CALL
DAY—NIGHT
SUNDAY—HOLIDAYS
flu Awl n wont $1.00 toward orrice
en any TV repair
PCA Authorised Service
4y14110Wof
HEADACHE
For faster, mere templets relief of
headache, neuralgia, neuritis pains,
take STANBACK Tablets or Powders.
STANBACK's S. A. synergistic Action)
—the combined action of severe
medically-approved ingredients in
one easy-to-take dose—eases anxiety
and tension, starts bringing relief
right away.  aigA
Test
STAN BACK
against any
preperat ion
you've ever
used
orothy Gentry attended Ves-
per Services of Merry High
school Sunday afternoon. Also
attending form 'Boldt were
Rev and Mrs. C. D. McKelvy
and son Edward.
As I glanced around at the
Commencement Exercises at
Lane college -Monday morning
I spotted Rev. and Mrs. C. D.
McKelvy and on Edward,
Mrs Freddie Thomas, Rev. U.
H. Burnett, Messers. C. H. Wil-
liams and D. H. Tuggle. Hope
I did not overlook anyone.
SOCIALLY
Many from this area attend-
ed the Annual Peppermint Ball
sponsored by Delta Sigma So-
rority Friday night, May 20
at Merry high school and the
Annual Formal of Alpha Phi
Alpha Fraternity at the Gib-
son County Training School Mi-
lan, Tenn. Monday night, May
23.
The Hawaiian Art and Social
held its regular meeting in the
home of Mrs. 0. E. Stigall
at 3 p. m. Mrs. Lucy Col-
lier, president, presided over
the business. Delegates were
elected to attend the State
meeting in Dyersburg in June.
Funeral services for Mrs.
Buelah Parker were at Lane
Chapel CME church Saturday
morning at 11 o'clock. With
Pastor, Rev. C. D. McKelvy
and Rev M. H. Burnett officiat-
ing.
She was the mother of Miss
Josephine Parker, Mrs. Simmie
!McKnight, Gary, Ind., and
Quentin Parker, Chicago, Ill. Al-
so attending was Mrs. Addie
Lue Dance Strawder, Cincin-
nati, Ohio a niece and Mr.
Dewey Tillman, Chicago a nep-
hew. Mims Funeral Home in
charge
Funeral services for Samuel
Lee Broyles a student of Sti-
gall high school who drowned
while fishing in Reelfoot Lake
last Friday were held at St.
James Baptist of whlch he was
a member Tuesday at 1 p. m.
Samuel would have been a
Junior next school term. He
was an active member of all
Youth Organizations of the
church and a very nice young
man. Rev. W. H. Burrell, pas-
tor of St. James gave the Eu-
logy Rawls and Baskervville
Funeral home, in charge.
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Should Marian
Anderson Rest
On Her Laurels?
For nearly 30 years singer
Marian Anderson has been in-
ternationally acclaimed as the
greatest contralto of the cen-
tury. The June issue of Ebony
magazine provides answers to
questions about her future in
an article entitled "Should
Marian Anderson Retire?"
"I thought she should have
retired five years ago," Chi-
cago Daily News music critic
Don Henahan is quoted as say-
ing in the article which carries
the opinions of some of the na-
tion's top critics. "She has
been disappointing recently,"
observes the New Yorker Ma-
gazine's music critic Winthrop
Sargeant "Think of all the
people young and aid, who
would never get a chance to
bear her if she retired now,"
counters the Chicago Tribune's
Claudia Cassidy.
And though critics are divid-
ed on the question, Miss Ander-
son provides her own answer
in exclusive Ebony magazine
article.
MMUNIIMIIIIM1110111111191011141111111111111119M11
Straighten your hair
at HOME in
one easy application!
Now you cart have the longer looking, straight hair
you've admired. The easy, Silky Striae home method
gives you professional-type results, leaves your hair
easy to manage, ready to style as you desire. Your
hair stays straight longer, won't go back even in hottest,
humid weather. Easy-to-follow directions, money-back
guarantee in every package.
GENTLE strength ter women end
children's longer, finer how.
R EGIIL A R sirengde for men's short.
er, entaroor hair.
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Highlights
*4••••••••••••••••••••
THURSDAY, JUNE 2
7:00 to II:00, GOOD MORN-
ING FROM MEMPHIS, A
variety show featuring, news,
music, weather and ALMANAC
"Coronation of Queen Elizabeth
11-1953."
4:00 to 5:30, EARLY MOVIE
WITH KITTY KELLY, "Ever
Since Eve" with Robert Monts
gomery and Marion Davies. At-
tractive blonde, tired of atten-
tion from employers, assumes
disguise of ugly duckling to get
a job.
6:30 to 7:00, BORDER
PATROL, "Deadrnan's Float."
Deputy Chief Don Jagger mu-
querades as an escaped crimi-
nal in order to invade a smug-
gling syndicate's headquarters.
Richard Webb stars.
7:00 to 7:30, BETTY HUT-
TON SHOW, Love comes to
Goldie in the form of a suave f•
handsome relative of the Strick-
land family who is scheming to
relieve her of control of the
multi-million dollar estate.
7:30 to 8:00, JOHNNY Hifi-
GO, Ringo helps a scientist
photograph the moon from a
haunted hill. Don Durant and
Mark Goddard star.
8:00 to 8:30, ZANE GREY
THEATRE, Deadfall • starring
Van Johnson. A notorious gun-
man faces a framed back rob-
bery charge right after he is
released from prison.
8:30 to 9:00, MARKHAM,
"Man from Salzburg." A notori-
ous racketeer steals the pass-
port of an American who looks
just like him, so he, the
racketeer can re-enter the
country. Ray Milland stars,
"VARIETY — WORLD 0 F
9:00 to 10:00, "VARIETY —
WORLD OF SHOW BIZ" (Rev-
lon Revue) Starring Sid Cae-
sar, and Audrey Meadows with
guests Gene Barry, Howard
IMorris, comedian; Chita Rivera,
imusical comedy star and the
!Jack Cole Dancers.
10:00 to 11:40, LATE MOVIE,
"Woman in White" with Elea-
nor Parker, Alexis Smith and
Sydney Greenstreet. Strange
and haunting spell takes place
in a manision where a man
drives innoncent women to
thetr end (honest)
FRIDAY, JUNE 3
7:00 to 8:00 a. m. GOOD
MORNING FROM MEMPHIS,
Variety program with music,
news, weather, and featuring
ALMANAC — Evacuation of
Dunkirk Completed (World War
II) 1940.
4:00 to 5:30, EARLY MOVIE
WITH KITTY KELLY, "Bright
Lights" with Joe E. Brown
and Ann Dvorak. Comedy.
6:30 to 7:30, RAWHIDE, Eric
Fleming and Clint Eastwood
star. "Incident of the Silent
Web" A mute little girl is the
answer to a murder on the
trail.
7:30 to 8:00, HOTEL DE
. AREE. Earl Holliman in "Sun-
dance and the Delayed Gun."
A sadistic gunman goads a
coward into a gun duel and is
killed himself when he goes one
step too far.
8:00 to 9:00, LUCILLE BALL
—DESI ARNAZ SHOW. "Lucy
Meets Milton Berle." Wanting
to get away and write a book,
Luey offers him sanctuary in
her summer home, planning to
trap him into reciprocating
the kindness by heading her
PTA benefit show.
9:00 to 9:30, TWILIGHT
ZONE, Orson Bean stars in
"Mr. Bevis" story of a lovable
eccentric who finds even hu-
mans can get too much of a
good thing, but appreciates all
the little kindnesses of destiny.
Hemy Jones is featured.
10:10 to 11:40, LATE MOVIE,
Fighter Squadron—with Ed-
mund O'Brien, Robert Stack,
Henry Hull. A former Flying
Tiger faces combat rigor of
too many missions, has to
make one more in flying D-
Day air cover.
Saturday, hoe 4
10:00 to 10:30 a. m., LONE
RANGER, "Woman in the
White Mask." A young brother
and sister start on a misguided
campaign of revenge against a
miner whom they blame for
the murder of their father. The
Lone Ranger sets matters
right.
11:00 to 11:30, SKY KING,
I Co-starring Kirby Grant and
; Gloria Winters. "Flood of
Fury ' Sky King braves a rag-
ing flood to save three men
who turn out to be dangerous
outlaws.
11:55 to 3:00, BASEBALL—
GAME OF THE WEEK—BOS-
TON AT NEW YORK
3:00 to 4:00, HOPALONG
CASSIDY, "Undercover Man"
with Bill Boyd and Andy Clyde.
Hopalong Cassidy is suspected
of robbery.
4:00 to 11:00, EARLY MOVIE,
"Fighter Squadron" with Ed-
mund O'Brien, Robert Stack,
Hull. Flying Tiger
cà one more flying chal-
lenge, the air cover at Dun-
kirk.
0:00 to 7:30, PERRY MA-
SON, Shady lawyer and fright-
ened client complicate "Case of
the Credulous Quarry" with
Raymond Burr and Barbara
Hale.
7:30 to BOO. WANTED DEAD
OR ALLY/ Hired by $ consci-
entious saletmen, bounty
BEIAMI—M rs. Donna Keel,
charming Miami model, reg-
isters delight after being in-
formed that she has been ac-
cepted as a student at the
Pygmalion School of Charm
and Personal Improvement.
Mrs. Keel, who wants to
eventually teach charm
By Carlotta Stewart
Musing: WHERE WILL
FIND FAITH? "A little fish
overheard • fisherman talking
to another fisherman," he said
"Have you ever stopped to think
how essential water is to life?
Without water our earth would
dry up. Everything would die."
The little fish became panic-
stricken. He swam away in
hate "I must find water or I
will die." None of the other
fish could tell him anything a-
bout water
At last he swam out into the
deepest depths of a vast ocean
and found himself in the
presence of the oldest and wis-
est fish of them all. "Where
will I find this basic essence of
life—water! "Water, chuckled
the ancient sage "Why you are
in it right now. You were in it
when you were back home in
your own lake. You breathe it
constantly. You bathe in it con-
stantly" Abashed, the little fish
turned tail and wearily began
the long swim home, mutter-
ing "I had water all the time
... I did not know it." (Chinese
tale)
Oft times in doubt and des-
pair we are constantly search-
ing for faith. We are always
looking for it except where it
hunter Steve McQueen goes
after a defective weapon which
is in the hands of an outlaw.
John Conwell and Russell
Arms are featured.
8:00 to 8:30, MR. LUCKY,
Two fascist hate mongers use
Mr. Lucky's ship to smuggle
themselves into the country.
John Vivyan stars. Patricia
Donahue is featured.
8:30 to 9:00, HAVE GUN,
WILL TRAVEL, To come
9:00 to 9:30, GUNSMOKE,
Chester is wounded while he and
Matt give chase to the robbers
of an army payroll. James
Arness stars.
riciatteFP at
9:30 to 10:00, SHOTGUN
SLADE. "Back Track." Scott
Brady stars as Shotgun Slade.
A captured embezzler is robbed
by a gang looking for a gold
shipment but who settle for a
suitcase full_ of 'tough.
10:00 to 10:30, CORONADO 9,
"Loser's Circle" with Rod
Cameron as Dan Adams. A
girl's fanatical urge to murder
her father -sends Dan Adams
In a desperate cross country
chase.
10:30 to 12:30, MILLION
DOLLAR PLAYHOUSE, "Bull-
dog 'Drummcmd's Bride" with
John Howard, Heather Angel,
Reginald Denny and H. B. War-
ner. Drummond finally marries
in spite of chasing robbers
from England to France.
—Second Featly*: Charlie
Chan in "Al Trap" with Sid-
ney Tnier
courses, is first Negro to be
accepted by the Pygmalion
school. Mrs. Keel attributes
her success in being accepted
to Elder Charles Beck, whom
she describes as the man
who gave her confidence
through prayer and belief in
the Sacred Cross.
always is . . . within ourselves
patiently waiting for us to use
It. Our Bible, in the Book of
Deuteronomy, gave us devine
guidance in this matter over
2500 years ago: "For this com-
mandment which I command
thee this day, it is not too herd
for thee, neither is it far off.
It is not in heaven . . . . Neith-
er is it beyond the sea. . . But
the word is very nigh unto
th(.., in thy mouth, and in thy
heart, that thou mayest do it."
Dear Carlotta: Can you ad-
vise me what to do about a
house when I retire? I retire in
September. I will come home
to live with my sister in our 8
room family home. We own
it. Our total retirement income
of $225 we can go on owning
it. But it is over 50 years old
and will need many repairs as
time foes on. A real estate man
has offered us a good price.
Wonder if we wouldn't be bet-
ter off to sell, then buy a
small rew house and set up a
new and easier life somewhere
else? Retired.
Dear Retired: You've, al-
ready half sold yourself on
selling . . . or you would not
have called in that real estate
man. Tell him to go to the ball
game while you think things
over. When you think of re-
pairs, consider that in a new
house you will have to estab-
lish a lawn, plant your flowers,
scrape the putty off the win-
dows etc. You've got stars in
your eves, as so many other
retirement - age people have.
And at your age should know
the grass isn't greener over the
fence. It's not HONEST.
NAACP Youth
Plan Fall
Sit-In Move
HOUSTON—Sixty-two southern
studEnts. representatives of the
southwest NAACP sit-in protest
movement, met here last week-
end to map plans for all strat-
egy-
Activities for this integrated
conference included evalua-
tion and reports of spring pro-
test demonstrations in the
southwest; discussion of the
NAACP, its philosophy, pro-
gram and accomplishments.
Also a review and discussion
of major problems in securing
equal rights for Negroes in the
South and drafting plans for
an explanded program for civil
rights in the southwest.
lhe students also passed a
y. hitlon calling for initiation
I.
StorliStops
BORN AT E. H. CRUMP
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
May 11, 1910
Son, Michael, to Mr. and
Mrs. Leroy Talley of 1190 Tuni-
ca, Apt. C.
May 14
Daughter, Charlotte, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie A. Winfield of
1598 Locust.
May 15
Daughter, Toni Rene, to Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph C. Crawford
of 97 Kirk.
Daughter, Terri, to Mr. and
Mrs. Gerald Fanion of 561
Edith.
Daughter, Candice, to Mr.
and Mrs. James C. Mathis of
47 E. Utah.
Daughter, Yolanda, to Mr.
and Mrs. James Momon of 941
E. Trigg.
May 18
Daughter, Jo Ann, to Mr. and
Mrs. James L. Curtis of 214
Radar rd.
Daughter, Cheryl, to Mr. and
Mrs. Manuel L. Jones of 12 S.
Willett.
Daughter, Charlotte, to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles S. Smith of
Rt. 4. Box 807, Millington.
May 19
Daughter, Ruth, to Mr. and
Mrs. Hayward Ford of 1920
Clovia Lane.
BORN AT JOHN GASTON
HOSPITAL
May 21
Daughter, Cheryl, to Mr. and
Mrs. John Denton of 3867 Hol-
man.
Daughter, Jacqueline, to Mr.
and Mrs. Booker Jones of 1443
Lyceum.
Daughter, Lorraine, t o Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Campbell of
3072 Johnson.
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Climmie Harden of 493 Alston.
Daughter, Marilyn, to Mr.
and Mrs. Freddie Ls-nom o f
139 Kirk.
Son, Michael, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Wright of 1200 Da-
vid.
Son, Dwayne, to Mr. and
Mrs. Johnnie Martin of 854 Le-
Moyne Hall.
Daughter, Debra, to Mr. and
Mrs. Alonzo Alexander of 1301
No. Claybrook.
Daughter, Myra, to Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie James of 867 Saxon.
Son, David, to Mr. and Mrs.
Alvis Bonds of 887 No. Clay-
brook.
Daughter, Melody, to Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Wallace of
1805 Keltner.
May 22
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Taylor of 44 W. Fields.
Daughter, Shirley, to Mr.
and Mrs. Theodies Stokes of 26
W. Crump.
Daughter, Tina, to Mr. and
Mrs. Sammie Maxwell of 868
Porter.
Son, Shaun, to Mr. and Mrs.
Arnett Watkins of 399 Vance.
Daughter, Susan, to Mr. and
Mrs. Percy Stinson of 187 Mc-
Keller.
Daughter, Tamara, to Mr.
and Mrs. James Lawrence of
580 Beltline.
Son, Quan, to Mr. and Mrs.
Percy Anderson of 650 Wash-
ington.
Daughter, Linda, to Mr. and
Mrs. Pink Holloway of 767
Hastings.
Son, Edwardo, to Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Smith of 712 Tate.
Daughter, Roslyn, to Mr.
and Mrs. Tommie Walton of
2760 Deadrick.
Son, Kimberly, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Butler of 1448
Doris.
May 23
Son, Keith, to Mr. and Mrs.
Alonzo Chatman of 607 Wells.
Son, Stanley, to Mr. and
Mrs. M. C. Glass of 1859 Per-
son.
Daughter, Mary, to Mr. and
Mrs. Isaiah Ellis of 500 Driving
Park ct.
May 24
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Lee H. Wilson of 1162 No. Ever-
green.
Daughter, Cynthia, to Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph McDowell of
183 Mill.
Son, James, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Son, Reginald, to Mr. and
Mrs. William Lowery of 749
Wells, apt. 9.
Son, Derek, to Mr. and Mrs.
Eddie Mosley of 1411 Michigan.
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs,
Robert Stigall of 266 Bond.
Daughter, Jeanell, to Mr.
and Mrs. Ellihue Ferguson of
1286 Williams.
May 26
Daughter, Dorma, to Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Scales of 952 Lenow,
apt. J.
Daughters, Twins, Rita and
Renee, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Burton of 981 Leath.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
Pratcher of 220 Elder rd.
,.
Son, Donald, to Mr. and Mr.
Charles Hubbard of 478 rs;
Fifth.
May 27
Daughter, Elfreda, to Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Webber of
990 Poplar.
Son, Carl, to Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Smith of 4155 Raines.
Son, Alphonso, to Mr. a n d
Mrs. Sylvester Walton of 3009
Shannon.
Son, Eugene, to Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Davis of 1165 Chicago.
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Earnest Williams of 976 H.
McDowell.
Son, Brett, to Mr. and Mrs.
John Poe of 1851 Keltner.
James L. Rutherford of 973 'Be Confident!
LeMoyne dr.
Daughter, Debra, to Mr. and
Mrs. William McNeil of 1661 useMons arratt.
Daughter, Jowanna, to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Graffed of 760
Speed.
Son, James, to Mr. and Mrs.
Mamon Jackson of 905 Alaska.
Daughter, Cynthia, to Mr.
and Mrs. Richard D. Gillen of
301 Joubert.
Daughter, Violet, to Mr. and
Mrs. Wallace Douglas of 2297
Dexter.
Daughter, Sharon, to Mr. and
Mrs. 011ie Hassell of 1129 So.
Fourth.
May 25
Daughter, Carolyn, to Mr.
and Mrs. Julius Reodus of 274
Henry ave.
Son, Henry, to Mr. and Mrs.
William Brooks of 2298 Shasta.
Daughter, Tierney, to Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Robertson of
337 W. Person ave.
Daughter, Barbara, to Mr.
and Mrs. Lee Woods of 2262
Park ave.
Son, Eric, to Mr. and Mrs.
Moses Howard of 268 Kirk ave.
Son, Don, tc Mr. and Mrs.
King Erby of 824 Cella.
Assign 8 Pupils
To Ark. Schools
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — (UPI)
—The Little Rock school board
has assigned eight more Negro
students to two previously all
white high schools during t h e
1960-1961 session, increasing Ne-
gro attendance to a total of 13
students.
The school board assigned the
Negroes, all sophomores, Wed-
nesday night. Mrs. L. C. Bates,
state president of the NAACP,
said the assignments were "ri-
diculous."
She said 100 Negroes wanted to
go to white schools. A total of
eight Negroes are attending
Central and Hall (formerly
white) high schools this session.
Three of the eight will be
graduated this week, leaving
five to attend next September.
The five, plus the eight assign-
ed Wednesday, will make a total
of 13 Negroes in white schools.
"All the children living in the
attendance area should be al-
lowed to go to school," M r s.
Bates said.
President Eisenhower ordered
paratroopers into Little Rock to
protect nine Negroes attending
white schools during the 1957
Wife Presenerr
Rues ring lam sump should
I. doonoel prelenti, swabs-
rolled tightly, weeppediner=
Lied Motorail,' with moth
porter end sealed. Re SIIIIIP they
we Owed in a cool piece,
of "a region-wide 'wade in'
campaign in every city and
town in the southwest this
summer as means of dramatiz-
ing our apposition to se tress'
tion." 
760 Union
and 1958 term. Little Rock's
high schools were kept closed
during the 1958-1950 session.
Eight Negroes have been
attending Central and H a 1 I
peaceably during the current
session under a student assign-
ment plan approved by the Fed-
eral courts.
Home-style douches can't
the job that "Lysol" can—c
keep you sure of your daintiness
the way you want tO be!
But "Lysol" does! "Lysol"
kills the very germs that cause
embarrassing odor!
Every time you douche with
"Lysol" you can be confident!
Try it and see. "Lysol" brand
disinfectant is mild. Won't hurt
you!
For free booklet
on how to douche,
write: "Lysol,"
Bloomfield, New
Jersey, Dept. D259.
"IRAN° DISINFECTANT
4 Loia Ik F0.4 Proem:a
SLEEP 8 HOURS-
WAKE UP TIRED?
Discover the Wonderful Blood-Strengthening*
Action Of This Women's Iron Tonic!
After a good night's sleep, do you
still fw..1 tired out? Often this
run-down feeling is due to "Iron-
Hungry Blood" ('simple iron
deficiency anemia). Then it's
needless for most women to suffer
such awful weariness.
Take Lydia E. Pinkham Tab-
lets, only iron tonic made espe-
cially for women. Rich in iron,
Pinkham Tablets start to
strengthen your blood within one
day! Thus quickly help build rich,
red blood ... to restore strength
and energy so you feel fine again
fasti If your blood is so starved
for iron that you Just drag
through the day, get wonderful
Lydia E Pinkham Tablets from
any drug store today. Then Just
see if you don't soon feel like a
"new" woman again.
FEMALE AILMENTS — Famous Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound (Liquid) also brings blessed relief from the miser-
able discomforts of change-of-life and monthly pain.
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